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Abstract
The influence of social structures in the diffusion processes of ideas, diseases,
innovations and products through a population is widely acknowledged. The network
marketing business model has been recognized as a rapidly growing industry for
commercializing products or services through a network of recruited distributors
characterizing a particular social structure. However, in spite of this rapid growth,
many people have failed to succeed, so it has been challenged in terms of its capacity
to spread a product or service through a population.
This project explores how the network marketing structure influences, allows
or obstructs the diffusion process of products or services. For this, such a social
structure is characterized by the scale-free network form and two system dynamics
models are built to analyze the diffusion processes through it. It was found that this
network structure influences the spreading process, introducing to it benefits and
limits explained by the interaction between positive and negative feedback: for low
adoption values, the products spread as epidemics and, in comparison with random
structures, the growth rates are higher and more effective; in contrast, organizations
must maintain their adoption parameter as high as possible and counteract the
desertion phenomenon of the diffusion process.
The study of this business model using network theory and system dynamics
is rather new and it is relevant to both research fields and the network marketing
organizations, including the people involved with them. It contributes to the
understanding of the business dynamics, including its high impact on new markets
and controversial desertion due to the large quantity of people failing to succeed.
Moreover, it enlarges the knowledge concerning diffusion processes through
heterogeneous populations, and the characterization of real complex systems using
social networks theory.
Keywords: network marketing, social diffusion, scale-free networks, SI–SIR
models, preferential attachment, system dynamics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The influence of social structures in terms of their effect on the efficiency and speed
of diffusion processes is widely acknowledged. Diffusion phenomena have been
studied by introducing the structure analysis to dynamics such as the spread of
infectious diseases and innovations. This project proposes the continuance of those
studies, introducing the network marketing (NM) structure analysis to the diffusion of
products through social networks formed with such a business model.
The established question of the research is how the network marketing
structure influences, allows or obstructs the diffusion process of particular products
or services. This question is achieved by stressing the utility of computational models
for understanding complex systems: specifically, simulation models developed with
the system dynamics (SD) method. SD models are developed to learn about complex
dynamic systems in order to solve real-world problems (Sterman, 2000). These
simulation models are built in this project for a better understanding of the
relationship between structure and behavior in network marketing organizations
(NMOs), and for testing and improving the mental models developed concerning the
NM dynamics.
This document integrates the results of this project. Chapter two focuses on
the presentation of the thesis, including the purpose and its justification, motivation
and objectives and the way in which they were achieved. Chapter three focuses on the
generation of the NM structure so as to acquire the basis for analyzing the diffusion
phenomena. For this, NM channels were characterized as social networks exhibiting
the scale-free network form with the preferential attachment mechanism. Then, a
variant was introduced to an existing model constructed with SD to generate this
structure. The resulting model allows the analysis of essential characteristics of the
way NMOs are formed. The characterization of NM channels with the scale-free
network structure and their modeling using SD had never been performed. Chapter
four focuses on the construction of two new SD models for analyzing diffusion
processes through those NM channels. For this, the characteristics of the traditional
growth models—SI and SIR models—were introduced to the first resulting model.
The resulting models, i.e. potential–adopter (PA) and potential–adopter–deserter
(PAD) models, allow the study of the influence of the network structure on the
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diffusion process of NMOs’ products through these social networks formed with the
NM business model. The final chapter synthesizes the results and their sense
concerning the initial purpose established in the second chapter; it also discusses the
contributions, limits and directions for further research.

Chapter 2
Motivation and Presentation

2.1 Basic Concepts
This thesis covers technical concepts concerning in particular NM, social network
and SD theories, which might not be familiar to academics or practitioners in their
entirety. During this section, the basic concepts are introduced. The reader can refer
to Chapters three and four, where the full definitions are reviewed.

2.1.1 Network Marketing Organizations
NMOs are direct-selling channels that recruit new distributors over time and form a
particular type of social network. These independent distributors have access to a
compensation plan for inviting other people to join the network, to buy and to
distribute products or services (Bhattacharya & Nehta, 2000)—Chapter 3, Section 2.

2.1.2 Social Networks
A social network is a set of people interacting within a social system. Social networks
can be represented using three principal models: random networks, which exhibit
randomly placed nodes; scale-free networks, which exhibit a particular power-law
distribution; and hierarchical networks, which exhibit small clusters or modules
replicated several times (Barabási & Oltvai, 2004)—Chapter 3, Section 3.

2.1.3 Diffusion Dynamics
Social diffusion is the process by which an innovation—disease, idea, product, etc.—
is spread in a period of time through communication and interaction channels within
a social system (Zabkar & Zuzel, 2002). Traditional growth models in SD for
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studying diffusion processes are: Susceptible–Infectious (SI) (Sterman, 2000),
Susceptible–Infectious–Susceptible (SIS) (Pastor-Satorras & Vespignani, 2005) and
Susceptible–Infectious–Recovered (SIR) (Kermack & McKendrick, 1927). These
infectious disease models represent diffusion dynamics using three different types of
population—a quantity that grows or decreases in a fixed environment. The types are:
susceptibles or potentials, those who have the potential to adopt any idea, product or
disease; infectious or adopters, those who have already adopted the idea, product or
disease and can pass it to others; and recovered or deserters, those who, once
infectious, can desert or recover from the idea, product or disease (Sterman, 2000)—
Chapter 4, Section 2.

2.2 Context of Study
NM is a business model consisting of a retail-level channel for distributing and
commercializing products and services through a growing network of recruited
distributors. These independent distributors are rewarded for their sales based on a
compensation plan established by the network marketing organization (NMO)
(Coughlan & Grayson, 1998). This business model has been recognized as a rapidly
growing industry in the world, reaching in 2007 more than US$111 billion in retail
sales with a sales force of more than 67 million people (World Federation of Direct
Selling Associations – WFDSA, 2007).
In spite of this rapid growth, many people have failed to succeed. The reasons
revolve around the time and effort people have to invest in order to obtain significant
results, and the number of people a distributor has to share the business opportunity
with in order to gain one recruit. Because of these facts, the NM business model has
been challenged in terms of its capacity to spread a product or service through a
population (Taylor, 2002, 2004; Martinez, 2007).

2.3 Research Question
Motivated by this context, an interest in studying the dynamics of this business model
and the NMOs emerges. Accordingly, the purpose of this thesis is to study the
diffusion process phenomena, introducing heterogeneous structures, specifically NM
structures. This purpose is achieved using SD and social network theory approaches.
According to Zabkar and Zuzel (2002), the study of diffusion processes
started with the analysis of the diffusion of innovations within a target market and it
has interested academics and practitioners in marketing for decades. Diffusion
phenomena have been studied assuming homogeneous populations; this means that
they assume populations exhibit finite connectivity fluctuations, e.g. SI models
assume random networks.
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Nevertheless, this homogeneous population assumption can be extremely
biased because, according to recent research in the social network field,
heterogeneous structures or those exhibiting diverging connectivity fluctuations are
present in different real human systems (Moreno, Pastor-Satorras & Vespignani,
2002). Some of these systems are protein interaction and metabolic networks in the
biological field (Barabási & Oltvai, 2004), human sexual contact in the social field
(Zoltán & Barabási, 2002) and the World Wide Web in the technological field
(Barabási, Albert & Jeong, 2000).
Hence, current studies are being focused on these structures (López-Pintado,
2008). Moreno, Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani (2002) studied the spread of diseases
through scale-free networks; also, Van-den-Bulte and Joshi (2007) explored the
spread of innovations and new products, introducing the structure analysis; finally,
using SD and a scale-free network model, McCutchan and Campos-Náñez (2007)
approached the diffusion process by studying the model’s behavior in different social
contexts, among others.
Therefore, the research question of this thesis is how the network marketing
structure influences, allows or obstructs the diffusion process of particular products
or services. The exploration of this question is motivated by the controversial context
in which the NM business model is immersed.
This research allows the understanding of the advantages and restrictions for
the effectiveness of the diffusion process according to the NM structure as a whole. It
also allows the exploration of the influence of the products’ attributes and the
distributors’ resources, the effectiveness of different compensation plans, the impact
when distributors change their minds about buying the products and questions such as
how many people a particular distributor needs in order to be successful or how an
NMO can increase the speed of the diffusion process. The findings of this project also
extend the studies on diffusion dynamics mentioned earlier and can be used as a base
for further research. For that reason, this research is relevant not only to the NM
business field, but also to both social network and SD fields concerning the issues
explained above.
The next sections present the methodological approach used to accomplish
this study, the objectives established and the results of the activities performed.

2.4 Methodological Approach
2.4.1 Simulation as a Modeling Method
To deal with the research question, the computational modeling approach is used,
specifically employing simulation models developed with the SD method. Human
systems are complex; they are in constant change, present continuous interactions, are
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not easily understandable and their state is sensitive to decision making. In order to
improve learning about complex systems and enhance decision making, the use of
virtual worlds is handy; these are formal models for conducting experiments, which
can be physical models or computer simulations (Sterman, 2000). According to
Sterman (2000), virtual worlds are relevant and useful principally because different
decisions can be tested regardless of their consequences or impact, including if they
are dangerous, unethical or lead to a catastrophic system performance. Also, they can
be tested for low costs even when assuming extreme conditions; time and space can
be compressed and actions can be repeated several times under different or the same
assumptions. Virtual worlds are more effective when they are developed using
decision makers’ mental models. “In SD [mental models are used for representing
the] beliefs about the networks of causes and effects that describe how a system
operates” (Sterman, 2000, p. 16).
Simulation using SD is a technique able to represent and test theoretical
concepts modeled with fewer restrictions in comparison with other approaches
(Olaya, 2009). Forrester (1961) wrote:
Simulation consists of tracing through, step by step, the actual flows of
orders, goods, and information, and observing the series of new decisions that
take place … This is the counterpart of trying a new policy or organizational
structure in the real system ... After a simulation run comes interpretation of
the results. Did it turn out as expected? If not, why? As the experiment is
examined, new questions arise … This is a process of invention and trial …
Each simulation result teaches, and it also prompts additional questions …
Such experimentation will yield new insights into the characteristics of the
system that the model represents (Forrester, 1961 cited by Olaya, 2009, p. 26).
Within virtual worlds, computer simulation is more appropriate for analyzing
systems with significant dynamic complexity. It allows the testing of the mental
models and the understanding of reality. Also, it permits the exploration of how a
complex system may work, especially when it is not possible to experiment in the
real system (Sterman, 2000). The use of computational simulation provides learning
about the consequences of interactions between multiple elements in a complex
system, as Forrester (1975) emphasizes:
We stress the importance of being explicit about assumptions and
interrelating them in a computer model … The most important difference
between the properly conceived computer model and the mental model is in
the ability to determine the dynamic consequences when the assumptions
within the model interact with one another. The human mind is not adapted to
sensing correctly the consequences of a mental model … The computer model
… is a statement of system structure. It contains the assumptions being made
about the system ... Generally, the consequences are unexpected (Forrester,
1975 cited by Olaya, 2009, p. 26).
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Nevertheless, this methodology does not overcome all the barriers when
learning and understanding complex systems; for this, rigorous follow-up research
must be carried out using many methods and disciplines (Sterman, 2000). It is
expected that the models developed with SD are appropriate for achieving the
previously established purpose of the study. They can only be tested for confidence
but cannot be “validated” as such since, according to Sterman (2000), validation
implies acceptance based on the truth and these models are a simplified and limited
representation of the real world based on mental models, so they differ from truth and
reality in an infinite number of ways. Therefore, the models should be tested
according to their limits and capacity for enhancing the decision making of the users
so they can be improved: this is to increase confidence concerning this matter.
Within the SD method, the question of how the network structure influences,
allows or obstructs the diffusion process of particular NMOs’ products or services is
explored using the dynamics of growth theory—S-shaped growth—and its
applications to the diffusion of infectious diseases, market growth of new products
and spread of innovations (Sterman, 2000). For this study, the diffusion of products
takes place when the distributors belonging to a particular NMO are buying and
selling those products; this means that they are—the products—spreading through the
network formed with the NM business model. Simulation is used for modeling and
studying this growth dynamics.
In this project, the SD simulation models are built for better understanding of
the relationship between structure and behavior in a complex system like the NM
businesses, and for testing and improving the mental models developed concerning
the NM dynamics within its controversial context. It is not intended to establish one
unique truth in relation to the product diffusion process through NM structures, but to
enlarge the knowledge, analysis and findings in the fields involved. For example, the
SD models can be used for exploring questions such as how the NM structure as a
whole imposes restrictions on or benefits the spreading of the products, or how the
desertion phenomenon reduces the effectiveness of the diffusion process, among
other questions of interest. Also, the utilization of this methodology is intended for
experimentation with data estimated from a real case study in order to explore
questions such as how the characteristics of a particular compensation plan influence
the distributors’ decision to start buying the products or services. In sum, one of the
outcomes of this project is a simulator that is developed with that purpose and with
the intention of allowing experimentation using different data depending on what a
particular consultant wants to explore. The data’s source can be other case studies
including NMOs performing in other target markets and commercializing different
types of products.

2.4.2 System Dynamics Modeling Process
Modeling, as a part of the learning process, is iterative, a continual
process of formulating hypotheses, testing, and revision, of both formal and
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mental models ... [The modeling process includes] the following activities: (1)
articulating the problem to be addressed, (2) formulating a dynamic hypothesis
or theory about the causes of the problem, (3) formulating a simulation model
to test the dynamic hypothesis, (4) testing the model until you are satisfied it
is suitable for your purpose, and (5) designing and evaluating policies for
improvement (Sterman, 2000, pp. 83, 87).
In this project, those activities are performed in the following way. First, the
articulation of the NM business is recognized as a growing industry within a
controversial context where it is challenged in terms of its capacity to spread a
product or service. Second, the formulation of the S-shaped growth hypothesis
emphasizes the interest in how positive feedback boosts the growth of the system or
the diffusion of products or services, i.e. the infectious phenomenon, and how
negative feedback drives the diffusion process into its limits and reaches an
equilibrium level, i.e. desertion phenomenon and system capacity, representing a
nonlinear transition from dominance by positive feedback to dominance by negative
feedback—see Chapter four, Sterman (2000). Third, the formulation of the SD
models for studying diffusion through NM structures is based on a previous work of
McCutchan and Campos-Náñez (2007) and introduces the social network theory
approach. Fourth, the models are tested in order to increase confidence and improve
them, using some of the tests exposed by Sterman (2000) and others, such as least
squares regression and the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Finally, experimentation and
policy design are used in order to understand how the structure as a whole imposes
restrictions on or benefits the spreading of products or services, improve the NM
controversial context and enhance the diffusion through these particular structures.
Figure 1 shows how these activities interact.
5. Policy
Formulation &
Evaluation: how
the structure as a
whole has an
influence

1. Problem
Articulation: NM
business within a
controversial
context

4. Testing: specific
tests that increase
confidence in the
models

2. Dynamic
Hypothesis: S-shaped
growth theory

3. Formulation:
SD models for
studying diffusion
through NM
structures

Figure 1. Modeling Process. Adapted from: Sterman (2000, p. 87).
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2.5 Objectives
2.5.1 General Objective
The general objective of the study is to explore the diffusion process of products or
services through a social network formed with the NM business model by means of
computational simulation; to identify benefits and/or limits to this diffusion
phenomenon introduced by this particular structure. In order to achieve this, two
major steps were designed, each one representing one specific objective within this
general objective of the project.

2.5.2 Specific Objectives
2.5.2.1 Structure Generation
-

To characterize the NM structure using the social network theory
To generate such a structure using an SD model that allows the analysis of
the way NM channels are formed

2.5.2.2 Diffusion Process Exploration
-

To develop two SD models that allow the study of diffusion processes
through NM structures
To analyze the spread of products and services through a population
characterized by the NM structure
To use data collected from a real and existing distributor network and
belonging to a particular NMO

2.6 Accomplishment and Results
The activities performed to accomplish the two specific objectives and their results
were documented in two articles which are presented in Chapters three and four. It
was considered that a good way to achieve the purpose of this study was first to
generate the NM structure and second to study the diffusion phenomena through that
structure.
The results concerning the characterization and generation of the network
structure are presented in the first article in Chapter three entitled “A system
dynamics model for studying the structure of network marketing organizations”.
The findings regarding the analysis of diffusion processes through NM
structures are exposed in the second article in Chapter four entitled “Exploring
diffusion processes through network marketing structures using a system dynamics
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approach”. Next, the articles are presented including their content and the connection
between them.

2.6.1 First Article: Generation of the NM Structure
This article presents the results and findings concerning the first specific objective of
the project. It introduces NMOs as business models forming particular social
networks whose structure can be characterized as a scale-free network with the
preferential attachment mechanism; for this characterization, a review is made of the
NM business model and social networks theory, especially scale-free networks in
comparison with other types of network models. It also builds on the previous work
of McCutchan and Campos-Náñez (2007) in order to generate such structures using
SD so as to acquire the basis for analyzing the diffusion phenomena. The study of this
business model using network theory and SD is rather new and underlines the way
these particular networks are formed through time and the manner in which such
particular structures allow and restrict the diffusion of products and services. The
resulting model presented in this article allows the construction of an application for
studying different aspects related to diffusion processes through NM channels; these
aspects are also presented at the end of the article.
The article is divided into six sections. The first one is the introduction. The
second section presents the NM business model, its characteristics as a distribution
channel and how it grows; it also presents the significance of understanding these
particular growth processes that follow this specific business model. The third section
presents an overview of network theory so as to introduce the structure of NMOs as a
specific type of social network—the scale-free network—given that the growth of
these organizations can be characterized with the preferential attachment mechanism.
The fourth section develops an SD model for generating scale-free networks with NM
characteristics; this is the structure for studying the spread of products and services in
NMOs; this section also assesses the model using analytical tests, i.e. least squares
regression, maximum likelihood estimation and the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test; it also
develops a logical comparison with the NM business model. The fifth section
presents the next steps in order to study diffusion processes through the generated
network using this first model, that is, the study of the effectiveness of different NMO
compensation plans, the impact on diffusion processes according to particular
characteristics of specific products or services, the influence of the resources of
NMOs’ distributors, the understanding of how the network structure, as a whole,
imposes restrictions of benefits, the study of the tipping point and, finally, possible
extensions to the model. These analyses are reported in the second article. The last
section closes the paper. The full article is in Chapter three.
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2.6.2 Second Article: Diffusion of Products and Services
through NM Structures
The second article is built on the results presented in the first paper and presents the
results and findings concerning the second specific objective of the thesis and the
research question of studying how the network marketing structure influences, allows
or obstructs the diffusion process of NMOs’ products or services. It presents a review
of social diffusion in complex networks, emphasizing scale-free networks and recent
research findings. It also explains the construction and testing of the SD models for
studying diffusion processes through NM channels. The characteristics of the
infectious disease models SI and SIR are introduced to the previous model developed
to generate the NM structure, obtaining two models for studying the spread of
products through the NM structure: the Potential–Adopter (PA) and Potential–
Adopter–Deserter (PAD) models. In the SI model, the population can be free of
disease but can become infected, or infected and able to pass the disease to others
(Sterman, 2000), then, in the PA model, the population can be potential, not buying
products but able to start doing so, or adopter, buying products and able to pass the
adoption to others. In the SIR model, the population, once infected, can die or recover
and remain immune so they cannot pass the disease on or become infected again
(Kermack & McKendrick, 1927), then, in the PAD model, the population, having
become adopters, can cease buying the products and remain as deserters so they
cannot pass the adoption on or become adopters again. Finally, the results are shown
concerning the influence of the structure on the diffusion process after running these
resulting models using data estimated from a real case study; this is a real and
existing distributor network belonging to a particular NMO.
The paper is organized in five sections. The first section introduces the article.
The second section develops a literature review on social diffusion processes through
scale-free networks; it also presents an overview of diffusion theory and recent
findings regarding epidemic thresholds—tipping points, strategies for increasing or
decreasing diffusion processes and the characterization of NMOs as scale-free
networks so as to study diffusion processes in organizations that follow this business
model. The third section presents the models for studying social diffusion in NM
structures characterized as scale-free networks; these models are built on the
previously generated model—see Chapter 3—with the introduction of the
characteristics from infectious disease models. As a result, two models are developed:
the PA and PAD models. This section also presents various tests in order to increase
confidence in these models. The fourth section describes the results obtained with the
models and the analysis concerning the influence of the network structure on the
diffusion process of NMOs’ products. A real case study is explored in order to extend
the assessment of the scale-free networks corresponding to the logic of the NM
business model; also, the parameters of the models are estimated based on
experiences from existing NM distributors. The network structure is explored using
the positive and negative feedback interacting within the system structure; also, a
comparison between NM and random structures is made. A tipping point analysis for
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each model is performed including the exploration of the desertion phenomenon. The
adoption process is explored using the variables established for representing the
factors of influence on the distributors when they decide to buy the products; this
analysis is made highlighting the flexibility of the models for testing different policies
based on these variables. It was found that the NM structure influences the products’
diffusion process by introducing to it benefits and limits that emerge from the
positive and negative feedback structures present in the NM dynamics. Concerning
the benefits, for low adoption values, the products spread as epidemics and, in
comparison with random structures, the NM growth rates are higher and more
effective. In contrast, concerning the limits, NMOs must maintain their adoption
parameter as high as possible and counteract the desertion phenomenon of the
diffusion processes in order to improve their development and success. Finally, it is
exposed that designing and implementing strategies focused on the factors of
influence can keep their distributors motivated, reduce their desertion rate and
enhance their product volume. The last section summarizes the main points and
presents possible further research. The full article is in Chapter four.
Both articles were written with the advice of Professor Camilo Olaya. The
first one was presented in the 26th International Conference of the System Dynamics
Society held in July 2008 in Athens, Greece; currently it is published in its
Conference Proceedings. The second one will soon be submitted for publication.
Chapters 3 and 4 present the articles introduced in this section, respectively.

Chapter 3 *†
A System Dynamics Model for
Studying the Structure of Network
Marketing Organizations

Abstract
The importance of social structures in analyzing a diffusion of ideas and innovations is
widely acknowledged. This paper presents the first step in the construction of a system
dynamics model to study social diffusion phenomena using network marketing as the
specific structure through which products and services are spread. Network marketing
organizations are direct-selling channels that recruit new distributors and form a
particular type of social network which is shaped through time and based on preferential
attachment. The paper presents a way to generate the topology of such a network so as to
have the basis for analyzing the diffusion of products and services through such
channels; a variant is introduced to an existing model developed with systems dynamics
for generating scale-free networks with preferential attachment. We found that the
resulting model generates an adequate network topology for analyzing essential
characteristics of the way network marketing organizations are formed. This structure is
the base for exploring the diffusion of products through such a business model;
exploration of these processes constitutes the next step for this project.
Keywords: network marketing, scale-free networks, preferential attachment, diffusion

This chapter was published on the Conference Proceedings of the 26th International Conference of the
System Dynamics Society carried out on July 2008 in Athens, Greece.
*

†

The term topology is used through this chapter with the purpose of maintaining the same language
used by McCutchan and Campos-Náñez (2007). For this study this term denotes the structure or form
of a particular network, specifically a network formed with the network marketing business model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Currently, one prominent issue of
research is the relevance and effect of
network topology in social diffusion
processes in terms of efficiency,
reachability and speed. In particular, we
are interested in studying the diffusion of
attributes through the structure of
network marketing organization (NMOs),
a type of direct-selling business model.
McCutchan and Campos-Náñez (2007)
used systems dynamics (SD) to evaluate
the effect of network topology in social
diffusion processes; in particular
proposing a model for generating scalefree (SF) networks using preferential
attachment. In this paper we present a
variant of this previous model and apply
it to the study of network marketing
(NM) structures which can be
characterized as SF networks. This is the
first step in our project for studying
diffusion
processes
through
NM
channels.
The paper is organized as follows. The
next section presents the business model
known as NM. The third section
introduces the structure of NMOs as a
specific type of social network; it
presents an overview of social networks
theory and the characterization of NM
topology as a type of SF network with
preferential attachment. The fourth
section describes a way of handling
network topology with a SD model using
the ideas of McCutchan and CamposNáñez (2007); it also introduces and
assesses a model for generating SF
networks with NM characteristics. The
fifth section presents the next steps to
follow in order to study diffusion
processes through the generated network
using our findings from this first model.

The last section summarizes the main
points.

2. NETWORK MARKETING
2.1. Business
Marketing

Model:

Network

Direct selling (DS) is a retail level
distribution
and
commercialization
channel for products and services. It is
based on direct contact between people.
In this model, independent distributors
make profits from buying and selling
when they provide a product or service to
a customer (World Federation of Direct
Selling Associations – WFDSA, 2006).
NMOs are DS channels that also recruit
new distributors into a growing network
over time. These independent distributors
have access to a compensation plan for
inviting other people to join the network,
to buy and to distribute products or
services. This compensation plan is based
on the business group volume, which
includes each distributor’s volume and
the volume of the other distributors that
have been recruited (Bhattacharya &
Nehta, 2000) —see below. Traditionally,
DS has represented a strong force in
product distribution. Nowadays, 70% of
DS revenues are generated by NMOs
(Coughlan & Grayson, 1998).

2.2. Characteristics of Network
Marketing Organization
According to Coughlan and Grayson
(1998), a network marketing organization
(NMO) is defined as a company whose
income depends only or principally on
DS and whose direct distributors are
rewarded for: (1) buying products or
services, (2) selling products or services
and (3) finding other distributors to buy
and sell products or services, too.
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The main characteristics of NMOs are
(Coughlan & Grayson, 1998):
(a) Human resources: they do not
manage a large employee sales force.
(b) Savings: they do not invest in
advertising and supply chains.
(c) Remuneration: distributors do not
earn a basic salary but a net commission
in proportion to their retail markup.
(d) Assistance: they offer products and
business training to their distributors.
(e) Rewards: they have a compensation
plan depending on each distributor sales
volume.
This model has been adopted by different
companies around the world. They
include: Amway, Excel, Forever Living
Products, Herbalife, Mary Kay, Nokken,
Nu Skin Enterprises, Primerica and
Shaklee (King & Robinson, 2000).
Compensation Plans
Basically, NMOs compensate their
independent distributors in three different
ways (Coughlan & Grayson, 1998):
(1) Distribution: distributors purchase the
product or service at wholesale prices
and provide it to a final customer at retail
price. Markup profits are approximately
between 30% and 50%. They can also
purchase it for themselves.
(2) Personal volume (PV): distributors
receive a commission for their PV, i.e.
the value of every product they buy or
sell during a period of time established
by the NMO. At a higher volume the
commission increases.
(3) Group volume (GV): distributors are
rewarded with a net commission for their
group volume. This volume includes the
PV plus the value of the products or
services bought or sold by people that
belong to the distributors’ networks
during the same period (see below).

People who are recruited by the
distributors into their networks are called
downline distributors. The distributors’
GV is therefore the sum of the
distributors’ PV plus the PV of each
downline in the distributors’ network.
Figure 1 shows an example of a
distributor network. Distributor 1 has
recruited directly Downline 1, 2 and 3;
additionally Downline 2 has recruited
directly Downline 4 and 5. Note that in
the network distributors have their own
PV and GV which determine their total
net commission at the end of the period.
In the example, Distributor 1 completed
$200 PV, and including his downline
distributors’ volume he reaches $700
GV. Likewise, Downline 2 completed
$200 PV and $300 GV, including his
downline distributors’ volume. Note that
Downlines 1, 3 and 4 only reach $100
GV each, which corresponds to their
$100 PV because there are no downline
distributors in their networks yet.
Downline 5 has $0 GV and therefore $0
PV, which means that he did not buy or
sell any product or service during the
period.

Figure 1. Example of a distributor’s network.
Adapted from: Coughlan and Grayson (1998, p. 403).

The net commission of each distributor is
the difference between their own
commission rate and the commission
rates of their direct downline distributors
(Coughlan & Grayson, 1998). The next
example illustrates this point.
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Table 1 shows a NMO’s commission
system. During a fixed period of time, if
the distributors reach between $100 and
$299 GV, they earn a commission rate of
2% on their GV; between $300 and $499
they earn a commission rate of 5% on
their GV, and so on.
COMMISSION SYSTEM
GV
RATE
$100 - $299
2%
$300 - $499
5%
$500 - $799
8%
≥ $800
12%
Table 1. Example of a NMO’s commission
system.
Adapted from: Coughlan and Grayson (1998, p. 403).

According to the table, in the example of
Figure 1, Distributor 1 rate commission
is 8% on his $700 GV, this is $56; but
this commission includes Downlines 1, 2
and 3 commissions, which for Downlines
1 and 3 are 2% on their $100 GV, which
is $2 each and for Downline 2 it is 5% on
his $300 GV, which is $15. Distributor
1’s net commission is therefore $37 ($56
- $2 - $2 - $15 = $37).
GV
GROUP RATE COMMISSION

Total Group Commission
Rate
Distributor 1
Downline 1
Downline 2
Downline 3
Downline 4
Downline 5

$700
8%
$56
Net

Commission

Commission

8%
2%
5%
2%
2%
0%

$37
$2
$13
$2
$2
$0
$56

Total Group Commission

Table 2. Net commissions for a NMO’s
distributors.

Similarly, Downline 2’s rate of
commission includes Downlines 4 and 5
commissions, which for Downline 4 is
2% of his $100 GV, which is $2, and for
Downline 5 is in this case $0, because his
GV is $0 or less than $100. Downline 2’s
net commission is therefore $13 ($15 $2 - $0 = $13). Table 2 summarizes the
net commissions for each one of the
distributors.
Note that these commissions correspond
only to the third component of the
NMOs’ compensation plan. Distributors
also receive a commission for their PV,
second component, and the markup profit
for the distribution, first component
(Coughlan & Grayson, 1998).

2.3. A Growing Channel of
Distributors for the Diffusion of
Products and Services
NMOs show a dynamic structure. The
distribution
channel
is
formed
continuously as new distributors enter the
network. Usually, when a new distributor
joins a NMO, he buys a personal code,
also called a personal franchise or
business kit. Some NMOs sponsor new
distributors for free by just filling in an
application form. In both cases, this
NMO’s membership allows – but not
forces, the new distributor to (1) buy
NMO’s products or services, (2) sell
those products or services to their
customers – they are not within the
network, and (3) recruit other distributors
to buy and sell the products or services,
too; it therefore permits the distributor to
access the NMO’s compensation plan.
Initially, one person joins the network as
an independent distributor of the NMO.
Then the distributor begins to buy,
consume and sell the products or services
that the NMO offers; he also invites other
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people to join the network. This process
continues
repeatedly
with
each
distributor within the NMO’s network.
Figure 2 shows an example of the
evolution of a distributor’s network over
time.

Figure 2. Distributor’s network over time.

Stage A illustrates the initial state. When
the distributor recruits his first downline,
the new distributor enters the network
forming one connection with his sponsor,
also called upline (Stage B). Similarly,
another distributor becomes the second
downline in the next time-step (Stage C).
As the new distributors begin to invite
other people, the network will grow,
increasing the number of total
distributors (Stage D). After several timesteps, the network will exhibit a structure
similar to the one shown in Stage E.
Structure Growth and Diffusion
For our study, it is necessary to
distinguish two important processes
within the NM business model: the
network growing process and the
diffusion of products or services.

In the network growing process three
relevant issues must be emphasized.
First, note that when a new distributor is
recruited, only one connection is
generated to his/her upline. This feature
follows NM characteristics because it is
not possible for a person to be recruited
by two or more distributors; this would
be
incompatible
with
NMO’s
compensation plans.
Second, the fact that a new distributor
joins a particular NMO does not mean
that he or she is interested in doing the
three activities allowed by the
membership; some of them will join only
to purchase the products or services for
themselves; others will join just to sell
them to their customers and to access the
markup profit, but not necessarily to
recruit new people. This issue is
important because only those who are
interested in the third activity
(recruitment of further distributors) will
allow the network to grow.
Third, as a consequence of the last issue,
as the network continues to expand, it is
possible to identify a few distributors
who grow by being successful in their
own businesses; these are the distributors
who have recruited a larger quantity of
direct downline distributors. This means
that in the long run, new distributors will
not join all existing distributors in the
same way, time, speed or quantity. They
will be added with a higher probability to
those who are being successful. This
makes sense because they are the only
ones that are spreading the business
model structure or inviting others to join
the network; they also have more
experience of the products or services,
the business model, the NMO and its
compensation plan, and therefore they
are succeeding and reaching higher
commissions with their businesses. Over
time, those distributors will become
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stronger and more important within the related to income expectations, budget
network.
investment in the business, different
products benefits, and the most relevant
Concerning the diffusion of products or characteristic for the study we are
services, one relevant issue must be presenting here: the marketing plan and
emphasized. The NMO membership the network growth (Martinez, 2007).
allows but does not force the new The problem with this last factor is that
distributors to buy the NMO’s products in order to be successful and reach high
or services. Thus, when the network is incomes, the NMOs’ distributors have to
established, this does not imply that the go through a lot of people to find the
distributors are spreading those products ones really interested in building the
or services. In other words, if a NMO has business (Martinez, 2007). One of the
a network of a huge quantity of authors has been involved with a NMO
distributors, e.g. 1000, but none of them and has also been interviewed with
are consuming or buying its products or successful distributors within the NM
services, there will not be a diffusion business model. From the information
process and, in consequence, neither the received through these sources, it has
NMO nor the distributors will earn any been estimated that each distributor has
income.
to recruit approximately five to seven
downline distributors to find one agent
In this article we are interested in the really interested in building the business.
network growing process. We will show Moreover, in order to recruit two new
that the three issues emphasized within downline distributors, he or she has to
this process determine the network invite and share the NM business model
topology of NM and NMOs which allows idea with approximately twenty or
us to study, later on, the diffusion of twenty-five people. Though this is not
products or services.
empirically validated, these figures
reflect the efficiency of people already
2.4. Significance of Understanding connected with NMOs who achieve
significant results in their NM
Growth and Diffusion of NMOs
businesses.
The NM business model has been
recognized as a rapidly-growing industry As the distributors recruit more downline
during the last decade – across the world, distributors, the chance of being
sales reached more than US$80.4 billion successful therefore increases. But the
in 1997, US$85.7 billion in 2002, US$89 target population is not infinite, so
billion in 2003 and US$109 billion in unlimited recruiting programs may
2006, with a sales force of 61.45 million collapse in the long run (Taylor, 2004). It
people (WFDSA, 2006). In spite of this is considered that 99% of NMOs’
increasing acknowledgment and the huge distributors lose profits because the costs
quantity of independent distributors with associated with building the business
a dramatic lifestyle change, many people exceed the returns. A few distributors are
therefore getting higher incomes at the
have failed to succeed (Martinez, 2007).
expense of many downlines recruited by
Many factors contribute to the failure of them who buy the NMO’s products or
NMOs’ distributors. Some of them are services and receive the lowest incomes
(Taylor, 2002).
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These statistics may not be encouraging
for NMO distributors. Distributors
entering a NMO network should consider
that building their networks requires a
large amount of effort in order to find
agents really interested in the NM model,
who in turn should succeed in finding
further agents, too. This explains why
distributors might leave the NMOs’
Figure 3. Example of a network.
network: because of the time required to
Adapted from: Newman (2003, p. 2).
achieve significant results and also
because of the dependence on the The number of edges connecting from a
efficiency of other downlines.
particular vertex to other vertices within
the network is called its degree. Vertices
Because of these facts, the NM model with a high number of edges are called
has been challenged in terms of its hubs (Barabási & Oltvai, 2004).
capacity to spread a product or service
through a population (Taylor, 2002, Properties of Networks
2004; Martinez, 2007). Our interest in Networks have different properties.
using system dynamics is to study the Some of them are of particular interest
possibilities and characteristics of this for this study:
diffusion process through that specific (1) Small-world effect: it is presented in
type of network.
networks with short path lengths which
imply that, on average, a node is a few

3. NETWORK MARKETING steps away from any other node; a
second characteristic is high clustering
AS A SOCIAL NETWORK
We have presented the NM business
model, the main characteristics of NMOs
and the source of our motivation for
studying social diffusion phenomena
using NM as the particular structure
through which products or services are
spread. Now we can study the structure
of these channels using social network
theory.

3.1. Network Theory
Networks
A network is a set of items connected by
links. Those items are called vertices or
nodes and their interconnections are
called edges or arcs (Newman, 2003). An
example is shown in Figure 3.

values, which means mutual connectivity
within nodes. This property is important
in particular dynamic spread processes,
e.g. epidemics, innovations (Watts,
2003).

(2) Degree distribution P(k ) : it refers to
the distribution of the degree of the nodes
within the network (Newman, 2003). It
gives the probability that a selected node
has exactly k number of edges (Barabási
& Oltvai, 2004). P(k ) can be
represented as a histogram with the
number of nodes of degree 1, 2, 3 and so
on. This property is important for
distinguishing between different classes
of networks. e.g. a peaked degree
distribution means no highly connected
nodes whereas a power-law degree
distribution
indicates
few
hubs
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connecting with many less connected (2) Resources: it concerns the
nodes (Barabási & Oltvai, 2004).
characteristics of the actors or nodes; for
example, knowledge, abilities, gender, a
specific attribute, etc.
Network Dynamics
As a further issue, we should consider (3) Normative: it refers to rules that
two types of network dynamics. Watts determine the behavior of the actors.
(2003) defines them:
(4) Dynamics: it emphasizes the
generation of links and the continuous
(1) Dynamics of the network: it refers to change in the network.
the processes of making and breaking
network links; this definition denotes the Following the previous distinction made
very development of the network between dynamics of the network and
structure itself. The dynamic analysis dynamics on the network, we underline
focuses on the processes by which the that these two dynamic aspects are
network is formed.
closely interrelated in social network
analysis. On the one hand, there is a
(2) Dynamics on the network: it refers to relationship between the way the links
the activities of actors (nodes) that are are formed among actors and the roles
linked within the network, for example, they have in their social environment. On
spreading a rumor. The dynamic analysis the other hand, the network can be
focuses on the influence between the assumed to be a conduit to spread
individuals (nodes) in the network.
information (or, for instance, products)
It should therefore be noted that this and influence others. This condition
article focuses on the dynamics of social depends on the position of the actor
networks following the rules of NMOs. within the network and on who can
In contrast, the next step for this project access, reach across or influence the links
will focus on the dynamics on NMOs’ between the actors nearby (Watts, 2003).
networks.
Models of Networks
In addition, Barabási and Oltvai (2004)
Social Networks
According to Newman (2003) there are suggest three principal models of
four types of networks: social networks, networks that we should consider further:
information networks, technological
networks and biological networks. We (1) Random networks: known also as
are interested in the first kind of network. Erdos-Rényi models. Given a quantity of
vertices or nodes, each pair of nodes is
A social network is a set of people connected with probability p, which
interacting within a social system. They generates a graph with randomly-placed
are flexible and dynamic because of the edges. The node degrees follow a
frequency with which connections are Poisson distribution. In Figure 4 most of
formed and dissolved. These networks the nodes have the same amount of links;
have four components (Davern, 1997):
it also shows high clustering and short
(1) Structural: it refers to both the form path lengths, reflecting the small-world
in which the nodes and arcs are effect (Barabási & Oltvai, 2004).
organized and the strength of the arcs
between the nodes.
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Figure 4. Random network.
Source: Barabási and Oltvai, (2004, p. 105).

Figure 5. Scale-free network.

(2) Scale-free networks: it has a powerAdapted from: Barabási and Oltvai (2004, p. 105).
law degree distribution, which has the
(3)
Hierarchical
networks:
their
form:
construction
starts
with
a
small
cluster
or
P(k ) ~ k −γ
module with a given quantity of nodes all
linked. Then replicas of this module are
where k is the node degree and γ is the generated, all of them connected to the
degree
exponent
with
range initial one from the external nodes. The
2 < γ < 3 . Two generic aspects resulting module is replicated again, all
characterize this model. The first one is of them connected to the initial small
that the ‘network continuously expands cluster from the peripheral nodes. Figure
by the addition of new vertices that are 6 shows an example with an initial small
connected to the vertices already in the cluster of four nodes. This model exhibits
system’ (Barabási, Albert & Jeong, 2000, co-existence of modularity, the tendency
p. 73). The second is that the network of nodes to form clusters or groups, local
exhibits preferential attachment, so there high clustering and SF topology. In
is a ‘higher probability to be linked to a addition, it implies communication
vertex that already has a large number of between high cluster areas maintained by
connections’ (Barabási et al., 2000, p. a few hubs (Barabási & Oltvai, 2004).
73). Figure 5 shows that a few nodes,
square ones also called hubs, are well
connected in comparison with the other
nodes. For smaller values of γ the
importance of the hubs increases and vice
versa; for γ = 2 a network with one large
hub connected with a large fraction of all
nodes emerges; in contrast, for γ > 3 the
network behaves like a random one. This
model is characterized by the ultra-smallworld property: its path lengths are
shorter than those presented in random
Figure 6. Hierarchical network.
networks (Barabási & Oltvai, 2004).
Source: Barabási and Oltvai, (2004, p. 105).
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A last remark regarding models and
properties of networks follows. In the
past, some authors defined how the
‘small world effect’ constituted a specific
model of network (e.g. Watts and
Strogatz cited in Kim, Jun, Kim & Choi,
2006). Various studies, however, have
established that the ‘small-world effect’
is a common feature of all networks; this
effect has been subsequently shown in
several systems (Barabási & Oltvai,
2004). Affiliation networks of movie
actors, the power transmission grid of the
western United States, neural networks,
World Wide Web and random networks
are all good examples (Watts, 2004;
Barabási & Oltvai, 2004).
We have explored various properties and
networks models. Now we can outline
the NM business model and NMOs
within this theory of networks.

3.2. Network Marketing as a ScaleFree Network
We introduce NM as a business model
that can be represented as a SF network.
The definition of NM and the
characteristics of NMOs as a whole, with
the description of social networks and the
explanations of the models of networks
explored previously, mean that NM can
be characterized as a social network and
in particular can be modeled as a SF
network
based
on
preferential
attachment.

Related Work
We have found two precedents for
modeling NMOs within the theory of
networks.
First, Kim and colleagues (2006)
characterized NMOs with a ‘small-world
network’ model based on the two

characteristics of the small-world effect
property we mentioned above: short path
lengths and high clustering values. As
regards this previous work, we will make
two comments. First, as we mentioned in
section 3.1, it has been established that
the small-world effect is more a property
than a model of networks and it is a
common feature in most complex
networks; moreover, we are interested in
the dynamics of how the network is
formed and how the diffusion process is
carried out across it –different from the
analysis of Kim and colleagues (2006)
who focus on path length as the key
structural network property. Second, we
suggest modeling NMOs as SF networks
with preferential attachment because, as
Barabási and Oltvai (2004) underline, the
degree distribution property is more
relevant than the path length in terms of
characterizing network classes. Finally,
since in NM one downline can be
recruited only by one existing distributor,
there are no high clustering values within
a NMO’s network, which is one of the
two prime characteristics of the smallworld effect. This means that we are
proposing to model a SF network with
only one of the two characteristics of the
small-world property; short path lengths.
We will see that despite this, our
resulting network will fit with the
theoretical power-law degree distribution
form which we take as the defining
attribute for SF networks.
The other precedent is work developed
by Legara, Monterola, Litong-Palima and
Saloma (2006); they use agent-based
modeling to characterize the specific
structure of a Multilevel Marketing
business model, equivalent to NM, called
binary network structure, as a SF
network with preferential attachment.
Within this specific compensation plan,
each distributor can only recruit at most
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two direct downline distributors. In
contrast, in our project the compensation
plan should not restrict the number of
direct downline distributors belonging to
a particular node. Moreover, we are
interested in using SD (instead of agentbased modeling) both for developing an
application of the previous work of
McCutchan and Campos-Náñez (2007)
and connecting this application with the
previous body of literature on SD
diffusion models.

nodes to be connected and NMOs do not
establish a desired quantity of
distributors in their networks; on the
contrary, they allow a continuous
addition of new distributors over time.
Also, NMO’s networks do not follow a
Poisson degree distribution; new
distributors enter the network based on
the connections already established and
not as independent processes.
A NMO can be better modeled as a SF
network with preferential attachment
because its characteristics fit with the two
generic aspects of this model. First, the
distributors’
networks
continuously
expand over time by the addition of new
distributors to those already in the
system. Second, new distributors connect
with a higher probability to those who
have more connections or direct
downline distributors in their networks.
This means that they are spreading the
business model idea; have more
experience with the products, services,
the business model, the NMO and its
compensation plan; and finally are
succeeding
and
reaching
higher
commissions.
These
special
characteristics constitute preferential
attachment.

Network marketing organization as
scale-free networks
As we previously showed, NMOs are
channels for spreading products or
services to customers. They do not invest
huge
quantities
of
money
in
advertisement and supply chains. On the
contrary, they offer the opportunity to
their customers to play this role by means
of direct contact. The result is a
continuously growing network of people
interacting and allowing the spread of
their products or services through a
whole population. This social network of
distributors is flexible and reflects the
four components: structural – upline and
downline
distributor’s
interactions,
resources – distributor’s abilities and
knowledge, normative – NM rules
established by NMOs, and dynamic – 4. MODEL CONSTRUCTION
continuous
recruitment
of
new
distributors.
The previous description of NMOs as
social networks that can be particularly
Hierarchical networks do not fit the
modeled as SF networks with preferential
requirements for modeling NMOs. Note
attachment is the first result with which
that since new distributors connect
we can now proceed to generate the
directly only to one sponsor, it cannot be
corresponding structure.
possible to identify clustered modules to
be replicated, let alone a co-existence of
4.1. The Model
modularity.
In addition, NMOs cannot be modeled as For the construction of the model we
random networks either. This model used the one developed by McCutchan
assumes that there is a fixed quantity of and Campos-Náñez (2007) for generating
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a SF network structure with SD
techniques; they used the software
iThink. We made a variant of that model
to introduce the NM structure
characteristics.

Modeling Scale-Free Networks
McCutchan and Campos-Náñez (2007)
used arrays to build a stock and flow
model for SF networks through
preferential attachment. These arrays
represent the degree distribution of the
network; this is the number of nodes with
a given degree. There are ten arrays in
the model, each one representing the
number of nodes with degree 1 to 10.
The first array represents the number of
nodes with degree 1, the second array the
number of nodes with degree 2 and so
on; the last one, the tenth array, includes
all the nodes with degrees equal to and
higher than ten. These arrays or
histograms provide the necessary
information, quantity of nodes within the
network and their number of edges, to
represent the network structure.
rand 2

Pn

Promote, Cumulative Pn, Pn and
Weighted Membership. The dynamic of
the model can be described as follows.
(1) One node enters the network each
time-step. (2) The node will be connected
with higher probability to those with a
higher number of links or higher degree,
i.e.
the
preferential
attachment
mechanism; this probability is computed
using the elements Total membership,
Weighted
Membership,
Pn
and
Cumulative Pn. (3) Based on the
probability, the variables rand 1 and rand
2 are used to determine the two
connections that the entering node will
establish to the existing ones – for each
variable one connection is made. (4) The
two nodes connected to the entering one
are promoted from their current degree to
the next one; for each of the two links or
connections the valves Promote and
Conservation of Flow increment and
decrease by one respectively the
corresponding value of the array in
Degree n. In the next time-step a new
node enters the network and the process
repeats itself. This is the method by
which the SF network is formed over
time.

rand 1
Cumulative Pn

Modeling Network Marketing Structure
The model proposed by McCutchan and
Campos-Náñez assumes that each new
Promote
node entering the network establishes
two connections to the existing ones.
Total Membership
Previously we mentioned that in the NM
Weighted Membership
business model, when a new distributor
is recruited, only one connection is
Conservation of Flow
generated to his/her upline. We introduce
this variation in order to generate a
network with the same SF network
topology but including this particular
Figure 7. Scale-free network model.
characteristic of NM structure. Hence,
Source: McCutchan and Campos-Náñez (2007).
we eliminated one of the two variables in
The model is shown in Figure 7. The the model that determine the attachments
degree number is indexed to the elements that the entering node will establish when
Degree n, Conservation of Flow, it joins the network. With this
Degree n
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modification, when a new node enters the
network it will be connected only to one
corresponding upline – in the model rand
2 is eliminated, the remaining formulas
are readjusted and therefore the single
connection is determined by rand 1.
Appendix 1 shows the equations of this
model.

In the model a new node is added to the
network at each time-step, which
establishes,
with
the
preferential
attachment mechanism, one connection
to an existing node.

Visualizing the resulting structure

Running the Model
Initial conditions are: two nodes mutually
connected, both of degree 1. These are
the minimum initial conditions for two
reasons: (1) if there are no nodes in the
network, no one can be joined –
probability of being linked to a node is
zero, and (2) then the minimum node
degree is 1, to be compatible with the
theory of networks and for one node with
degree 1 there must be another node in
the network which is linked to it – a node
cannot be connected to itself.
These initial conditions of the model –
first time-step – can be interpreted as the
NMO being one of the nodes – square
one – and Distributor 1 being the other
node, as shown in Figure 8A. It can also
be interpreted excluding the NMO as two
initial distributors, Distributor 2 – circle
one, being recruited by Distributor 1 –
square one, also shown in Figure 8A. For
different initial conditions – more nodes
connected to the NMO or to one
distributor – the model performs in the
same fashion. Figure 8B shows an
alternative version of the initial network.

Figure 8. Initial network.

Figure 9. Network diagram of 500 nodes.

It is important to recognize the particular
structure that our model generates.
Certainly,
visualization
techniques
exploit human vision and spatial
cognition so as to increase understanding
of complex processes and to enhance
communication of concepts (Card,
Mackinlay & Shneiderman, 1999). As we
mentioned above, the arrays or
histograms provide the quantity of nodes
within the network and their number of
edges, and this is the degree distribution.
This is the necessary information to
represent the network configuration and
what it looks like. With the information
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provided by the model, it is possible to showing the consequent
construct a diagram of the resulting connected hubs.
network. Since we cannot generate the
visual representation of the network with
iThink, we implemented the same
dynamics to generate the SF network
topology using the software Mathematica
6. In this way we obtained the network
diagrams that our SD model creates.
The Mathematica model constructs a
symmetric adjacency matrix of the
network; this is a 0-1 matrix which
indicates the connections between nodes.
This matrix is constructed with the
preferential attachment mechanism that
was used for the arrays in our SD model;
again, each time-step a new node is
added and establishes one connection to
an existing node. Once the matrix is
created, we use a Mathematica’s graph
function to diagram the network. Figure
9 exhibits a network diagram of 500
nodes obtained with the model. Appendix
2 defines an adjacency matrix which
shows the equations of this model and
other network diagrams obtained using
different number of nodes.

few

well-

Figure 10. First six nodes added to a network.

In addition to the diagram, we are
interested in observing the growth of the
network over time. Figure 10 presents the
first six nodes added to the network,
including a label for each node. Figure 11
shows the evolution of a network of 153
nodes during four stages –A with three
nodes, B with fifty-three nodes, C with
103 nodes and D with 153 nodes. Again, Figure 11. Evolution of a network of 153 nodes.
note that the initial condition of the
model is a network with two nodes 4.2. Assessment of the Model
connecting each other.
We should check that the results from
It is now easier to appreciate the our SD model fit the theory of social
particular characteristic of SF networks networks. In this section we synthesize
generated by our models: the structure relevant findings. Appendix 3 gives
grows via preferential attachment details.
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We have to verify two aspects. On the
one hand, the model should generate SF
network structures; on the other hand, we
should verify that these structures
effectively correspond to the logic of
NM.

DEGREE DISTRIBUTION
No. NODES
DEGREE

Scale-free Network Structures
First, we verified that the resulting model
does in fact generate a SF network. Using
least squares regression, we compared
the power-law distribution of our model
with the one obtained by McCutchan and
Campos-Náñez in their original model.
We also analyzed the degree distribution
using maximum likelihood estimation
and testing the goodness-of-fit with the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

500 TS

1000 TS

5000 TS

331
81
34
18
11
7
4
3
2
11
501

652
169
69
36
21
14
10
6
4
21
1001

3262
838
347
179
106
68
41
31
25
103
5001

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
>=10
TOTAL

Table 3. Average degree distribution across
three simulation groups, each one with ten
simulations of 500, 1000 and 5000 time-steps.
700

Least squares regression
According to McCutchan and CamposNáñez, the analytical solution for SF
networks with preferential attachment is:

P ( k ) = 2m 2 k − γ

Number of Nodes

600
500
400

Power Law Degree
Distribution 1000 TS

300
200
100
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

where m is the number of connections
Degree
the new node establishes when it enters
the network. McCutchan and Campos- Figure 12. Power-Law Degree Distribution for
ten simulations of 1000 time steps each.
Náñez established the analytic degree
distribution for their model as
We performed three experiments based
P (k ) = 8k −3 . The analytic solution for on this. Each one had ten simulations of
our model (m = 1) can therefore be 500, 1000 and 5000 time-steps,
expressed as P (k ) = 2k −3 . McCutchan generating networks of 501, 1001 and
and Campos-Náñez fit this distribution 5001 nodes respectively – the first step
using least squares regression to obtain performs the initial conditions. The
γ = 2.71 and R 2 = 0.98 . They conclude average degree distributions across each
one of the three simulation groups are
that the model generates a SF network shown in Table 3. Figure 12 shows the
because their analytical solution was power-law degree distribution graph for
inside the variance that can be found in the simulation group of 1000 time-steps.
the real world.
Again, note that degree 10 includes all

the nodes with degree equals and higher
than ten; this explains the small peak in
the tail of the graph. The power-law
degree distribution graphs for the
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Ln (Number of Nodes)

simulation groups of 500 and 3000 time- 100 or 1000 time-steps. This is a
steps are shown in Appendix 3.
limitation of the iThink’s arrays. From
this, we estimated the same parameters
The distribution was fitted using a least excluding the number of nodes of degree
square regression: we computed the 10 obtaining an improvement in the
natural logarithm (ln) for the number of fitting as shown in Figure 14 for 1000
nodes of each degree and the slope for time-steps and Table 5 for all three
the resulting log data for each of the three simulation groups. Appendix 3 also
experiments. The regression results shows the fit distribution excluding the
obtained for 1000 time-steps are number of nodes of degree 10 for 500
exhibited in Figure 13. The results and 5000 time-steps.
obtained for 500 and 5000 time-steps are In sum, the γ values obtained are
shown in Appendix 3. The values of γ between two and three and the R 2 values
and R 2 for all the simulation groups are are near to one. Comparing these results
with the McCutchan and Campos-Náñez
shown in Table 4.
findings, we find no significant
7
difference between the power-law degree
R² = 0,889
6
distributions of both models.
5
4
3
2
Least Square Regression

1

Trend Line

0
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

Ln (Degree)

Figure 13. Fit Distribution for ten simulations
of 1000 time-steps each.

LEAST SQUARE REGRESSION
γ
TS
R2
500
2,052
0,875
1000
2,036
0,889
5000
1,996
0,903
Table 4. Values of γ and R obtained for 500,
1000 and 5000 time-steps each.
2

Figure 14. Fit Distribution for ten simulations
of 1000 time-steps each, excluding the number
of nodes of degree 10.

LEAST SQUARE REGRESSION
γ
TS
R2
500
2,358
0,990
1000
2,317
0,991
5000
2,259
0,996

Note that the least squares regression do
2
not fit perfectly owing to the peak in Table 5. Values of γ and R obtained for 500,
degree 10. The values for γ are between 1000 and 5000 time-steps excluding the number
of nodes of degree 10.
two and three except in the case of 5000
time-steps; again, this can be because of There is one important observation to be
the large number of nodes of degree 10 in made. It should be noted that there must
comparison with the number of nodes for be a minimal number of time-steps
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necessary to corroborate that the model
in fact generates a SF network; that is,
the SF network, as such, emerges over
time as the network increases its number
of nodes. This is relevant in order to
assess the reliability of the tests. We used
numerous time-steps. We performed a
last experiment running the model with
fewer time-steps so as to find an
approximate minimum number of timesteps that generate a power-law pattern.
We found that for 150 time-steps, the
average degree distribution fits fairly
accurately as a power law, with γ and
R 2 values of 2,097 and 0.847
respectively. The corresponding graphs
for this result are also shown in
Appendix 3.
Maximum likelihood estimation and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
According to Clauset, Shalizi and
Newman (2007), computing power laws
empirically can be difficult because of
fluctuations that take place in the tail of
the degree distribution. They suggest
avoiding the use of least squares fitting
methods because of the bias introduced
to the parameters estimated. Instead, they
suggest techniques based on maximum
likelihood and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistic. In addition, Goldstein, Morris
and Yen (2004) demonstrated that the
maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)
performs better than the linear or
logarithmic fit methods, producing more
accurate and robust results, and also that
it can be assessed with the KolmogorovSmirnov test. Goldstein and colleagues
constructed a Kolmogorov-Smirnov table
for testing power-law distributions
derived from the MLE estimation. This
table and details of the MLE and the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are shown in
Appendix 3.

Hence we performed a further validation
using the MLE and the KolmogorovSmirnov test. We analyzed the model
constructed in Mathematica since it does
not have the pragmatic limitation of the
SD model regarding the number of arrays
— see Appendix 3.
The results for γ and K obtained for
simulations of 500, 1000, 3000 and 5000
nodes are shown in Table 6. Figures 15
and 16 show the graphs for the maximum
likelihood estimation and KolmogorovSmirnov test respectively for the
simulation of 3000 nodes. Graphs for the
simulations of 500, 1000 and 5000 nodes
are shown in Appendix 3.
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
γ
N
K
500
2,302
0.03274
1000
2,284
0,03805
3000
2,293
0,02733
5000
2,295
0,03573
Table 6. Values of γ and K obtained with the
maximum likelihood estimation.

Figure 15. Maximum likelihood estimation for
simulation of 3000 nodes.
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Figure 16. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for
simulation of 3000 nodes.

Our SD model therefore generates SF
networks with reliable values for
parameter γ . For example, in the case of
the 3000 nodes simulation, K =0.02
corresponds to a quantile of 0.999 – see
table in Appendix 3; consequently with
an observed significance level greater
than 0.1%, there is insufficient evidence
to reject the hypothesis that the
distribution we obtained is a power law
with γ = 2.293.

TimeStep

D1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2
2
2
3
4
4
5
6

No. Nodes
D2 D3 D4

0
1
2
1
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
1
2
2
3
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Table 7. Degree distribution from degrees 1 to 4
for the first eight time-steps.

(1) When a new distributor is recruited,
only one connection is generated to
his/her upline. This was the variant
introduced to the McCutchan and
Campos-Náñez original model. Table 7
shows the degree distribution of the
network from degrees 1 to 4 for the first
eight time-steps simulated in the iThink
model. Note that for each time-step a
new node enters the network and only
one link is made – step one performs the
In sum, taking into account these results, initial conditions.
least squares regression and maximum
likelihood estimation with Kolmogorov- (2) Distributors interested in the NMO’s
Smirnov test, together with the Barabási commission system for recruiting others
and Oltvai (2004) definition of SF will allow the network growing process
networks, we can safely assert that the and in consequence (3) over time it
networks generated by our model fit SF would be possible to identify a few
distributors who have recruited a larger
network properties.
quantity of direct downline distributors.
This can be verified with the graph of the
Network Marketing Structures
average degree distributions for each
Second, assuming that the resulting group simulation. For instance, Figure 12
model generates a SF network structure, shows that the number of nodes
we verified that this structure does in fact decreases as the degree increases.
correspond to the logic and the way the Similarly, Figure 9 shows that there are
NMOs’ network is formed over time by few nodes well connected – with large
comparing the empirical results with the numbers of direct downline distributors,
three relevant issues in the network and with the larger part of the nodes less
growing process mentioned in Section connected – and not interested in
recruiting others.
2.3.
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In sum, we can confidently use the SF
network structures that are generated
with our model for modeling the
structure and the process of growth of
NMOs.

5. FURTHER STEPS
The constructed model generates the
structure upon which we can now explore
the diffusion of products and services
through NMOs. This section summarizes
the next steps to take.
Diffusion Processes
The study of diffusion processes started
with the analysis of diffusion of
innovations within a target market.
According to Zabkar and Zuzel (2002),
innovation diffusion starts with the
launch phase and is influenced by the
media and interpersonal interactions. It is
the process by which an innovation is
spread in a period of time through
communication channels within a social
system.

Traditional diffusion models, e.g.
Susceptible-Infectious (SI) models, (see
Sterman (2000)), assume random
networks. McCutchan and CamposNáñez approached the diffusion process
introducing the network structure
analysis. Using a SF network model and
SD, they studied the model’s behavior in
different social contexts. They explored
how infectivity and initial node
distributions’ parameters influence the
diffusion through the network. We want
to extend that study introducing a
specific network structure: NM. In this
paper we have presented the generation
of the corresponding topology.

Network Marketing Diffusion Process
In NM structures, the diffusion process is
represented by the spread of the NMO’s
products or services through the network.
As we mentioned previously, once the
network is established with NM
characteristics, the distributors must buy
and consume the products or services in
order to generate such diffusion
phenomena. Owing to the fact that the
arrays in the obtained model guarantee a
NM structure, now we can use it to
proceed with the development of such a
diffusion process.

We will connect the obtained model to a
SI structure. Here, the element Degree n
will be the equivalent to the Potential or
Susceptible population; in the NM
context these are distributors within the
network who are not buying NMO’s
products or services. A parallel model
will be introduced to generate the
Adopter
or
Infected
population
representing the number of nodes
infected with a given degree; these nodes
represent the distributors within the
network who are actually buying
products or services. When a distributor
starts buying the NMO’s products or
services, the ‘infection’ flow moves the
distributor from the Potential to the
Adopter population.
A central question in diffusion dynamics
is related to the probability that a node
with a given degree will become infected
– in NMOs this means the probability
that a distributor starts buying products
or services. This probability depends on
two parameters.

(1) Probability that a new node will
connect to an already infected node (c);
this is the probability that the distributor
connects to a distributor who is already
buying the products.
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(2) Probability of infectivity (i); this is
the probability that the distributor
connected to a distributor who is already
buying products starts buying them too,
i.e. becomes ‘infected’.

This can be useful for studying how these
resources can accelerate or delay the
diffusion process.

Taking into account as a whole the NM
business
model,
the
NMO’s
characteristics and compensation plans,
the growing channel of distributors’
processes and our motivation for
studying social diffusion phenomena,
linked to the criticism to NMOs, and
having a model with these aspects
integrated, we are interested in studying
the following aspects.

(6) Extensions of the model: in addition
to the SI model, we could evaluate
network growing and diffusion processes
introducing
the
SIR
model’s
characteristics (see Sterman (2000)); this
variation allows us to model processes in
which an infected population recovers.
This characteristic makes sense within
the NM business model; on the one hand,
distributors can change their mind about
being in the NMO network; and on the
other hand, distributors can also stop
buying products or services. The
recovery rate might depend on an
established average time or on the degree
distribution.

(4) Understanding of the network
structure: how the structure as a whole,
Analysis
of
Network
Marketing along with c and i, imposes restrictions or
benefits for spreading products or
Diffusion Process
We are interested in studying how the services.
products or services are spread according
to the NM structures; this will allow us to (5) Tipping point: estimating how many
evaluate the advantages and restrictions people a particular distributor needs in
for the effectiveness of the process order to be successful or to achieve
according not only to the NMO structure higher income. A further question is how
but also to the attributes of the products can a NMO increase the speed of the
as well.
diffusion process?

(1) Effectiveness of different NMO
compensation plans: including different
values for the PV commissions, for the
markup profit ranges and for the GV rate
commissions within the commission
systems. This is relevant because we can
inference strategies for achieving better Aspects 1, 2 and 3 can be included and
results for both NMOs and distributors.
combined within the parameter i; in this
way i would be a function with the form:
(2) Influence of the characteristics of the
i = f (compensation plan, product ' s
NMOs’ products or services: including
the
attributes,
benefits,
price, characteristics, distributors ' resources)
accessibility,
sales
facilities
or Also, aspects 3, 4 and 5 can help us to
difficulties, target market, social stratum, understand the NM’s failure factors
gender, likes and acquisitive capacity.
established by Martinez (2007). Finally,
aspect 6 constitutes another extension to
(3) Influence of the resources of the the analysis of diffusion processes
NMO distributors: these are the considering social structures.
distributor’s abilities and knowledge.
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APPENDIX 1
Equations of the Model for Generating Network Marketing
Structures
STOCKS:
Degree_n[Degree_1](t) = Degree_n[Degree_1](t - dt) + (Promote[Degree_1] Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_1]) * dt
INIT Degree_n[Degree_1] = 2
Degree_n[Degree_2](t) = Degree_n[Degree_2](t - dt) + (Promote[Degree_2] Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_2]) * dt
INIT Degree_n[Degree_2] = 0
Degree_n[Degree_3](t) = Degree_n[Degree_3](t - dt) + (Promote[Degree_3] Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_3]) * dt
INIT Degree_n[Degree_3] = 0
Degree_n[Degree_4](t) = Degree_n[Degree_4](t - dt) + (Promote[Degree_4] Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_4]) * dt
INIT Degree_n[Degree_4] = 0
Degree_n[Degree_5](t) = Degree_n[Degree_5](t - dt) + (Promote[Degree_5] –
Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_5]) * dt
INIT Degree_n[Degree_5] = 0
Degree_n[Degree_6](t) = Degree_n[Degree_6](t - dt) + (Promote[Degree_6] –
Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_6]) * dt
INIT Degree_n[Degree_6] = 0
Degree_n[Degree_7](t) = Degree_n[Degree_7](t - dt) + (Promote[Degree_7] –
Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_7]) * dt
INIT Degree_n[Degree_7] = 0
Degree_n[Degree_8](t) = Degree_n[Degree_8](t - dt) + (Promote[Degree_8] –
Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_8]) * dt
INIT Degree_n[Degree_8] = 0
Degree_n[Degree_9](t) = Degree_n[Degree_9](t - dt) + (Promote[Degree_9] –
Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_9]) * dt
INIT Degree_n[Degree_9] = 0
Degree_n[Degree_10](t) = Degree_n[Degree_10](t - dt) + (Promote[Degree_10] –
Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_10]) * dt
INIT Degree_n[Degree_10] = 0
INFLOWS:
Promote[Degree_1] = 1+(0*Cumulative_Pn[Degree_1]*rand_1)
Promote[Degree_2] = IF
rand_1 <Cumulative_Pn[Degree_1]
THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote[Degree_3] = IF
(rand_1 >Cumulative_Pn[Degree_1]
AND
rand_1 <Cumulative_Pn[Degree_2])
THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote[Degree_4] = IF
(rand_1 >Cumulative_Pn[Degree_2]
AND
rand_1 <Cumulative_Pn[Degree_3])
THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote[Degree_5] = IF
(rand_1 >Cumulative_Pn[Degree_3]
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AND
rand_1 <Cumulative_Pn[Degree_4])
THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote[Degree_6] = IF
(rand_1 >Cumulative_Pn[Degree_4]
AND
rand_1 <Cumulative_Pn[Degree_5])
THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote[Degree_7] = IF
(rand_1 >Cumulative_Pn[Degree_5]
AND
rand_1 <Cumulative_Pn[Degree_6])
THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote[Degree_8] = IF
(rand_1 >Cumulative_Pn[Degree_6]
AND
rand_1 <Cumulative_Pn[Degree_7])
THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote[Degree_9] = IF
(rand_1 >Cumulative_Pn[Degree_7]
AND
rand_1 <Cumulative_Pn[Degree_8])
THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote[Degree_10] = IF
(rand_1 >Cumulative_Pn[Degree_8]
AND
rand_1 <Cumulative_Pn[Degree_9])
THEN 1 ELSE 0
OUTFLOWS:
Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_1] = IF Promote[Degree_2]=1 THEN 1 ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_2] = Promote[Degree_3]
Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_3] = Promote[Degree_4]
Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_4] = Promote[Degree_5]
Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_5] = Promote[Degree_6]
Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_6] = Promote[Degree_7]
Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_7] = Promote[Degree_8]
Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_8] = Promote[Degree_9]
Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_9] = Promote[Degree_10]
Conservation_of_Flow[Degree_10] = 0*Promote[Degree_10]
CONVERTERS:
Cumulative_Pn[Degree_1] = P_n[Degree_1]
Cumulative_Pn[Degree_2] = P_n[Degree_1]+P_n[Degree_2]
Cumulative_Pn[Degree_3] = P_n[Degree_1]+P_n[Degree_2]+P_n[Degree_3]
Cumulative_Pn[Degree_4] = P_n[Degree_1]+P_n[Degree_2]+P_n[Degree_3]+P_n[Degree_4]
Cumulative_Pn[Degree_5] =
P_n[Degree_1]+P_n[Degree_2]+P_n[Degree_3]+P_n[Degree_4]+P_n[Degree_5]
Cumulative_Pn[Degree_6] =
P_n[Degree_1]+P_n[Degree_2]+P_n[Degree_3]+P_n[Degree_4]+P_n[Degree_5]+P_n[Degree_6]
Cumulative_Pn[Degree_7] =
P_n[Degree_1]+P_n[Degree_2]+P_n[Degree_3]+P_n[Degree_4]+P_n[Degree_5]+P_n[Degree_6]+P_
n[Degree_7]
Cumulative_Pn[Degree_8] =
P_n[Degree_1]+P_n[Degree_2]+P_n[Degree_3]+P_n[Degree_4]+P_n[Degree_5]+P_n[Degree_6]+P_
n[Degree_7]+P_n[Degree_8]
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Cumulative_Pn[Degree_9] =
P_n[Degree_1]+P_n[Degree_2]+P_n[Degree_3]+P_n[Degree_4]+P_n[Degree_5]+P_n[Degree_6]+P_
n[Degree_7]+P_n[Degree_8]+P_n[Degree_9]
Cumulative_Pn[Degree_10] =
P_n[Degree_1]+P_n[Degree_2]+P_n[Degree_3]+P_n[Degree_4]+P_n[Degree_5]+P_n[Degree_6]+P_
n[Degree_7]+P_n[Degree_8]+P_n[Degree_9]+P_n[Degree_10]
P_n[Degree_1] = Degree_n[Degree_1]/Total_Membership
P_n[Degree_2] = (2*Degree_n[Degree_2])/Total_Membership
P_n[Degree_3] = (3*Degree_n[Degree_3])/Total_Membership
P_n[Degree_4] = (4*Degree_n[Degree_4])/Total_Membership
P_n[Degree_5] = (5*Degree_n[Degree_5])/Total_Membership
P_n[Degree_6] = (6*Degree_n[Degree_6])/Total_Membership
P_n[Degree_7] = (7*Degree_n[Degree_7])/Total_Membership
P_n[Degree_8] = (8*Degree_n[Degree_8])/Total_Membership
P_n[Degree_9] = (9*Degree_n[Degree_9])/Total_Membership
P_n[Degree_10] = (10*Degree_n[Degree_10])/Total_Membership
rand_1 = RANDOM(0,1)
Total_Membership = ARRAYSUM(Weighted_Membership[*])
Weighted_Membership[Degree_1] = Degree_n[Degree_1]
Weighted_Membership[Degree_2] = Degree_n[Degree_2]*2
Weighted_Membership[Degree_3] = Degree_n[Degree_3]*3
Weighted_Membership[Degree_4] = Degree_n[Degree_4]*4
Weighted_Membership[Degree_5] = Degree_n[Degree_5]*5
Weighted_Membership[Degree_6] = Degree_n[Degree_6]*6
Weighted_Membership[Degree_7] = Degree_n[Degree_7]*7
Weighted_Membership[Degree_8] = Degree_n[Degree_8]*8
Weighted_Membership[Degree_9] = Degree_n[Degree_9]*9
Weighted_Membership[Degree_10] = Degree_n[Degree_10]*10
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APPENDIX 2
Visualizing the Resulting Networks
Adjacency matrix
An adjacency matrix is a 0-1 matrix which indicates the connections between nodes For a graph with n
nodes, the matrix will be of size n × n . It is symmetric because the edges are undirected –if node 1 is
connected with node 5, then node 5 is connected with node 1, and its diagonal is filled with zeros
which means that a node cannot be connected with itself. An example is shown below. The matrix in A
represents an undirected network with three nodes, where node 3 is connected with both nodes 1 and 2
as shown in B.

⎡0 0 1 ⎤
⎢0 0 1 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢⎣1 1 0⎥⎦

A

Combinatorica`
Nnodos 1000;
min 0;
max 0;
pos 0;
mat Table 0, Nnodos , Nnodos ;
mat 1, 2
1;
mat 2, 1
1;
Do
razon

min
max

0;
razon

pos 1;
Do
If min r
pos i;
;

1

;

max,

3
2

B

Equations of the model

Map Total, mat
;
iter  2
maxRandom Total razon ;
r Random Real, 0, maxRandom

1

;
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min
max

max;
max  razon

i 1

;

, i, 1, iter  1
;
mat
mat

iter, pos
pos, iter

If Mod iter, 50

1;
1;
0, Print iter

;

, iter, 3, Nnodos
;

Resulting networks for different number of nodes

Network diagram with n = 100 and

γ =2.3108
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Network diagram with n = 1000 and

γ

=2.28444

Network diagram with n = 3000 and

γ

=2.29316
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APPENDIX 3
Assessment of the Model for Generating Network Marketing
Structures
I Least squares regression

350

3500

300

3000

250

2500

200

Power Law Degree
Distribution 500 TS

150
100

Number of Nodes

Number of Nodes

Power law degree distribution graphs

2000

Power Law Degree
Distribution 5000 TS

1500
1000
500

50

0

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Degree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Degree

Power law degree distribution for ten
simulations of 500 time steps each

Power law degree distribution for ten
simulations of 5000 time steps each

Fit distribution graphs

7
R² = 0,875

Ln (Number of Nodes)

6
5
4
3
2
Least Square Regression

1

Trend Line

0
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

Ln (Degree)

Fit distribution for ten simulations of 500 time
steps each

Fit Distribution for ten simulations of 5000
time steps each
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Fit distribution graphs excluding the number of nodes of degree 10

Fit Distribution for ten simulations of 500 time
steps each, excluding the number of nodes of
degree 10

Fit Distribution for ten simulations of 5000
time steps each, excluding the number of
nodes of degree 10

Approximate minimum number of time steps that generate a power-law pattern

Average Degree Distribution for ten simulations
of 150 time steps each

Fit Distribution for ten simulations of 150
time steps each
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II Maximum likelihood estimation and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
The MLE estimation maximizes the logarithm of the likelihood function given by (Goldstein, Morris
&Yen, 2004):
N

l(γ | x ) = ∏
i =1

xi−γ

ζ (γ )

where ζ (γ ) is the Riemann Zeta function. It can be obtained calculating (Goldstein, Morris &Yen,
2004):

1
N

N

∑ log(x )
i =1

i

where N is the number of samples or nodes for our model and x i is the degree of node i . With the
value of this function the parameter of a power-law function can be estimated by using Mathematica.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic can be used in order to test the goodness of the fit (Goldstein,
Morris &Yen, 2004):

K = sup | F * ( x ) − S ( x ) |

Where F

*

(x )

x

is the hypothesized cumulative distribution function, this is a power-law degree

distribution with the

γ

obtained above and S ( x ) is the empirical distribution function. The resulting

K is finally compared with the table that Goldstein, Morris and Yen constructed. This table indicates
the quantile values and the corresponding K values for different numbers of N . The quantile
indicates the observed significance level with which there is insufficient evidence to reject the
hypothesis that the distribution obtained is a power-law (Goldstein, Morris &Yen, 2004).

Kolmogorov-Smirnov table for testing power-law distributions derived from the
MLE

Source: Goldstein, Morris and Yen, (2004, p. 257).
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Equations of the model for the maximum likelihood estimation and the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
DispersionPkFastAll g Graph : Module
i, grados, Pk ,
grados Degrees g ;
Pk Table i, Count grados, i , i, 0, V g
Pk Select Pk,
2
0& ;
Return Pk ;
;
MLEKSPowerLawTestFast l List :
,

Module

, , n, z, x, rank, l1
Total l 2 ;
Table l i, 2 Log l i, 1
Total s
;
n
Zeta z
z . FindRoot N
Zeta z
1
;
Zeta

n
s

;

, l2



, i, j, temp, d, f, aa1, aa2, s ,

0.`, i, 1, Length l



, z, 2.`

;

;

z

f z

:
x 1

l2

x

;

l 1, 1 ,

n  l 1, 2
n

1.`

;

Do
l2

Append l2, l i, 1 , l2 i  1, 2 

l i, 2 1.`
n

;

, i, 2, Length l
;
l2 Drop l2,  1 ;
 l2 i, 2 , i, 1, Length l2
d Table Abs 1  f l2 i, 1
, i, 1, Length l2
;
aa1 Table l2 i, 1 , 1  f l2 i, 1
;
aa2 Table l2 i, 1 , l2 i, 2 , i, 1, Length l2
Print
ListLogLogPlot aa2,
ImageSize 800,
All, All ,
PlotRange
RGBColor 1, 0, 1 , PointSize 0.01`
PlotStyle
" t", "1 CDF t "
AxesLabel
;

,

;
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Print Show
ListLogLogPlot Table 1  f x , x, 1, l2 Length l2 , 1
Joined True,
ImageSize 800,
PlotRange
All, 0.00001`, 10 ,
PlotStyle Thickness 0.005` ,
AxesLabel
" t", "1 CDF t " ,
ListLogLogPlot aa2,
ImageSize 800,
PlotRange
All, All ,
PlotStyle
RGBColor 1, 0, 1 , PointSize 0.01` ,
AxesLabel
" t", "1 CDF t "

,

;
Return

, , Max d

;

;

g

FromAdjacencyMatrix mat ;

DPk

DispersionPkFastAll g ;

ListPlot DPk, PlotStyle

PointSize 0.02

ListLogLogPlot DPk, PlotStyle

PointSize 0.02

MLEKSPowerLawTestFast DPk

Graph results of the maximum likelihood estimation and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test

Maximum likelihood estimation for simulation
of 500 nodes

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for simulation of 500
nodes.
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Maximum likelihood estimation for simulation
of 1000 nodes

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for simulation of
1000 nodes.

Maximum likelihood estimation for simulation
of 5000 nodes

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for simulation of
5000 nodes.

Chapter 4
Exploring Social Diffusion Processes
through Network Marketing
Structures using a System Dynamics
Approach

Abstract
Social diffusion phenomena through complex networks exhibiting heterogeneous
structures have recently been studied in terms of their performance in comparison with
homogeneous structures. Diffusion processes have usually been modeled using the
Susceptible–Infectious model assuming random networks. In contrast, network marketing
channels can be characterized as scale-free networks. This paper presents two system
dynamics models for analyzing diffusion processes through network marketing channels
characterized as these particular networks formed over time with the preferential
attachment mechanism. The resulting models, Potential–Adopter and Potential–Adopter–
Deserter, allow the analysis of the influence of the network structure on the diffusion
process of products through social networks formed with such a business model. A
comparison between diffusion phenomena through these social structures and random
networks is made; an analysis concerning one real and existing distributor network is
also performed. We found that the network structure introduces both benefits and limits
to the products’ diffusion processes; this influence is explained in terms of the growth
strength, which is determined by positive and negative feedback processes, and of the
epidemic thresholds or tipping points that depend on the adoption and desertion time
parameters denoting the act of buying products and ceasing doing so, respectively.
Keywords: social diffusion, SI–SIR models, network marketing, scale-free networks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Diffusion processes have been studied
using growth models with applications
for the spread of infectious diseases and
epidemics, the growth of the market for
new products and the diffusion of
innovations and computer viruses, among
others (Sterman, 2000). Research has
been centered on diffusion through
homogeneous populations—exhibiting
finite connectivity fluctuations (Moreno,
Pastor-Satorras & Vespignani, 2002)—
characterized as the Erdös and Renyi
networks, also known as random
networks (Newman, Watts & Strogatz,
2002). Recent studies focus on diffusion
processes
through
heterogeneous
structures—exhibiting
diverging
connectivity fluctuations (Moreno et al.,
2002)—as the scale-free (SF) networks
(Hein, Schwind & König, 2006;
McCutchan & Campos-Náñez, 2007;
Lopez-Pintado, 2008). Our project is an
extension to these studies. In a previous
work, we introduced network marketing
organizations (NMOs) as channels that
can be characterized as SF networks; we
also developed a system dynamics (SD)
model for generating this type of network
(Cruz & Olaya, 2008). This paper builds
on this previous work and develops two
further SD models, which can be used to
explore the diffusion of products and
services through these network marketing
(NM) channels.
This paper is organized as follows. The
next section introduces social diffusion
processes through SF networks; it
presents an overview of diffusion theory
and recent findings. The third section
develops the models for studying social
diffusion in NM structures characterized
as SF networks. The fourth section
describes the results we obtained with

our models using data from a real NMO;
it focuses the analysis of the influence of
the network structure on the diffusion
process of NMOs’ products. The last
section summarizes the main points and
presents directions for further research.

2. SOCIAL DIFFUSION
COMPLEX NETWORKS

IN

Diffusion and growth processes through
complex networks are a current topic of
research focused not only on infection
spreading but also on the diffusion of
products, services, ideas, technologies
and other diverse aspects of social
systems (Hauser, Tellis & Griffin, 2006;
López-Pintado, 2008). In this section, we
summarize the most common and used
diffusion models. Also, we provide an
overview of the main topics of research
and findings related to diffusion through
complex networks, especially SF
networks.

2.1. Social Diffusion Models
Diffusion dynamics has been studied
based on three types of models:
(1) Susceptible–Infectious (SI), where the
population can be free of disease but can
become infected, or infected and can pass
the disease to others (Sterman, 2000).
Susceptible–Infectious–Susceptible
(2)
(SIS), where the population, once
infected, can recover and return to the
susceptible state and therefore has the
potential to acquire the disease again
(Pastor-Satorras & Vespignani, 2005).
Susceptible–Infectious–Recovered
(3)
(SIR), where the population, once
infected, can die or recover and remain
immune so they cannot pass the disease
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on or become infected again (Kermack &
McKendrick, 1927).

2.2. Social Diffusion in Scale-Free
Networks
Studies of diffusion processes through SF
structures—characterized by a power-law
distribution (Cruz & Olaya, 2008)—
started when it was found that the
Internet and the web of human sexual
contact are characterized by this
structure. Due to the social impact that
computer
viruses
and
sexually
transmitted diseases represent, research
has been focused on these domains
(Pastor-Satorras & Vespignani, 2002).
The principal findings concentrate
around the epidemic threshold present in
the dynamics and performance of the
diffusion processes, and the strategies for
controlling these phenomena.
2.2.1. Dynamics of diffusion processes
in scale-free networks

It has been found that the spread of
diseases through SF networks is strong in
comparison with other types of networks
(Moreno et al., 2002). The dynamics of
diffusion processes in this type of
network is characterized by two
determinant issues: (1) hubs—wellconnected nodes or focal points with a
large number of connected nodes—that
are easily infected due to the high contact
rate; and (2) if a hub is infected, there is a
large quantity of nodes—those connected
to it—that will become infected too.
Bollt and Ben-Avraham (2005) studied
the dynamics of diffusion in recursive SF
networks as well. These networks have a
discrete
degree
distribution
also
characterized by a power-law function.
They are modeled by a particular

growing policy: the network growth
starts from a single edge connecting two
nodes, and at each time step, an
additional node is attached to both ends
of every edge in the network
(Dorogovtsev, Goltsev & Mendes, 2002).
This structure allows faster transit
between existing nodes, even in networks
with infinite size (Bollt & Ben-Avraham,
2005).
In addition to the spread of diseases,
research has also been carried out on the
innovation and diffusion of new products
(Lehmann & Esteban-Bravo, 2006; Vanden-Bulte & Joshi, 2007), focusing not
on the structure of the network as such
but on the interaction and influence
between
two
types
of
agents
characterizing
a
heterogeneous
population. According to Van-den-Bulte
and Joshi (2007), there are two relevant
issues when marketing a product: (1)
some customers have more exposure to
new products than others—influentials;
and (2) these customers’ adoptions and
opinions have an influence on other
potential customers—imitators. This
means that the influential population can
significantly drive the diffusion process.
These issues underline the difference
between the diffusion process in SF and
random networks (Zoltán & Barabási,
2002). In general, the explanation of this
difference relies on the epidemic
threshold as is mentioned below.
2.2.2.
point

Epidemic

threshold—tipping

Diffusion processes in SF networks are
considered strong because—with both
finite and infinite network sizes—they do
not present a nonzero epidemic threshold
(Moreno et al., 2002; Pastor-Satorras &
Vespignani, 2005), also known as the
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tipping point. According to Sterman
(2000), the tipping point is the critical
combination of contact rate, infectivity
and duration of infectivity parameters,
where the infection rate dominates the
recovery rate; below this threshold, the
system does not present an epidemic and
above it, the population faces an
outbreak. This means that, no matter
what the value of the infection rate is, the
SF networks are prone to the persistence
of the disease (Moreno et al., 2002). This
absence is due to the heterogeneity
present in the SF networks’ distribution
and has been found in different types of
epidemic models (Pastor-Satorras &
Vespignani, 2005).

Nevertheless, according to May and
Lloyd (2001) and Pastor-Satorras and
Vespignani (2001), it is possible to find
threshold effects on SF networks with
finite size; this means that the infection
does not spread for low or minimum
infectivity values. Hence, infections can
proliferate with high growth speed, but
can also be balanced with low spreading
rates (<< 1). These results reveal the
impact of the structure in growth and
diffusion processes, especially in social
networks.
In addition, recent research on behavior
spreading in a population calculates a
threshold in networks formed using a
mean-field approach (López-Pintado,
2008). The mean-field approach is a
method for reducing the complexity
involved in calculations with a large
number of variables by aggregating them
into one optimal function (Opper & Saad,
2001). 1 It can be used as a way to
1

“In this approach, the mutual influence between
random variables is replaced by an effective field,
which acts independently on each random
variable. [This method provides] tractable

generate complex networks, assuming
first that the network of interaction is
renewed and realized every time step,
and second that its dynamics are
deterministic. This mean-field approach
allows the study of how the connectivity
distribution of the network affects the
spreading pattern (López-Pintado, 2008),
which is also our interest of study using
SD, an approach that also allows this
aggregation. The spreading behavior can
be cultural fads, innovations, crime
activities or economics conventions, i.e.
buying a product or not (López-Pintado,
2008). According to López-Pintado
(2008), the threshold in the diffusion
process depends on: (1) the connectivity
distribution of the social network; and (2)
the diffusion mechanism or function.
In contrast with SF networks, it has been
found that diffusion processes through
random networks do present a critical
nonzero threshold. Below this infection
rate, the infection dies, and above it, then
the infection spreads and remains in the
network. This means that this spreading
process—through random networks—is
slower than through SF networks; it can
also be stopped with strategies focused
on minimizing the infectivity rate at least
to the threshold value (Hein et al., 2006).
The fourth section shows the results of
our study concerning this epidemic
threshold. Strategies designed based on
this threshold concerning diffusion
processes in both random and SF
networks are shown below.

approximations for the computation of high
dimensional sums and integrals … in which the
true intractable distribution is approximated by an
optimal factorized one” (Opper & Saad, 2001, pp.
1, 7).
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2.2.3. Strategies for increasing or
decreasing diffusion processes

2.3. Social Diffusion in Network
Marketing Channels

According to Pastor-Satorras and
Vespignani (2005), random strategies
implemented
in
homogeneous
populations consist of the introduction of
immune individuals to the population in
order
to
increase
the
uniform
immunization density. These kinds of
strategies do not function in populations
characterized by the SF structure because
of the heterogeneity they present and the
low epidemic outbreaks mentioned
earlier.
Therefore,
strategies
for
decreasing the diffusion processes must
be biased towards the hubs of the
network. These strategies, in contrast
with the random ones, could be more
effective and costless because SF
networks present a lower number of hubs
and a higher number of less-connected
nodes (Zoltán & Barabási, 2002).
Moreover, regarding the study of product
marketing, as in the case for decreasing
diffusion processes in epidemic diseases,
marketing
strategies
focused
on
influential customers can generate a
multiplier effect on the product diffusion
process (Van-den-Bulte & Joshi, 2007).
Lehmann and Esteban-Bravo (2006)
found that one significant strategy to
increase the diffusion process, when it is
starting, is to give away some products to
the influential population. This strategy is
more effective when the population is
small and has slow rates of adoption.

We introduced NMOs as channels that
can be characterized by the SF network
form (Cruz & Olaya, 2008). We also
gave a short literature review regarding
social diffusion through complex
networks, especially SF networks. These
two issues as a whole are the base for
exploring diffusion processes through
NM structures.

To sum up, and according to the
literature, strategies for controlling—
increasing or decreasing—diffusion
processes through SF networks must be
designed and directed to its hubs, the
well-connected nodes.

2.3.1. Related work

As mentioned earlier, considerable
research has been carried out on diffusion
dynamics introducing network structure
analysis (May & Lloyd, 2001; PastorSatorras & Vespignani, 2005; Hein et al.,
2006; López-Pintado, 2008); however,
less has been carried out using SD. Also,
most of it has been focused on disease
spreading not on product diffusion.
Nevertheless, we found one precedent for
studying diffusion processes through
heterogeneous populations using SD.
McCutchan and Campos-Náñez (2007)
approached the diffusion processes by
introducing the SF network structure
analysis using SD. They studied how the
infectivity and the initial node
distributions’ parameters influence the
diffusion through the network in both
epidemiological
and
business
competition fields. They found that the
infectivity parameter and the initial
distribution of the adopter or infected
population affect its growth and, in
general, the diffusion of properties. They
also found that, in comparison with
random networks, the growth process is
faster. Yet, they also suggested that more
in-depth analysis is needed since such
performance may not occur in all cases.
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2.3.2. System dynamics for studying
diffusion processes through NM
channels

We are extending McCutchan and
Campos-Náñez’s (2007) study by
introducing the NM characteristics to the
diffusion analysis. In these NM channels,
characterized by the SF network form,
the diffusion process is represented by
the spread of the NMOs’ products
through the distributors’ networks. The
diffusion phenomena are generated when
the distributors are infected, that is, when
people in the network buy these products.
In this project, we are interested in
developing SD models based on both SI
and SIR models. An added value of an
SD approach is the emphasis on the study
of the network structure as a whole as the
focus of explanation for diffusion
processes; SD assumes that feedback
structures are responsible for the
behavior of complex systems based on
the study of positive and negative
feedback
loops.
This
approach
underscores that the ultimate explanation
of behavior is to be found in the same
structure of the system, i.e. endogenous
explanation, and not only in parameter
analysis—such as infectivity—or in
certain network points, e.g. hubs, as the
reviewed literature suggests.
As regarded in our previous work (Cruz
& Olaya, 2008), this study is relevant due
to two issues: (1) the rapid growth and
impact that the NM industry has been
having recently (World Federation of
Direct Selling Associations – WFDSA,
2007); and (2) the challenge it has
received in terms of its capacity to spread
a product through a population (Taylor,
2002, 2004; Martinez, 2007).

Regarding this diffusion process, we
want to focus especially on the main
points found in the recent research on
diffusion through SF networks. We want
to analyze these results concerning the
diffusion performance in comparison
with random network structures and their
threshold or tipping point values. For this
study, we developed two models
representing these diffusion dynamics;
these are presented in the next section.

3. MODELS’ CONSTRUCTION
The previous description of social
diffusion models, its study through
complex networks and the main topics
and findings especially concerning SF
networks are the base on which our
models are developed. This section
presents the resulting models constructed
for studying diffusion processes through
NM channels.
For constructing the models, we used the
previous model we developed to generate
the NM structure characterized by the SF
network form (Cruz & Olaya, 2008) and
we introduced to it the characteristics of
the SI and SIR models, obtaining the
Potential–Adopter (PA) and Potential–
Adopter–Deserter (PAD) models.

3.1. Potential–Adopter Model
The resulting PA model and its equations
are shown in Appendix 1. It presents two
stocks named Potential (P) and Adopter
(A) populations; these stocks correspond
to the Susceptible (S) and Infectious (I)
populations, respectively, in the SI
model—see Sterman (2000). In the NM
context,
the
potential
population
represents the distributors within the
network, with a given degree, who are
not buying the NMO’s products; this
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stock is generated with the previous
model. In contrast, the adopter
population corresponds to the distributors
within the network, with a given degree,
who are actually buying those products.
In this model, the diffusion process takes
place parallel to the network generation
process—this means that the population
is not constant. For this reason, in
contrast with our previous work (Cruz &
Olaya, 2008), to calculate the probability
of preferential attachment when creating
the network, the adopter population is
included in addition to the potential one.
Therefore, when a distributor starts
buying the NMO’s products, the
Adoption Flow moves the distributor
from the potential to the adopter
population.
3.1.1. Adoption rate

The adoption flow is determined by the
Adoption Rate (AR), which is central to
the model since it represents the
definition of how the spread is held
between nodes. Furthermore, the way
this adoption rate is defined generates the
contagion process, which is the positive
feedback loop that drives the diffusion
progression; in short, the spread of
products occurs in the function of the
already adopter population, i.e. the state
of the system that in turn boosts further
adoptions. In fact, positive feedback
loops have a key role in diffusion
phenomena and they are, to a large
extent, responsible for the arising of
complex behaviors (Sterman, 2000). This
type of structure promotes exponential
behavior.2

The adoption rate is constructed based on
the Infection Rate (IR) from the
traditional SI model of infectious
diseases.
Random structure
According to Sterman (2000), the
infection rate in the SI model is
determined by:

⎛ I ⎞
IR = Sci⎜ ⎟
⎝N⎠

where N corresponds to the total
population, i.e. N = S + I; c represents
the contact rate, which is the average
frequency of contact or interactions
between people in the population; Sc is
the number of encounters susceptibles
I
generate; ⎛⎜ ⎞⎟ is the probability that an
N
⎝ ⎠
encounter is with an infected individual;
and i denotes the probability of
infectivity after a susceptible individual
makes contact with an infected one—not
every encounter results in an infection.
Then, the probability that a susceptible
individual once encounters an infected
one will become infected too is
determined by i⎛⎜

I ⎞
⎟ . Therefore, the
⎝N⎠

infection rate is this probability
multiplied by the number of encounters
Sc (Sterman, 2000). Note that this
infection rate is constructed assuming
homogeneous structures.
Figure 1 shows the traditional SI model
of infectious diseases. It illustrates the
positive feedback loop we mentioned
earlier, known as the contagion loop,
which represents the spread of the
disease as the infectious population

2

Let S be the state of a system and g the constant
fractional growth rate; the linear first-order
positive loop and its solution are:
dS
= gS
dt

[1]

Solution:

S = S0 e gt
See Sterman (2000).
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makes contact with and passes on the
disease to the susceptibles, i.e. the
infectious population increases. It also
illustrates a negative feedback loop,
known as the depletion loop, which
represents the balance of the disease
spread as the susceptible population
decreases and falls to zero—the
susceptible population is assumed to be
constant and finite. Therefore, the
dynamics of the system is first dominated
by the positive feedback and, as the
growth is limited by the capacity of the
environment, a nonlinear transition from
dominance by positive feedback to
dominance by negative feedback takes
place (Sterman, 2000). According to
Sterman (2000), the interaction of the
susceptible and infectious populations
creates the positive and negative loops,
and the nonlinearity arises because it
takes both a susceptible and an infectious
person to generate a new case.

Figure 1. Traditional SI model.
Source: Sterman (2000, p. 301).

Network marketing structure: scale-free
form
For our study, we introduced to the
previous infection rate expression the SF
network characteristics in order to
develop the adoption rate term for NM
structures. Two issues must be exposed.
First, in the NM diffusion process, the
distributors do not make contact at the
same rate; these interactions are

restricted to the number of connections
each distributor has, which is its node
degree. In contrast with infectious
diseases, in the NM business model,
interactions
between
connected
distributors that might lead to adoption
could occur in a physical—direct contact
or conversations—and non-physical
forms—telephone, blogs, chats, email,
mail, etc.
Second, due to the SF structure, the
probability that a potential distributor,
once he/she has encountered an adopter
one, will start buying products too will
also depend on its node degree.
According to McCutchan and CamposNañez (2007), this probability is now
determined by:
n

I ⎞
⎛
1 − ⎜1 − i ⎟
[2]
N⎠
⎝
Therefore, each time step, every potential
distributor in the network is susceptible
to becoming an adopter, i.e. “infected”,
following the previously presented
specification. This function favors the
hubs in the network, so that the wellconnected distributors are more likely to
become infected than the less-connected
ones (McCutchan & Campos-Nañez,
2007) and thus boost the corresponding
contagion positive feedback loops. That
is, an important difference from the
random models is that the strength of
positive feedback varies in proportion to
the connectivity of the nodes.
Having established these two issues, the
adoption rate can be defined as:
n
⎛ ⎛
A ⎞ ⎞⎟
⎜
AR = Pc 1 − ⎜1 − i ⎟
⎜ ⎝
N ⎠ ⎟⎠
⎝

[3]

Again, N corresponds to the total
population i.e. N = P + A; n is the node
degree; c is the distributors’ contact rate
or their node degree; Pc is the number of
encounters
potential
distributors
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A
generate; ⎛⎜ ⎞⎟ is the probability that an
⎝N⎠

encounter is with an adopter distributor;
and i is the probability of adoption after a
potential distributor encounters an
adopter
one,
i.e.
infectivity.
Consequently, the adoption rate is
defined as the number of encounters Pc
multiplied by the probability that a
potential distributor, once he/she has
encountered a distributor buying
products, starts doing so too.
Note that this construction is for SF—
heterogeneous—structures and then it
develops stronger positive feedback
contagion progressions on the wellconnected nodes, i.e. hubs. Another
important difference from random
networks is that the depletion negative
feedback is very weak since the potential
or susceptible population is growing
through time. Thus, the specific dynamic
and endogenous characteristics of these
structures can be summarized as having
particular very strong positive feedback
loops—the ones associated with the
hubs—and weak negative feedbacks
loops—since the potential population is
constantly growing—where the depletion
of the pool of susceptibles is never
achieved. The positive i.e. contagion, and
negative i.e. depletion, feedback loops
are pointed out in the resulting PA model
shown in Appendix 1.
The parameter of adoption or infectivity
affects the strength of the contagion loop.
It can be determined with the factors that
influence the distributors’ decision to
start buying the NMO’s products; these
factors can be the compensation plan or
the products’ characteristics among
others (Cruz & Olaya, 2008). Below, the
selected factors are presented. Section
four shows the estimation of this

adoption parameter based on a real
NMO.
The adoption parameter
Taking into account the aspects of
interest for studying NM diffusion
processes (Cruz & Olaya, 2008), three
variables of influence are established:
compensation
plan,
products’
characteristics
and
distributors’
resources. These variables influence the
distributors’ decision when starting to
buy the NMO’s products, i.e. becoming
an adopter. Therefore, the adoption
parameter i is defined as a weighted
average function of these variables that
are explained below:

(1) Compensation Plan (CP): the
commission that the NMO pays to the
distributors according to a system
established based on their personal and
group products’ sales volume; this is the
profit that the distributors obtain for
buying and selling those products.
(2) Products’ Characteristics (PC): the
quality, price, attributes and target
market of the NMO’s products.
(3) Distributors’ Resources (DR): the
distributors’ abilities to sell the products,
as well as the knowledge about the
business
model,
commercialization
techniques and the products’ attributes.
In addition, based on these variables, we
defined two parameters for each of them
in order to compute the weighted average
function:
(1) Weight: the importance of the
variable for the distributor when deciding
to buy the products or not. There is one
weight per variable: WCP , WPC and WDR ,
respectively. This weight is expressed in
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percentage terms and must total 100% for
the three variables.
(2) Value: the rating of the variable that
the distributor assigns it based on its
current performance in the NMO he/she
belongs to. There is one value per
variable: VCP , V PC and V DR , respectively.
This value is assigned according to a
scale from 1 to 5, where 1 represents
poor and 5 means excellent; e.g. a value
of 1 assigned to the products’
characteristics variable means that the
NMO has products neither with
outstanding quality and attributes, nor
accessible and fair prices, nor an
appropriate target market, and so on for
the other variables.
Therefore, the adoption parameter i is
calculated by the following function:
WCPVCP + WPCV PC + WDRVDR
[4]
5
This function weights the importance and
current rating of each factor. If the
value’s scale changes, then the function’s
divisor must change too.
i=

3.2.
Potential–Adopter–Deserter
Model
In addition to the PA model, we
developed a model where the buying
distributors—the adopter population—
stop buying and remain permanently in
this new state—immune to further
adoption. As we mentioned, this model is
known as the SIR model—see Sterman
(2000) and Newman (2002). In the NM
business model, this corresponds to the
distributors who decide not to develop
their own business due to the effort and
time required to achieve significant
results. Usually, they remain in the
network and in the medium term the

NMO removes them and reassigns their
network—if there is one—to their
corresponding uplines. Due to the
extension and limits of the model, for this
study, we assumed that the distributor is
never removed. This assumption is
reasonable and can be accepted within
the purpose of this study for three
reasons. First, the first step in the study
of diffusion through NM structures is to
develop a model with this assumption in
a way that it can be considered for further
research. Second, a decision maker or
policy designer from a particular NMO
might be interested first in how to raise
and preserve the network structure
developed—add more distributors, and
then, having established the structure,
he/she might be interested in how to
enhance the diffusion of products
through that structure. Both of these
occur before being interested in studying
the structure after modifying it or
removing distributors from the networks.
Third, there is no certainty about the
removing rate: it is up to the NMO and
can differ significantly between different
NMOs. Further research could be routed
into the changing structure that arises
because of distributor or node
eliminations from the business network.
Therefore, in addition to the potential and
adopter populations, we introduced the
Deserter
(D)
population.
This
corresponds to the Recovered (R)
population in the SIR model and in the
NM context represents the distributors
within the network, with a given degree,
who are not buying the NMO’s products
anymore. Therefore, when a distributor
stops buying the NMO’s products, a
Desertion Flow moves the distributor
from the adopter to the deserter
population. This model takes the same
adoption rate as in the PA model (eq.
[3]). Again, in contrast with our previous
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work (Cruz & Olaya, 2008) and for the
same reason mentioned earlier, to
calculate the probability of preferential
attachment when creating the network,
the deserter population is included in
addition to the potential and adopter
ones. Appendix 2 shows the resulting
PAD model and its equations.

The desertion flow is determined by the
Desertion Rate (DRT). The desertion rate
is constructed based on the Recovery
Rate (RR) from the SIR epidemic model.

(Sterman, 2000, p. 304). This negative
feedback
determines
whether
an
epidemic will occur or not. During the
dynamics of the system, if the recovery
loop dominates the contagion loop, then
the disease dies out without causing an
outbreak; this is “the infectious people
will recover on average faster than the
new cases arise” (Sterman, 2000, p. 305).
In contrast, if the contagion loop
dominates the recovery loop, then the
population faces an epidemic. This
dominance is determined by the adoption
parameter i and the average duration of
the adoption d (Sterman, 2000).

Random structure
The recovery rate is modeled as a firstorder material delay, which means that
people do not all recover after the same
amount of time so infectious nodes
decline exponentially, i.e. some people
recover faster than others (Sterman,
2000). Hence, the recovery rate in the
SIR model is determined by:

Figure 2. Traditional SIR Model.
Source: Sterman (2000, p. 304).

3.2.1. Recovery rate

RR =

I
d

[5]

where d corresponds to the average
duration of the adoption and it is
assumed to be constant and equal to all
the population.
Figure 2 shows the traditional SIR model
of infectious diseases. In addition to the
contagion and depletion loops, it
illustrates an
additional negative
feedback, known as the recovery loop,
which represents the people recovering
from the disease after a certain period of
time
and
developing
permanent
immunity, i.e. the infectious population
decreases as the recovered population
increases. “The greater the number of
infectious individuals, the greater the
recovery rate and the smaller the number
of
infectious
people
remaining”

Network marketing: scale-free structure
For our study, regarding the NM business
model, the average duration of adoption
d can be interpreted in two ways.

(1) Desertion time: the average time one
distributor continues to buy products
until deserting the NMO. The desertion
rate can be defined as:

DRT1 =

A
dn

[6]

where d n is the desertion time per node
degree n.
(2) Desertion proportion: the proportion
of distributors deserting buying products
and the business model. In this case, the
desertion rate can be defined as:
DRT2 = A ∗ pn
[7]
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where pn is the desertion proportion per
node degree n.
In both cases, the parameters d n and pn
depend on n in the following way: lessconnected nodes are more likely to desert
the NMO than the well-connected ones,
i.e. hubs. This is consistent with the NM
business model because, if the
distributors are buying products and their
networks are growing, then they are
reaching higher commission and would
not desire to leave their businesses or
stop buying the NMO’s products, i.e.
become a deserter. Section four presents
the estimation of this parameter d for a
specific NM organization; it also
analyzes the results concerning this
particular parameter. In addition to the
contagion and depletion loops, the
additional negative i.e. recovery feedback
loop is pointed out in the resulting PAD
model shown in Appendix 2.

3.3. Basics of the Models
During this section, the initial conditions
of the models are exposed, and a sample
of the resulting networks the PA model is
generating is presented.
3.3.1. Initial conditions

The NM businesses start with one unique
person connecting to one upline—or the
NMO as such—and after that moment
the distributor can recruit more people.
For this reason, we considered that the
initial
conditions
established
are
appropriate. Hence, the standard initial
conditions for both models are: two
nodes mutually connected, both of degree
1. One of them belongs to the potential
population and the other one to the
adopter population. There are no nodes
for the deserter population in the PAD

model. These are the minimum initial
conditions for three reasons: (1) if there
are no nodes in the potential population,
no one can be joined to the network; (2)
if there are no nodes in the adopter
population, no one can be infected; (3)
the desertion rate does not depend on the
deserter
population.
Having
two
interconnected nodes, then, the node
degree must be 1 according to the theory
of networks.

Figure 3. Initial network for PA and PAD
models.

These initial conditions of the models—
the first time step—can be interpreted in
the NM context as two initial
distributors, Distributor 2—circle—being
recruited by Distributor 1—square; and
only Distributor 2 is buying the NMO’s
products, as shown in Figure 3.
For different initial conditions, the
models perform as follows: with more
nodes initially interconnected but not
buying products, i.e. a larger potential
pool, they perform in the same way as
with the standard initial conditions. With
more nodes connected between them and
buying products, i.e. a larger initial
adopter population, there are slight
variations in the diffusion process but
these are not significant—see the testing
results in the next section for more
details.
In both models, in each time step, a new
node or distributor is added to the
network using the preferential attachment
mechanism (Cruz & Olaya, 2008). Also,
each distributor in the potential
population can become an adopter and
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start buying the products, i.e. “infected”,
following the previously presented
specification; in this case, then, the
adoption flow moves it from the potential
to the adopter population. Remember that
highly connected distributors are more
likely to become adopters in comparison
with less-connected ones (eq. [3]).
Similarly, in the PAD model, in each
time step, a proportion of the nodes or
distributors can become deserters, i.e.
they stop buying the products, thus they
are “recovered”; in this case, the deserter
flow moves them from the adopter to the
deserter population. As mentioned
earlier, less-connected distributors are
more likely to become deserters in
comparison with highly connected ones
(eq. [6]).
3.3.2. Visualizing the resulting structure

It is important to recognize the particular
structure that our models generate
including the distinction between adopter
and potential populations. Figure 4 shows
the resulting network after running the
PA model for 20 time steps and with an
adoption value of 0.5. Square nodes
represent the potential and circular ones
the adopter distributors. Though 21
distributors are not a significant quantity,
we wanted to sketch the network to
obtain an idea of its graphic form. The
resulting network graph shows few wellconnected distributors and most of the
total number of distributors buying the
products.
Several confidence tests were performed;
the next section summarizes the main
results.

Figure 4. Resulting network from the PA model
including its distinction between adopter and
potential populations.

3.4 Testing the Models
We should check that the resulting
models are appropriate for achieving the
purpose of studying diffusion processes
through NM structures. Following
Sterman (2000), we prefer not to speak of
“validation” because we are aware that
these models, as any model, are a
simplified and limited representation of
the dynamics
concerning NMOs
according to a particular point of view,
i.e. the one of the modeler.
We developed particular tests and
procedures as suggested by Sterman
(2000) in order to test the suitability of
both the PA and PAD models. Sterman
(2000) shows twelve specific tests that
can improve and increase our confidence
in SD models. We performed the most
relevant tests according to the type of
models we developed and the purpose of
our work. Below, we present the
principal findings; see the details in
Appendix 3.
3.4.1. Boundary adequacy

“[This test assesses] the appropriateness
of the model boundary for the purpose at
hand” (Sterman, 2000, p. 861). For this,
it may use a boundary chart, which is a
tool to present the boundary of the model
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and its causal structure (Sterman, 2000).
Appendix 3 presents the boundary chart
for both the PA and the PAD models.
According to the boundary chart, three
results must be emphasized. First, the
models do not include product volume or
the quantity of products each distributor
is buying when becoming an adopter, and
therefore do not include income. The
diffusion
process
is
performed
independently of the number of products
the distributors are buying, i.e. for 1 or
1000 products, in both cases, the node is
an adopter or infected. The purpose of
our project is to study diffusion
phenomena and their general dynamics;
nevertheless, this assumption could be
included as an extension to our models. It
would be relevant in order to calculate
income per distributors and to model
financial dynamics in these networks. In
addition, time in the network—the time
that a node remains as an effective part of
the network—was excluded in order to
simplify the NM dynamics and in order
to focus on the influence of the network
structure that grows. A further study
could also include the changing structure
that arises because of node eliminations.
Second, the variables training system—
training material designed for teaching
the distributors about the development of
their businesses, usually comprising
books, audio, eBooks, conferences,
webinars, printed flyers, etc.—and
support team—guidance and help
provided by the uplines to their downline
distributors, especially when they are
starting
their
businesses—
were
identified through interviews with NM
experts (see Appendix 4 for the
interviews’ details) as factors that can
also influence the decision to start buying
products or become infected (see section
four for the adoption estimation and the

factors selected). Though these variables
can be included in order to extend the
adoption analysis, the NM experts
interviewed considered that the three
variables selected for the estimation are
sufficient and appropriate.
Third, the population is not a constant
during the simulation. It is assumed to be
finite as it is determined by the length of
simulation; this means that the diffusion
process performs at the same time as the
population continues increasing. This
variable is considered as an endogenous
one because of its growth policy based
on
the
preferential
attachment
mechanism, which is determined by the
distribution of the nodes within the
network, i.e. the population existent.
However, there is an exogenous aspect
related to the population growth: the
probability of attachment is also
determined by the variable for generating
random numbers.
Finally, concerning the purpose of our
study, the adoption rate is established as
endogenous. This is a significant concept
for addressing the research question and
follows preferential attachment as a
platform for the diffusion process. This
special characteristic generates essential
positive feedback loops, i.e. “contagion”,
which drives the growth of the SF
network and the diffusion process.
3.4.2. Structure assessment

“[This test asks] whether the model is
consistent with knowledge of the real
system relevant to the purpose”
(Sterman, 2000, p. 863). It looks for
inconsistencies on the level of
aggregation, violations of physical laws
and inappropriate assumptions about the
decision rules of the agents according to
the knowledge of the real system
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(Sterman, 2000). Our previous work
(Cruz & Olaya, 2008) covers the
structure assessment concerning the
consistence of the model for generating
NM structures in comparison with the
knowledge of the real NMOs’ systems.
Concerning the models’ purpose of
studying diffusion processes, the results
are the following.
First, for modeling the probability of
preferential attachment including the new
populations, we maintained the level of
disaggregation according to the node
degree; we used variables such as
Weighted
Membership
Network,
Network, Pn Network and Cumulative Pn
Network in the models—see the
equations of the models in Appendices 1
and 2. This level of disaggregation
allows the achievement of the purpose of
the models. Nevertheless, we also used
aggregated variables so as to handle
information on the whole network, e.g.
Total Membership Network, Potential
Popu, Adopter Popu, Deserter Popu and
Total Population.
Second, for modeling the nodes in the
network with their corresponding degree,
we used the stocks Potential, Adopter
and Deserter. These stocks are limited to
10 degrees, which biases our results since
they aggregate nodes with more than 10
connected nodes in the same count.
Nevertheless, they are suitable for the
purpose of this study—see Cruz and
Olaya (2008). We would have preferred
to have a more detailed level concerning
this issue, but due to the limitations of
the iThink’s arrays, this is not possible.
Third, for examining violations of
physical laws, we verified that the sum of
all the elements or distributors in each
degree stock corresponds to the total
number of distributors in the network,

e.g. for the PAD model, potential nodes
with degree 1 plus adopter nodes with
degree 1 plus deserter nodes with degree
1 should be equal to the number of nodes
in the network with degree 1, and so on
for all the degrees and for the PA
model—see Appendix 3. In addition, we
verified that the stocks do not become
negative; for this, the outflows were
defined to approach zero when the stocks
approach zero too—see the equations of
the models in Appendices 1 and 2. In
order to model this characteristic, the
outflows Conservation of Flow P and
Conservation of Flow A were formulated
using the conditionals IF–ELSE—see
equations of the models in Appendices 1
and 2. According to Sterman (2000), this
formulation must be avoided, if possible,
because
it
introduces
sharp
discontinuities into the models, often
inappropriately. For our models, this
formulation was necessary to guarantee
the network structure when diffusion is
taking place, which constitutes a primary
purpose of our models.
Finally, we must verify that, with the
diffusion process implemented in our
previous model for generating the NM
structures, this structure remains and
continues to be characterized by the SF
network form. For this, we examined
various resulting networks from the PA
and PAD models, constructing their
corresponding
power-law
degree
distribution graph—see also Cruz and
Olaya (2008); the results were good.
Appendix 3 shows the resulting graphs
for two networks generated by the PA
and PAD models, respectively.
In summary, the models’ structures are
consistent with descriptive knowledge of
the modeled systems; they perform with
an adequate level of aggregation
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satisfying physical laws and capturing
appropriate behavior of the actors.
3.4.3.
Extreme
integration error

conditions

remaining adopters; and as its values
decrease, no diffusion process takes
place, as it is expected.

and

For testing the robustness of the models,
different extreme conditions were
checked—see Appendix 3. A summary
of the results of the main tests carried
out, alone and in combination, follows.
(1) Different lengths of simulations
between 1 and 32,000 days: the diffusion
process takes place consistently either for
minimum, medium or maximum lengths
of simulation.
(2) Different adoption values between 0
and 1: for very low adoption values (≈
0), the diffusion processes do not
occur—see section four for the tipping
point analysis; remember that this
adoption parameter is determined by the
compensation
plan,
products’
characteristics and distributors’ resource
variables.
(3) Different initial conditions: with more
initial nodes connected between them but
not buying products, i.e. a larger
potential population, the model performs
in the same way as under the standard
initial conditions. With more nodes
connected between them and buying
products, i.e. a larger adopter stock, the
diffusion process increases its growth
rate and, for the PAD model, for higher
adoption values (≈ 1), fewer distributors
end as adopters at the final simulation
time step in comparison with the results
for the standard initial conditions.
However, the difference of around 5%
fewer adopters is not significant.
(4) Different desertion time values: as its
values increase, so do the distributors’

(5) DT and integration error variations:
by cutting the step size in half and
changing the integration method, the
models perform in the same way.
Thus, the models respond plausibly and
without integration errors when subjected
to
different
extreme
conditions.
Nevertheless, we clarify that the models
are very sensitive to the adoption
parameter, especially when running them
for extremely low values (i ≈ 0). This
sensitivity emerges due to the random
numbers generated for calculating the
probability of attachment, i.e. the rand P
variable (Cruz & Olaya, 2008). The
models are tested using the seed function
from iThink to generate the random
numbers. In this way, the models perform
with the same series of random numbers
generated, varying only the adoption
parameter values. We found that the
results are more precise but do not vary
significantly in comparison with the
results obtained without using that
function. Therefore, during this study, we
prefer to show the results of the models
and make the analyses without using it
because it is desired that the models
perform and can be comparable for
different series of random numbers as in
this way they would be more functional.
Despite the variations introduced by the
random number generation, all the
analyses and results from the models
correspond to general trends not caused
by these variations but by the feedback
structures and the different parameters
introduced. For future comparisons or
research, this issue should be taken into
account.
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3.4.4. Family member

3.4.5. Sensitivity analysis

“[This test] asks whether the model can
generate the behavior of other instances
in the same class as the system the model
was built to mimic” (Sterman, 2000, p.
881). Specifically, the model should
generate the behavior observed in other
instances of the same system (Sterman,
2000). Regarding this test, two results
must be highlighted. First, the models in
comparison with other traditional SD
diffusion models allow the analysis of the
system from more realistic instances,
especially the PAD model, which
includes the desertion phenomenon that
is very common in the NM business
model. Standard SD diffusion models
assume homogeneous and constant
populations; an important contribution
from our models is that the diffusion
analysis can be held under heterogeneous
and not constant populations, but this
means that there is almost no possibility
of comparison with random networks.
However, models for studying diffusion
phenomena through SF networks have
been developed using other modeling
techniques,
especially
agent-based
modeling—see López-Pintado (2008)
and the literature cited therein. Second,
the models can be used to study the
diffusion behavior for particular NMOs
characterized by different adoption and
desertion time values. As mentioned
earlier, the adoption parameter can be
determined by three different factors; the
weight and value for each factor can
differ for different organizations—see
section four for results concerning a
particular and existing NMO. Also, the
desertion time may vary too between
diverse NMOs, especially if they
implement different policies or strategies
to increase it.

This test looks for changes in the
conclusions and the models’ outcomes
when assumptions are varied (Sterman,
2000). The results of this test are
presented according to three types of
sensitivity. Appendix 3 shows the details.
(1) Numerical sensitivity: as shown in the
extreme conditions tests, the models are
highly numerically sensitive to changes
in the adoption and desertion time
parameters.
(2) Behavior mode sensitivity: the models
do not present significant changes in
patterns of behavior when assumptions
change.
(3) Policy sensitivity: changes in
assumptions do not reverse significantly
impacts of proposed policies—see
section four. Besides, after changing the
contact rate, at the end of the simulation,
the difference in the number of nodes
ending as adopters is not significant.
For our study, we considered that the
tests presented above are the most
significant ones given the nature of the
models and the purpose of our study. For
example, the dimensional consistency
test is usually relevant for SD modelers
but, in this case, our models are quite
simple, concerning dimensions and units.
Additionally, the behavior reproduction
test is usually important but, for our case,
there are not sufficient empirical numeric
data in order to perform a robust
comparison since NMOs avoid sharing
detailed
information
about
their
businesses.
The next section presents the results
obtained with both models using data
from a real NMO; it also presents a
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general analysis regarding the social
diffusion process through NM channels.

4. NETWORK MARKETING
DIFFUSION PROCESS
The constructed models generate the
diffusion process through the NM
structure characterized by the SF network
form. This process is represented by the
diffusion of the NMO’s products through
the distributors’ networks. This section
presents first the characterization of NM
channels as SF networks using data from
a real and existing distributor network;
second, the estimation of both the
parameters of adoption and desertion
time; and third, using the models,
findings and estimations from the real
distributor network, it presents the results
and the analysis concerning how the
network structure influences this
diffusion process.

Using the resulting model from our
previous work (Cruz & Olaya, 2008), we
have already verified that the SF network
structures generated by both the PA and
the PAD models correspond to the logic
of growth of the NM business model. We
want to extend this assessment using a
distributor network from a real and
existing
NMO—from
now
on:
“RNMO”—in order to explore whether
its structure corresponds to the
characteristics of the SF networks and
whether it is consistent with our previous
work results. Also, we want to run our
models using data close to this RNMO;
for this, we contacted one distributor—
from now on: “DB”—from this particular
RNMO and asked him/her to give us
access to his/her business network.
4.1.1. The real network marketing
organization and the distributor’s
network

Due to the request of the DB who

4.1 Scale-Free Form in a Real and facilitated the network data for us, we
Existing Distributor Network
cannot reveal either his/her name or the
We have already introduced NMOs that
can be modeled as SF networks with
preferential attachment (Cruz & Olaya,
2008).
These
direct
selling
organizations—see
Coughlan
and
Grayson (1998); King and Robinson
(2000)—are characterized by two basic
aspects. First, they exhibit a growing
channel of distributors expanding over
time by the addition of new ones to those
already in the system. Second, new
distributors connect to the network with
the preferential attachment mechanism;
this means that there is a higher
probability of connection to those who
have more direct downline distributors in
their networks.

RNMO he/she belongs to. The RNMO is
a big international company with a high
trajectory over several years. It is one of
the world leaders in the market of NM
businesses, recognized by its high quality
products for personal, home and skin
care including nutrition and health.
Currently, it is present in many countries,
generating a high income through an
increasing sales force.
The DB has been developing the NM
business model for two-and-a-half years.
To the date of study—September 30,
2008—he/she is currently generating
approximately US$2000 in revenue per
month—not including additional awards
from the NMO like free travel and other
additional bonuses. The network consists
of 553 distributors—to the date of
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study—and it was developed in a thirdworld country market. At the moment,
the DB has retired from his/her
professional job and is dedicated fulltime to the NM business.

Mathematica’s graph function, we
obtained the diagram of the network as
shown in Figure 5. The highlighted node
corresponds to the DB.

4.1.2. Assessment of the network
DB

Figure 5. Network diagram for 553 distributors
in a particular RNMO.

To collect the network data first, the DB
listed each one of the distributors in the
network and the connections or direct
distributors connected to each one of
them—identified only by numbers with
neither names nor sales volume. Then,
with this information, we sketched the
network by hand. Therefore, having the
network with the 553 distributors, we
constructed its corresponding symmetric
adjacency matrix using Ucinet; this is a
0-1 matrix that indicates the connections
between the nodes. Finally, using

We examined the resulting network using
the maximum likelihood estimation and
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests—also
shown in our previous work (Cruz &
Olaya, 2008). The results indicate that
the distributor’s network structure
corresponds to an SF network with
γ =2.22 and K =0.0515, which
corresponds to a quantile of 0.999—see
Appendix 5. Therefore, with an observed
significance level greater than 0.1%,
there is insufficient evidence to reject the
hypothesis that the distribution of the
network is a power-law with that
exponent. Figure 6 shows the power-law
degree distribution graph for the network.
Figure 7 shows the graph for the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. In both
Figures 5 and 6, it is possible to
appreciate a few well-connected and
several less-connected nodes.
Recent research on complex networks
and their structural properties has found
that the SF network form is present in
various real systems performing in
technological, social and biological
fields, i.e. the World Wide Web, human
sexual contact, and protein interaction
and metabolic networks (Barabási, Albert
& Jeong, 2000; Zoltán & Barabási, 2002;
Barabási & Oltvai, 2004).
Along with our previous work, we are
presenting a real case with characteristics
of SF networks, in this case within the
business domain. However, as it was
mentioned in our previous paper, these
business networks do not fit all the SF
networks’ properties, i.e. the clustering
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value is zero; but it is the most accurate
characterization in comparison with other
types of network models, especially
regarding the two basic aspects of this
type of structure—see Cruz and Olaya
(2008). In order to increase this
assessment, more studies must be carried
out using more real and existing
networks from different NMOs with
different sizes, especially with more
distributors than the one we used in this
case.
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Figure 6. Power-law degree distribution for the
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Figure 7. Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for the
distributor’s network in the RNMO.

4.2. Estimating the Adoption and
Desertion Time Parameters
As mentioned earlier, the adoption—or
infectivity—determines the probability
that a distributor connected to one who is
already buying products starts buying

those products too. This decision can be
influenced by many factors. As
mentioned earlier, for this study, we
defined three general variables that
determine this adoption or infectivity
parameter: compensation plan (CP),
products’ characteristics (PC) and
distributors’
resources
(DR)—see
equation [4].
4.2.1. Interview study

Having established the variables and
their parameters, we designed an
interview study in order to estimate them.
We wanted to make the estimations
based on real and existing experiences of
distributors succeeding and reaching
higher commission with this business
model; they not only know about NM
and their company, but they are also
permanently in contact with people both
succeeding and failing in this activity.
These interviews were carried out with
different distributors belonging to the
same RNMO; due to confidentiality
rights, we are revealing neither the
distributors’ names nor the RNMO to
which they belong.
The first part of the interview was
focused on the weight that the
distributors assign to each variable based
on their own experience in their
businesses—the importance of each
variable when a distributor once recruited
decides to start buying the NMO’s
products. In the second part, they
evaluated each variable, taking into
account their actual and current
performance in the RNMO and in their
business networks. For example, in the
case of the compensation plan variable,
the value is the rating from 1 to 5 that the
distributor assigns it according to the
current commission system of the
RNMO; if the commission system
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compensates the distributors widely for
buying and selling the products, then the
value would be 5, and so on for the other
two variables. We performed 65
interviews. Appendix 4 shows the format
of the interview, details about it and the
consolidated results.
4.2.2. Interview results

recall that the values were asked on a
scale from 1 to 5.
INTERVIEW RESULTS
VARIABLE
%
CP
62
PC
31
DR
7
Table 1. Proportion of distributors who selected

Regarding the first part of the interview,
each variable as the most influential.
the results are the following. Table 1
presents the proportion of distributors AVERAGE WEIGHT RESULTS PER
who selected each variable as the most
VARIABLE GROUP
important, i.e. assigned the higher Variabl Group Group 2 Group
weight. Table 1 shows that the
e
1
3
compensation plan is the most important
CP
52%
22%
10%
variable in terms of its influence on the
PC
29%
60%
10%
distributors in order to start buying the
DR
19%
18%
80%
NMO’s
products—62%
of
the
interviewed distributors assigned it more Table 2. Average weight results per influential
variable group.
weight in comparison with the other two
variables.
INTERVIEW RESULTS
The results can also be grouped
VARIABLE
VALUE
according to the most important variable
CP
4.62
chosen, completing three groups, one for
PC
5.00
each variable. Table 2 shows the average
DR
3.78
weight results for each group, e.g. the
group 1 column represents the
Table 3. Average value results per variable.
distributors
who
consider
the
compensation plan to be the most Having recollected the information from
important variable and presents the the interviews, we can now proceed with
corresponding weight that they assigned the estimations.
for each one of the variables.
4.2.3. Estimation of the adoption
Regarding the second part of the parameter
interview, the results are the following.
In general, all the distributors assigned We calculated three different adoption
similar current values for each variable parameters: one for each influential
independently from the weight they variable group. Table 4 presents the
considered in the first part. For this estimated values of i for each group in
reason, only one average value was Table 2. The results for i are obtained
calculated for each variable—not one with the function introduced earlier (eq.
average value per group as with the [4]). Remember that we are using the
weight case. Table 3 shows the results; different weight results per group and the
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same value results for each one of them,
i.e. for group 1, i is calculated as follows:
i1 =

(0.52)(4.62) + (0.29)(5.00) + (0.19)(3.78)
5

ADOPTION ESTIMATION
GROUP
i
1
0.91
2
0.93
3
0.79
Table 4. Adoption estimation per influential
variable group.

Additional considerations
During the interviews, most of the
distributors mentioned that, in addition to
the three variables of study, the training
system could be even more relevant in
some cases. This training system is
usually designed by the NMO in
agreement with its most successful
distributors. Its objective is to guide the
distributors in building their businesses
with special techniques and strategies
based on real distributors’ experiences,
give them inspiration in order to continue
investing effort and time to achieve
significant results and train them about
sharing the business model opportunity
and selling the NMO’s products. This
system is generally formed by business
meetings—online and offline, audios,
books, videos, printed material and
personalized counseling. Most of the
interviewed distributors considered that
this training is a relevant variable
considering its influence on the
distributors when they start buying the
NMO’s
products.
During
their
experiences in the NM business model,
the interviewees have known distributors
who started buying and selling the
products only after initiating the training
system and also after accepting the help
and guides from the support team—
uplines. They mentioned that some of

these distributors needed the training
system even when they had conformity
with the commission system, knowledge
about high quality products and good
skills and abilities to sell. This aspect
could be considered as relevant,
especially in the analysis of the NM
failures; more in-depth study must be
carried out in order to determine its real
impact on NMOs and the business
model.
4.2.4. Estimation of the desertion time
parameter

For the estimation of the desertion
parameter, we used the first interpretation
presented in equation [6]. Under this
interpretation, the desertion parameter
corresponds to the average time one
distributor continues to buy the NMO’s
products until deserting. Bearing in mind
the heterogeneous structure of NMOs,
then this parameter should increase
according to the node degree of each
distributor. This means that wellconnected nodes are less likely to
become deserters, or at least that they
have longer desertion times.3 To estimate
this parameter, we used the experience of
the DB while developing his/her business
network belonging to the RNMO and of
one of the modelers who has been
involved with the NM business model.
According to these experiences, it is
estimated that the minimum average time
each new distributor remains buying
products until deserting is 3 months.
Therefore, starting with a desertion time
3

Regarding the second interpretation, this is the
proportion of distributors deserting (eq. [7]);
according to Taylor (2004), 80% of the
distributors who start an NM business each year
cease buying products because the costs
associated with building the business exceed the
returns. This proportion should decrease
depending on the node degree of each distributor.
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of 3 months—or 90 days—for
distributors with node degree 1, the
experiences indicated that the desertion
value should increase exponentially as
the node degree increases too, e.g. for
node degree 2 the desertion time
increases by 30 days, for node degree 3 it
increases by 40 days, for node degree 4 it
increases by 50 days, and so on for the
rest of the node degrees. Table 5 shows
the resulting distribution of this
parameter.
DESERTION ESTIMATION
Desertion (days)
Degree n
dn
1
90
2
120
3
160
4
210
5
270
6
340
7
430
8
530
9
640
10
760
Table 5. Desertion estimation per node degree.

4.3. Results and Analysis of the
Network
Marketing
Diffusion
Process
We want to explore how the network
structure as a whole and along with the
models’ parameters influences, allows or
obstructs the diffusion process of
products. In this section, we present the
performance of the models, the main
results of the simulations and a
discussion concerning this purpose of
study.

4.3.1. Understanding
structure

the

network

In general, we found for the two models
that the diffusion process through NM
structures is strong in the sense that for
low adoption values all the potential
population become adopters and mainly
during the first time steps. That is, the
contagion loop dominates with such
strength that it almost cannot be offset by
the other feedback loops, as shown in
Figure 8. Figure 8 shows the behavior of
the adopter and potential populations
after running the PA model for 50 time
steps with an adoption parameter of 0.25.
The horizontal axis represents the length
of simulation or days and the vertical
axis represents the number of
distributors. Note that, during the first
days—approximately until 15 days—the
potential population increases as new
distributors are added to the network;
then, the products start spreading so the
adopter population increases, boosted by
the positive feedback or contagion loop.
The first nodes to become adopters are
the hubs; this behavior is expected as it
follows the first issue of the dynamics of
the diffusion process mentioned earlier—
see section 2.2.1. Therefore, once a
minimum number of distributors become
adopters in addition to the initial one, the
adoption spreads as an epidemic through
every distributor in the network and
through the new ones entering each time
step. This particular behavior of new
nodes entering the network and easily
becoming adopters is a result of the
diffusion strength enhanced by the
emergent number of hubs and it also
follows the second issue of the dynamics
of the diffusion process. From the
behavior shown in the graph in Figure 8,
it can be interpreted that the adoption rate
surpasses the new node generation rate—
one per time step. During this model’s
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behavior assuming an endogenous
population, in contrast to other models’
behavior assuming constant populations,
no dominance of the depletion loop takes
place as the population continues to
increase throughout the simulation.
1: Adopters
Popu
50

2: Potential Popu

1

26
1
2
2

2

1
13.25

1 1
1.00

2
25.50
Days

37.75

50.

Figure 8. Adopter vs. potential populations
using the PA model.
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1
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3

1
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3

2
500.50
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2
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Figure 9. Adopter vs. potential vs. deserter
populations using the PAD model.

Unlike the PA model, the PAD model
presents the same dynamics during the
first time steps, but due to the negative
feedback or recovery loop depending on
the desertion time parameter, the
adoption process stabilizes a point where
the number of adopters per degree cannot
increase more, as shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9 shows the behavior for the
adopter,
potential
and
deserter
populations after running the PAD model
for 1000 time steps, with an adoption
parameter of 0.11, and using the

desertion time distribution estimated and
shown in Table 5. In this case, the
potential
population
increases
approximately during half of the length
of simulation—until 450 days—then the
products start spreading so the adopter
population increases for approximately
40 days; again, the diffusion progression
is boosted by the contagion loop whose
strength is enhanced by the number of
hubs increasing. Finally, the growth is
balanced by the desertion rate during the
last 250 days. This stability emerges
from the interaction between the
feedback structures present in the system,
principally the recovery and contagion
loops. During this particular simulation,
the recovery loop never dominates, a
case in which the adopter population
would never have grown or would have
fallen to values near zero—not zero
because the population is not constant so
increases throughout the simulation—
and, therefore, the “epidemic” would
never had occurred—see the tipping
point analysis below.
In contrast, for both models, when no
distributors
become
adopters—for
extremely low adoption values (≈ 0)—
the potential population increases and no
diffusion process takes place, i.e. there is
no contagion feedback dominance.
4.3.2. Potential–Adopter model results

When running the PA model for different
increasing adoption values, the adopter
population growth rates increase too.
Figure 10 shows the adopter population
growth for the adoption values shown in
Table 6 and a running time of 100 days.
The model is extremely sensitive to the
adoption parameter as mentioned earlier.
This result represents an advantage to the
NMOs. Using the NM structures, their
products can spread even with low
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variable values, which means with not so
attractive compensation plans or products
and almost independently of the
distributors’ abilities. For this analysis,
we used minimum adoption values near
to 0. The three different values for the
adoption parameter estimated based on
experiences from existing distributors are
near to 1; this fact, along with the NM
structure, generates a strong diffusion
process.
Adopters Popu:
1 -2 - 3 -4 60
4
3
4

2

3
31
4
3
2

4
1 1 2
1.00

3

1 2
15.75

1
30.50
Days

1
45.25

60.

Figure 10. Adopter population for different
adoption values using the PA model.

#
1
2
3
4

Adoption
i
Line color
0.00
Blue
0.14
Red
0.16
Fuchsia
0.33
Green

Table 6. Adoption values for studying adopter
population growth rates.

Nevertheless, the PA model assumes that
the distributors never desert the business;
this means that they remain in the
network and persist until achieving
satisfactory results. As mentioned earlier,
this does not occur in real NM
businesses; then, the results from the
PAD model may be more insightful
concerning this issue.

Comparison with random structures
Additionally, in order to compare the PA
model performance using NM structures
with the random structures, we used the
traditional SI model. Though an exact
comparison cannot be made due to the
different assumptions and characteristics
of the SI and PA models, this comparison
could enhance the knowledge concerning
NM structures and inference differences
between the growth rates in both models.
Figure 11 shows the results after running
the SI model—assuming homogeneous
structures—and Figure 12 shows the
results after running the PA model—
assuming
heterogeneous
structures.
Figure 11 shows the adopter population
growth for the same adoption values
shown in Table 6, after a running time of
1000 days, with 1 initial adopter and
1000 initial potential distributors and
assuming an average contact rate value of
2 distributors per day representing the
average connectivity (McCutchan &
Campos-Nañez, 2007). Figure 12 shows
the adopter population growth for the
same values shown in Table 6, after a
running time of 1000 days, with 1 initial
adopter and 1 initial potential distributor
and assuming the standard contact rate.
As can be seen from a comparison, the
growth rate is higher through NM
structures, especially when starting the
diffusion process. For the SI model, the
diffusion process starts approximately
after 250 days, while for the PA model, it
starts after the first days.

This structure influence is also a benefit
for NMOs specifically for their
distributors because when they are
building their businesses they can
achieve significant commission in the
short term. This finding can help to
counteract the desertion phenomenon.
Usually, NMOs present a high impact
when starting a new market, but with
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time, distributors lose their motivation
due to the reasons mentioned before, so
they decide to defect—see also Cruz and
Olaya (2008). This result can also be
explored with the PAD model.
Adopter popu:
1 -2 -3 -4 1000
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4

1 1 2
1.00
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2

3
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Figure 11. Adopter population growth rate for
random structures.
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Figure 12. Adopter population growth rate for
network marketing structures.

4.3.3.
Potential–Adopter–Deserter
model results

Concerning the PAD model, the results
for the adoption process are the same as
with the PA model, but their general
performance differs due to the high
impact we found that the desertion rate or
recovery feedback loop has over the
diffusion process through the NM
structure. We ran the PA and PAD
models for 3000 days, with the same
initial conditions mentioned earlier, with
an adoption of 0.91 and the desertion
time parameter estimated and shown in
Table 5. We found that, for the PAD

model—assuming
the
desertion
phenomenon—the
diffusion
speed
decreases in comparison with the PA
model—assuming
no
desertion
phenomenon. This behavior emerges
from the interaction between the three
feedback loops; then, in order to achieve
a particular quantity of adopters, more
time steps are needed. The desertion rate
can reduce the effectiveness of the
diffusion process by 80%—see Table 7.
This statistic is obtained by comparing
the proportion of distributors ending as
adopters after running both models—see
Appendix 6. This is a limit to the
development of NMOs. Appendix 6
shows additional network results after
running the PAD model.
We used high values for the adoption
parameter when running the PAD model.
In contrast with the results obtained with
the PA model, this means that, in order to
maintain the adoption parameter as high
as possible, the NMOs need to improve
their compensation plans and products,
and offer the distributors training that
increases their abilities to sell them.
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE DIFFUSION
PROCESS
i
Model
Adopter
Effectiveness
Reduction
PA
2999
0.91
80%
PAD
504
SI
3001
0.91
97%
SIR
67
Table 7. Effectiveness of the diffusion process
when assuming the desertion phenomenon.

Alternatively, in order to increase the
desertion parameter or counteract the
desertion phenomenon, NMOs can use in
their favor the strength of the NM
structure generating more incentives for
their new distributors in order to keep
them motivated in the business so they
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can benefit from the high starting growth
rate. These incentives can be designed in
terms of the variables influencing the
adoption parameter and applied to all the
distributors in the network. For example,
the NMOs can decrease the products’
prices and increment the commissions
per product volume; in this way, the
distributors will not only remain in the
network, they will also buy a greater
quantity of products, which will represent
a greater volume of products spreading
through the network—see the variables
of influence analysis below.
Nevertheless, instead of the desertion
impact, the diffusion process takes place
due to the strength and robustness of the
structure, i.e. the contagion loop tends to
dominate. As can be seen in the network
results in Appendix 6, as the distributors
increase their number of connections, i.e.
the node degree, then the number of
distributors deserting reduces; this
explains the high impact of the NM
structure and the rapid growth and
development of NMOs in the world
during the last years.
Comparison with random structures
Also, in order to compare the PAD model
performance using NM structures with
the random structures, we used the
traditional SIR and SI models. Again, we
are aware of the differences between the
models but we are using initial conditions
that correspond as much as possible in
order to explore the NM structure further.
We ran the SIR and SI models for 3000
days, with the same initial conditions
used earlier with the SI model, the
adoption parameters shown in Table 4
and for the SIR model a desertion time of
760 days. Comparing their performances,
we found that the desertion rate in the
SIR model reduces the effectiveness of
the diffusion process by approximately

97% in comparison with the SI model—
see Table 7. Table 7 shows that the
reduction of the effectiveness with the
PAD model is lower than the reduction
with the SIR model. Therefore, diffusion
through NM structures in contrast with
random structures is stronger and more
effective. This is another benefit of
spreading products using the NM
business model imposed by the structure.
4.3.4. Tipping point—threshold

Recall that our generated networks (Cruz
& Olaya, 2008) present a dynamic
structure where the potential population
increases throughout the simulation. This
dynamic differs from the dynamic
studied using the traditional SI and SIR
models including the tipping point
analysis. We mentioned earlier that it has
been found that diffusion processes in SF
networks do not exhibit a threshold
value; this means that the diffusion
process takes place independently of the
infectivity value emerging as an
epidemic (Moreno et al., 2002; PastorSatorras & Vespignani, 2005). However,
it has also been found that this threshold
effect can be seen on SF networks with
finite size when performed with low
infectivity values (May & Lloyd, 2001;
Pastor-Satorras & Vespignani, 2001). For
our two models assuming a finite
population, the diffusion processes also
present a nonzero threshold for minimum
low adoption or infectivity values. This
means that, below these values, no
diffusion of products in the context of the
NM business model takes place—there is
no epidemic in the context of infectious
diseases.
First, we are presenting the results
regarding the PA model. Figure 13 shows
the results for the adopter and potential
populations using the PA model. After
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running the model several times,
increasing the adoption parameter from
zero and so on, the diffusion process
starts taking place for an adoption
parameter of 0.11, after 70 time steps and
with approximately 7 adopter distributors
in the network. According to the
behavior shown in the graph, it can be
interpreted that, after this threshold, the
adoption rate surpasses the new node
generation rate—see Figure 13. This
threshold emerges from the interactions
between the feedback structures, i.e. the
contagion loop and depletion loops.
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Figure 13. Tipping point analysis for the PA
model.

Second, we are presenting the results
regarding the PAD model. The diffusion
process also starts for the same adoption
parameter and number of distributors as
the PA model. The tipping point is
determined by the desertion time
parameter or the recovery loop. We ran
the model several times, increasing the
desertion time values until finding the
tipping point; that is, until the adoption
rate exceeds the desertion rate.
When the diffusion process is starting,
i.e. in the first time step, if the desertion
rate is higher than the adoption rate, even
for a maximum adoption value, then
there is no product spread or no
epidemic; this performance is also
present in the traditional SIR model. This

is because the unique distributor in the
adopter population deserts before
“infecting” someone else and if the
adopter population is zero, regardless of
the value of the other parameters, there
would be no diffusion process.
In contrast, when the diffusion process
had already started, i.e. after the first time
step and so on, the results differ from the
SIR model. Figures 14 and 15 show the
results for the adopter, potential and
deserter populations using the PAD
model. The results in Figure 14
correspond to the desertion time
distribution in column C1 shown in
Table 8. The graph represents a threshold
before an epidemic emerges. During the
first time steps, the potential distributors
increase and after approximately 70 days
the adopter population starts increasing
too; this means that the products are
spreading, boosted by the contagion loop.
Lastly, after another 10 days, the deserter
population increases too, boosted by the
recovery loop. The adoption rate is offset
by the desertion rate; this means that a
transition from dominance by the
contagion loop or positive feedback to
dominance by the recovery loop or
negative feedback takes place. Despite
the fact that some distributors are
“infected” during the simulation, they are
few in comparison with the potential
ones who in general remain increasing.
Recall that, unlike the SIR model, in the
PAD model the adoption population
never falls to zero because the potential
population
continues
to
increase
throughout the simulation; then, it is
balanced and stabilized by the desertion
rate—see Figure 14. This finding
represents a contribution to the research
carried out regarding the threshold issue
and the diverging results concerning it.
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Figure 14. Tipping point analysis for the PAD
model.
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Figure 15. Simulation of an epidemic in the
PAD model.

Desertion Time
Degree n C1 C2
1
3
80
2
4
110
3
5
150
4
6
200
5
7
260
6
8
330
7
9
420
8
10 520
9
11 630
10
12 750
Table 8. Desertion time values for studying the
tipping point.

The results in Figure 15 correspond to
the desertion time distribution in column
C2 shown in Table 8. In this simulation,
the system is well past the tipping point.

During the first time steps, the potential
population
increases.
After
approximately 120 days, the epidemic
starts or the diffusion of products takes
place through almost all the distributors
in the network. Despite the fact that a
huge quantity of distributors are
deserting, the diffusion process continues
effectively due to the number of hubs
increasing in the network whose time
desertion is higher as their node degree
increases. Here, the positive feedback or
contagion loop is stronger for these hubs
or well-connected nodes. As the potential
population continues to increase, so does
the adopter population, offsetting the
high effect of the desertion rate or the
recovery loop.
The adoption rate peak in Figure 15
reaches more than one-quarter of the total
population. This epidemic emerges for a
combination of adoption and desertion
time parameters below those estimated
earlier—see Tables 4 and 5. The time
step of the peak is approximately 185
days, as shown in Figure 15; this means
that the network consists of 186
distributors at that moment.
To summarize, regarding the question of
how many people a particular distributor
needs in order to be successful or to
achieve a higher income, the PAD model
suggests an approximate number of 186
adopter distributors. Running the PAD
model for the same value parameters
estimated, in order to achieve 186
adopters, 1 distributor must recruit a total
number of 501 distributors in his/her
network—see Appendix 6 for the
network results. This could represent a
high degree of effort for one particular
person, considering that it has been
estimated that in order to recruit two new
downline distributors, the distributor has
to invite and share the NM business
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model idea with approximately twenty to
twenty-five people (Cruz & Olaya,
2008). This explains the eminent
desertion phenomenon of this particular
business.
4.3.5. Variables of influence analysis

The models developed also allow the
exploration of the dynamics concerning
the variables of influence established
earlier and their effect on the NMOs’
development.
As
we
mentioned
previously, these three variables, i.e.
compensation
plan,
products’
characteristics
and
distributors’
resources, determine the value of the
adoption parameter, which in turn along
with the desertion time parameter and the
NM structure allows or obstructs the
products’ diffusion process.
We saw that NMOs can design strategies
focused on these variables in order to
enhance the adoption process and, as a
consequence, reduce the desertion rate.
The results expected with some of these
strategies can be tested using our models
before implementing them. The models
can be used for observing the impacts on
the adoption parameter after varying the
weights and values of these variables.
Some instances of study within the
variety of alternatives are mentioned
below. The results concerning two of
them can be consulted in Appendix 6.
It is possible to explore the answer to
questions such as “what is the impact on
the adoption process if the importance of
the compensation plan increases by 75%,
reducing the impact of the products’
characteristics?”, or “what is the effect
on the adoption process if the products’
quality increases by 10% but the
commission in the compensation plan
decreases by 5%?”, among others. Also,

a particular NMO could use the model to
estimate how much it needs to improve
its distributors’ abilities in order to
achieve an increase of 30% in the
adoption parameter. This could be
relevant for the NMO if, for example, the
desertion rate is decreasing because the
distributors are having problems selling
the products. Additionally, the particular
NMO could use the models for testing
which variable is the most appropriate to
focus a strategy on in terms of its impact
increasing the adoption parameter.
The SD models developed for studying
diffusion processes allow the simulation
of different cases including different
NMOs
and
their
particular
circumstances. Their value added is the
connection between a particular structure
with complex behavior.
Discussion
Having established a set of questions
concerning the influence of the structure
in diffusion processes (Cruz & Olaya,
2008), we developed two models that
give us answers as consistent as possible
with real dynamics in order to increase
the understanding of the NM business
model and how the NMOs perform. The
resulting models allow the understanding
of the diffusion phenomena through an
NM structure; the influence of this
structure is explained in terms of the
positive and negative feedback present in
the dynamics of the NM system. This
understanding of the structure as a whole
using the SD approach is exposed along
with the influence of the adoption and
desertion time parameters. We designed a
series of trials and tests that directed this
study, increasing confidence in the
results obtained. However, it is not our
intention to establish one unique truth but
to enlarge knowledge concerning these
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types of organizations and their impact
on the world’s marketing and economy.
In general, the numerical statistics
presented in this article might vary after
running the models several times due to
the high sensitivity they have to changes
in the adoption and desertion time
parameters, especially the first one. This
sensitivity emerges due to the random
numbers generated for calculating the
probability of attachment (Cruz & Olaya,
2008). They also have limits determined
by the assumptions made when modeling
the NM dynamics, so the results and
conclusions mentioned during the
analysis are framed within such limits.
These models can be used to continue
increasing the analysis concerning SF
network structures, especially NM
structures, but these issues must be taken
into account.
Finally, the next section summarizes and
highlights the main points of the study
and findings; it also reveals some issues
for further research.

5. FINAL REMARKS
This paper explores social diffusion
processes through NM structures
characterized as SF networks using the
SD approach. The study of this business
model using network theory and SD is
rather new. We were interested in, first,
underlining the way these particular
networks are formed through time (Cruz
& Olaya, 2008) and second, the manner
in which such particular structures allow
and restrict the diffusion of products and
services.
Concerning the second purpose, we
found that the NM structure influences
the
product
diffusion
process,

introducing benefits and limits in terms
of its strength, speed and robustness.
These benefits and limits emerge from
the positive and negative feedback
structures present in the NM dynamics,
which are responsible for the NMOs’
behavior. Concerning the benefits, for
low adoption values, the products spread
as epidemics; additionally, in comparison
with random structures, the NM growth
rates are higher and more effective,
especially when starting the diffusion
process, which explains the high impact
of the NM business model.
In contrast, concerning the limits, NMOs
must maintain their adoption parameter
as high as possible and counteract the
desertion phenomena of the diffusion
processes in order to improve their
development and success. Designing and
implementing strategies focused on the
variables of influence such as the
compensation
plan,
products’
characteristics and distributors’ resources
can keep the distributors motivated,
reduce their desertion rate and enhance
their
product
volume,
which
consequently improve the diffusion
process.
The study of this business model using
the SD approach contributed to the
understanding of the NM business
dynamics including its high impact and
controversial desertion rate. Moreover, it
enlarges the knowledge concerning
diffusion processes and social networks.
Finally, as an extension to our project,
additional studies must be performed
using more real and existing distributors’
networks, especially with a larger size
and from different NMOs. Also, it would
be interesting to study knowledge
diffusion through this type of network
structure. According to Canals (2005),
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this diffusion process is not equivalent to
those modeled as epidemics or the spread
of rumors because it includes an
unintended diffusion due to the social
relationships between people. The NM
business model is also characterized by
this component; distributors duplicate the
behavior and success practices of their
uplines as a result of the continuous
interaction between them. This can be
considered as a tacit knowledge
manifestation learned in an unintended
way.
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APPENDIX 1
Potential-Adopter (PA) Model for Generating Social Diffusion in
Network Marketing Structures
The Model
Total Membership Network

Weighted Membership Network

Pn Network
Cumulativ e Pn Network

Network

rand P

Potential

Total Population

Depletion

Promote P

Adopter

Contagion
Adoption

Adoption i
Degree n
Contact Rate
Conserv ation of Flow A

Conserv ation of Flow P
Potential Popu

Adopter Popu

Compensation Plan

Distribuitor'sResources

Product's Characteristics

Equations
STOCKS (Adopter):
Adopter[Degree_1](t) = Adopter[Degree_1](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_1] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_1]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_1] = 1
Adopter[Degree_2](t) = Adopter[Degree_2](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_2] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_2]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_2] = 0
Adopter[Degree_3](t) = Adopter[Degree_3](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_3] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_3]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_3] = 0
Adopter[Degree_4](t) = Adopter[Degree_4](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_4] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_4]) * dt
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INIT Adopter[Degree_4] = 0
Adopter[Degree_5](t) = Adopter[Degree_5](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_5] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_5]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_5] = 0
Adopter[Degree_6](t) = Adopter[Degree_6](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_6] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_6]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_6] = 0
Adopter[Degree_7](t) = Adopter[Degree_7](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_7] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_7]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_7] = 0
Adopter[Degree_8](t) = Adopter[Degree_8](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_8] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_8]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_8] = 0
Adopter[Degree_9](t) = Adopter[Degree_9](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_9] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_9]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_9] = 0
Adopter[Degree_10](t) = Adopter[Degree_10](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_10] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_10]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_10] = 0

INFLOWS (Adoption):
Adoption[Degree_1] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_1]*Contact_Rate[Degree_1])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_1]))
Adoption[Degree_2] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_2]*Contact_Rate[Degree_2])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_2]))
Adoption[Degree_3] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_3]*Contact_Rate[Degree_3])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_3]))
Adoption[Degree_4] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_4]*Contact_Rate[Degree_4])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_4]))
Adoption[Degree_5] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_5]*Contact_Rate[Degree_5])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_5]))
Adoption[Degree_6] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_6]*Contact_Rate[Degree_6])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_6]))
Adoption[Degree_7] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_7]*Contact_Rate[Degree_7])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_7]))
Adoption[Degree_8] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_8]*Contact_Rate[Degree_8])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_8]))
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Adoption[Degree_9] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_9]*Contact_Rate[Degree_9])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_9]))
Adoption[Degree_10] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_10]*Contact_Rate[Degree_10])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_10]))

OUTFLOWS (Conservation of Flow A):
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_1] = IF Promote_P[Degree_2]=1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_1]=0 THEN 1
ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_2] = IF Promote_P[Degree_3] = 1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_2] = 0 THEN 1
ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_3] = IF Promote_P[Degree_4] = 1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_3] = 0 THEN 1
ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_4] = IF Promote_P[Degree_5] = 1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_4] = 0 THEN 1
ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_5] = IF Promote_P[Degree_6] = 1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_5] = 0 THEN 1
ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_6] = IF Promote_P[Degree_7] = 1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_6] = 0 THEN 1
ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_7] = IF Promote_P[Degree_8] = 1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_7] = 0 THEN 1
ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_8] = IF Promote_P[Degree_9] = 1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_8] = 0 THEN 1
ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_9] = IF Promote_P[Degree_10] = 1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_9] = 0 THEN 1
ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_10] = 0

STOCKS (Potential):
Potential[Degree_1](t) = Potential[Degree_1](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_1] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_1] - Adoption[Degree_1]) * dt
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INIT Potential[Degree_1] = 1
Potential[Degree_2](t) = Potential[Degree_2](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_2] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_2] - Adoption[Degree_2]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_2] = 0
Potential[Degree_3](t) = Potential[Degree_3](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_3] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_3] - Adoption[Degree_3]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_3] = 0
Potential[Degree_4](t) = Potential[Degree_4](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_4] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_4] - Adoption[Degree_4]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_4] = 0
Potential[Degree_5](t) = Potential[Degree_5](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_5] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_5] - Adoption[Degree_5]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_5] = 0
Potential[Degree_6](t) = Potential[Degree_6](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_6] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_6] - Adoption[Degree_6]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_6] = 0
Potential[Degree_7](t) = Potential[Degree_7](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_7] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_7] - Adoption[Degree_7]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_7] = 0
Potential[Degree_8](t) = Potential[Degree_8](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_8] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_8] - Adoption[Degree_8]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_8] = 0
Potential[Degree_9](t) = Potential[Degree_9](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_9] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_9] - Adoption[Degree_9]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_9] = 0
Potential[Degree_10](t) = Potential[Degree_10](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_10] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_10] - Adoption[Degree_10]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_10] = 0

INFLOWS (Promote P):
Promote_P[Degree_1] = 1+(0*Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_1]*rand_P)
Promote_P[Degree_2] = IF rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_1] THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote_P[Degree_3] = IF (rand_P >Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_1] AND
rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_2]) THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote_P[Degree_4] = IF (rand_P >Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_2] AND
rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_3]) THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote_P[Degree_5] = IF (rand_P >Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_3] AND
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rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_4]) THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote_P[Degree_6] = IF (rand_P >Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_4] AND
rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_5]) THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote_P[Degree_7] = IF (rand_P >Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_5] AND
rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_6]) THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote_P[Degree_8] = IF (rand_P >Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_6] AND
rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_7]) THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote_P[Degree_9] = IF (rand_P >Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_7] AND
rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_8]) THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote_P[Degree_10] = IF (rand_P >Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_8] AND
rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_9]) THEN 1 ELSE 0

OUTFLOWS (Conservation of Flow P and Adoption):
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_1] = IF Promote_P[Degree_2]=1 THEN 1 ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_2] = Promote_P[Degree_3]
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_3] = Promote_P[Degree_4]
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_4] = Promote_P[Degree_5]
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_5] = Promote_P[Degree_6]
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_6] = Promote_P[Degree_7]
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_7] = Promote_P[Degree_8]
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_8] = Promote_P[Degree_9]
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_9] = Promote_P[Degree_10]
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_10] = 0*Promote_P[Degree_10]
Adoption[Degree_1] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_1]*Contact_Rate[Degree_1])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_1]))
Adoption[Degree_2] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_2]*Contact_Rate[Degree_2])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_2]))
Adoption[Degree_3] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_3]*Contact_Rate[Degree_3])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_3]))
Adoption[Degree_4] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_4]*Contact_Rate[Degree_4])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_4]))
Adoption[Degree_5] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_5]*Contact_Rate[Degree_5])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_5]))
Adoption[Degree_6] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_6]*Contact_Rate[Degree_6])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_6]))
Adoption[Degree_7] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_7]*Contact_Rate[Degree_7])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_7]))
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Adoption[Degree_8] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_8]*Contact_Rate[Degree_8])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_8]))
Adoption[Degree_9] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_9]*Contact_Rate[Degree_9])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_9]))
Adoption[Degree_10] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_10]*Contact_Rate[Degree_10])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_10]))

CONVERTERS:
Adopter_Popu = ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])
Adoption_i = (Compensation_Plan+Distribuitor'sResources+Product's_Characteristics)/5
Compensation_Plan = 4.6*0.1
Contact_Rate[Degree_1] = 1
Contact_Rate[Degree_2] = 2
Contact_Rate[Degree_3] = 3
Contact_Rate[Degree_4] = 4
Contact_Rate[Degree_5] = 5
Contact_Rate[Degree_6] = 6
Contact_Rate[Degree_7] = 7
Contact_Rate[Degree_8] = 8
Contact_Rate[Degree_9] = 9
Contact_Rate[Degree_10] = 10
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_1] = Pn_Network[Degree_1]
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_2] = Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_3] =
Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]+Pn_Network[Degree_3]
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_4] =
Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]+Pn_Network[Degree_3]+Pn_Network[Degree_4]
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_5] =
Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]+Pn_Network[Degree_3]+Pn_Network[Degree_4]+P
n_Network[Degree_5]
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_6] =
Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]+Pn_Network[Degree_3]+Pn_Network[Degree_4]+P
n_Network[Degree_5]+Pn_Network[Degree_6]
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_7] =
Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]+Pn_Network[Degree_3]+Pn_Network[Degree_4]+P
n_Network[Degree_5]+Pn_Network[Degree_6]+Pn_Network[Degree_7]
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Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_8] =
Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]+Pn_Network[Degree_3]+Pn_Network[Degree_4]+P
n_Network[Degree_5]+Pn_Network[Degree_6]+Pn_Network[Degree_7]+Pn_Network[Degree_8]
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_9] =
Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]+Pn_Network[Degree_3]+Pn_Network[Degree_4]+P
n_Network[Degree_5]+Pn_Network[Degree_6]+Pn_Network[Degree_7]+Pn_Network[Degree_8]+Pn
_Network[Degree_9]
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_10] =
Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]+Pn_Network[Degree_3]+Pn_Network[Degree_4]+P
n_Network[Degree_5]+Pn_Network[Degree_6]+Pn_Network[Degree_7]+Pn_Network[Degree_8]+Pn
_Network[Degree_9]+Pn_Network[Degree_10]
Degree_n[Degree_1] = 1
Degree_n[Degree_2] = 2
Degree_n[Degree_3] = 3
Degree_n[Degree_4] = 4
Degree_n[Degree_5] = 5
Degree_n[Degree_6] = 6
Degree_n[Degree_7] = 7
Degree_n[Degree_8] = 8
Degree_n[Degree_9] = 9
Degree_n[Degree_10] = 10
Distribuitor'sResources = 3.78*0.8
Network[Degree_1] = Potential[Degree_1]+Adopter[Degree_1]
Network[Degree_2] = Potential[Degree_2]+Adopter[Degree_2]
Network[Degree_3] = Potential[Degree_3]+Adopter[Degree_3]
Network[Degree_4] = Potential[Degree_4]+Adopter[Degree_4]
Network[Degree_5] = Potential[Degree_5]+Adopter[Degree_5]
Network[Degree_6] = Potential[Degree_6]+Adopter[Degree_6]
Network[Degree_7] = Potential[Degree_7]+Adopter[Degree_7]
Network[Degree_8] = Potential[Degree_8]+Adopter[Degree_8]
Network[Degree_9] = Potential[Degree_9]+Adopter[Degree_9]
Network[Degree_10] = Potential[Degree_10]+Adopter[Degree_10]
Pn_Network[Degree_1] = Network[Degree_1]/Total_Membership_Network
Pn_Network[Degree_2] = (2*Network[Degree_2])/Total_Membership_Network
Pn_Network[Degree_3] = (3*Network[Degree_3])/Total_Membership_Network
Pn_Network[Degree_4] = (4*Network[Degree_4])/Total_Membership_Network
Pn_Network[Degree_5] = (5*Network[Degree_5])/Total_Membership_Network
Pn_Network[Degree_6] = (6*Network[Degree_6])/Total_Membership_Network
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Pn_Network[Degree_7] = (7*Network[Degree_7])/Total_Membership_Network
Pn_Network[Degree_8] = (8*Network[Degree_8])/Total_Membership_Network
Pn_Network[Degree_9] = (9*Network[Degree_9])/Total_Membership_Network
Pn_Network[Degree_10] = (10*Network[Degree_10])/Total_Membership_Network
Potential_Popu = ARRAYSUM(Potential[*])
Product's_Characteristics = 5*0.1
rand_P = RANDOM(0,1)
Total_Membership_Network = ARRAYSUM(Weighted_Membership_Network[*])
Total_Population = ARRAYSUM(Network[*])
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_1] = Network[Degree_1]
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_2] = Network[Degree_2]*2
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_3] = Network[Degree_3]*3
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_4] = Network[Degree_4]*4
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_5] = Network[Degree_5]*5
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_6] = Network[Degree_6]*6
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_7] = Network[Degree_7]*7
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_8] = Network[Degree_8]*8
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_9] = Network[Degree_9]*9
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_10] = Network[Degree_10]*10
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APPENDIX 2
Potential-Adopter-Deserter (PAD) Model for Generating Social
Diffusion in Network Marketing Structures
The Model
Total Membership Network

Weighted Membership Network

Pn Network
Cumulativ e Pn Network

Network

rand P

Potential

Total Population

Depletion

Promote P

Adopter

Contagion

Adoption

Desertion

Adoption i
Degree n
Contact Rate

Time Desertion d
Conserv ation of Flow A

Conserv ation of Flow P

Potential Popu

Adopter Popu

Product's Characteristics
Compensation Plan

Deserter

Recovery

Distribuitor'sResources

Equations
STOCKS (Adopter):
Adopter[Degree_1](t) = Adopter[Degree_1](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_1] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_1] - Desertion[Degree_1]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_1] = 1
Adopter[Degree_2](t) = Adopter[Degree_2](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_2] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_2] - Desertion[Degree_2]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_2] = 0
Adopter[Degree_3](t) = Adopter[Degree_3](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_3] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_3] - Desertion[Degree_3]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_3] = 0
Adopter[Degree_4](t) = Adopter[Degree_4](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_4] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_4] - Desertion[Degree_4]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_4] = 0
Adopter[Degree_5](t) = Adopter[Degree_5](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_5] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_5] - Desertion[Degree_5]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_5] = 0
Adopter[Degree_6](t) = Adopter[Degree_6](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_6] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_6] - Desertion[Degree_6]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_6] = 0
Adopter[Degree_7](t) = Adopter[Degree_7](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_7] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_7] - Desertion[Degree_7]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_7] = 0

Deserter Popu
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Adopter[Degree_8](t) = Adopter[Degree_8](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_8] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_8] - Desertion[Degree_8]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_8] = 0
Adopter[Degree_9](t) = Adopter[Degree_9](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_9] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_9] - Desertion[Degree_9]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_9] = 0
Adopter[Degree_10](t) = Adopter[Degree_10](t - dt) + (Adoption[Degree_10] Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_10] - Desertion[Degree_10]) * dt
INIT Adopter[Degree_10] = 0
INFLOWS (Adoption):
Adoption[Degree_1] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_1]*Contact_Rate[Degree_1])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_1]))
Adoption[Degree_2] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_2]*Contact_Rate[Degree_2])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_2]))
Adoption[Degree_3] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_3]*Contact_Rate[Degree_3])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_3]))
Adoption[Degree_4] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_4]*Contact_Rate[Degree_4])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_4]))
Adoption[Degree_5] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_5]*Contact_Rate[Degree_5])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_5]))
Adoption[Degree_6] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_6]*Contact_Rate[Degree_6])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_6]))
Adoption[Degree_7] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_7]*Contact_Rate[Degree_7])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_7]))
Adoption[Degree_8] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_8]*Contact_Rate[Degree_8])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_8]))
Adoption[Degree_9] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_9]*Contact_Rate[Degree_9])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_9]))
Adoption[Degree_10] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_10]*Contact_Rate[Degree_10])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_10]))
OUTFLOWS (Conservation of Flow A and Desertion):
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_1] = IF Promote_P[Degree_2]=1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_1]=0 THEN 1
ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_2] = IF Promote_P[Degree_3] = 1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_2] = 0 THEN 1
ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_3] = IF Promote_P[Degree_4] = 1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_3] = 0 THEN 1
ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_4] = IF Promote_P[Degree_5] = 1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_4] = 0 THEN 1
ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_5] = IF Promote_P[Degree_6] = 1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_5] = 0 THEN 1
ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_6] = IF Promote_P[Degree_7] = 1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_6] = 0 THEN 1
ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_7] = IF Promote_P[Degree_8] = 1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_7] = 0 THEN 1
ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_8] = IF Promote_P[Degree_9] = 1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_8] = 0 THEN 1
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ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_9] = IF Promote_P[Degree_10] = 1 AND
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_9] = 0 THEN 1
ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_A[Degree_10] = 0
Desertion[Degree_1] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_1]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_1])
Desertion[Degree_2] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_2]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_2])
Desertion[Degree_3] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_3]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_3])
Desertion[Degree_4] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_4]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_4])
Desertion[Degree_5] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_5]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_5])
Desertion[Degree_6] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_6]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_6])
Desertion[Degree_7] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_7]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_7])
Desertion[Degree_8] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_8]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_8])
Desertion[Degree_9] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_9]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_9])
Desertion[Degree_10] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_10]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_10])
STOCKS (Deserter):
Deserter[Degree_1](t) = Deserter[Degree_1](t - dt) + (Desertion[Degree_1]) * dt
INIT Deserter[Degree_1] = 0
Deserter[Degree_2](t) = Deserter[Degree_2](t - dt) + (Desertion[Degree_2]) * dt
INIT Deserter[Degree_2] = 0
Deserter[Degree_3](t) = Deserter[Degree_3](t - dt) + (Desertion[Degree_3]) * dt
INIT Deserter[Degree_3] = 0
Deserter[Degree_4](t) = Deserter[Degree_4](t - dt) + (Desertion[Degree_4]) * dt
INIT Deserter[Degree_4] = 0
Deserter[Degree_5](t) = Deserter[Degree_5](t - dt) + (Desertion[Degree_5]) * dt
INIT Deserter[Degree_5] = 0
Deserter[Degree_6](t) = Deserter[Degree_6](t - dt) + (Desertion[Degree_6]) * dt
INIT Deserter[Degree_6] = 0
Deserter[Degree_7](t) = Deserter[Degree_7](t - dt) + (Desertion[Degree_7]) * dt
INIT Deserter[Degree_7] = 0
Deserter[Degree_8](t) = Deserter[Degree_8](t - dt) + (Desertion[Degree_8]) * dt
INIT Deserter[Degree_8] = 0
Deserter[Degree_9](t) = Deserter[Degree_9](t - dt) + (Desertion[Degree_9]) * dt
INIT Deserter[Degree_9] = 0
Deserter[Degree_10](t) = Deserter[Degree_10](t - dt) + (Desertion[Degree_10]) * dt
INIT Deserter[Degree_10] = 0
INFLOWS (Desertion):
Desertion[Degree_1] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_1]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_1])
Desertion[Degree_2] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_2]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_2])
Desertion[Degree_3] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_3]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_3])
Desertion[Degree_4] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_4]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_4])
Desertion[Degree_5] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_5]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_5])
Desertion[Degree_6] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_6]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_6])
Desertion[Degree_7] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_7]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_7])
Desertion[Degree_8] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_8]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_8])
Desertion[Degree_9] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_9]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_9])
Desertion[Degree_10] = ROUND(Adopter[Degree_10]/Time_Desertion_d[Degree_10])
STOCKS (Potential):
Potential[Degree_1](t) = Potential[Degree_1](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_1] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_1] - Adoption[Degree_1]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_1] = 1
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Potential[Degree_2](t) = Potential[Degree_2](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_2] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_2] - Adoption[Degree_2]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_2] = 0
Potential[Degree_3](t) = Potential[Degree_3](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_3] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_3] - Adoption[Degree_3]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_3] = 0
Potential[Degree_4](t) = Potential[Degree_4](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_4] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_4] - Adoption[Degree_4]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_4] = 0
Potential[Degree_5](t) = Potential[Degree_5](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_5] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_5] - Adoption[Degree_5]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_5] = 0
Potential[Degree_6](t) = Potential[Degree_6](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_6] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_6] - Adoption[Degree_6]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_6] = 0
Potential[Degree_7](t) = Potential[Degree_7](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_7] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_7] - Adoption[Degree_7]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_7] = 0
Potential[Degree_8](t) = Potential[Degree_8](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_8] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_8] - Adoption[Degree_8]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_8] = 0
Potential[Degree_9](t) = Potential[Degree_9](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_9] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_9] - Adoption[Degree_9]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_9] = 0
Potential[Degree_10](t) = Potential[Degree_10](t - dt) + (Promote_P[Degree_10] Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_10] - Adoption[Degree_10]) * dt
INIT Potential[Degree_10] = 0
INFLOWS (Promote P):
Promote_P[Degree_1] = 1+(0*Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_1]*rand_P)
Promote_P[Degree_2] = IF rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_1] THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote_P[Degree_3] = IF (rand_P >Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_1] AND
rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_2]) THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote_P[Degree_4] = IF (rand_P >Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_2] AND
rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_3]) THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote_P[Degree_5] = IF (rand_P >Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_3] AND
rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_4]) THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote_P[Degree_6] = IF (rand_P >Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_4] AND
rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_5]) THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote_P[Degree_7] = IF (rand_P >Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_5] AND
rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_6]) THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote_P[Degree_8] = IF (rand_P >Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_6] AND
rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_7]) THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote_P[Degree_9] = IF (rand_P >Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_7] AND
rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_8]) THEN 1 ELSE 0
Promote_P[Degree_10] = IF (rand_P >Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_8] AND
rand_P <Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_9]) THEN 1 ELSE 0
OUTFLOWS (Conservation of Flow P and Adoption):
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_1] = IF Promote_P[Degree_2]=1 THEN 1 ELSE 0
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_2] = Promote_P[Degree_3]
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_3] = Promote_P[Degree_4]
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_4] = Promote_P[Degree_5]
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_5] = Promote_P[Degree_6]
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_6] = Promote_P[Degree_7]
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_7] = Promote_P[Degree_8]
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_8] = Promote_P[Degree_9]
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Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_9] = Promote_P[Degree_10]
Conservation_of_Flow_P[Degree_10] = 0*Promote_P[Degree_10]
Adoption[Degree_1] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_1]*Contact_Rate[Degree_1])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_1]))
Adoption[Degree_2] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_2]*Contact_Rate[Degree_2])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_2]))
Adoption[Degree_3] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_3]*Contact_Rate[Degree_3])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_3]))
Adoption[Degree_4] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_4]*Contact_Rate[Degree_4])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_4]))
Adoption[Degree_5] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_5]*Contact_Rate[Degree_5])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_5]))
Adoption[Degree_6] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_6]*Contact_Rate[Degree_6])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_6]))
Adoption[Degree_7] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_7]*Contact_Rate[Degree_7])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_7]))
Adoption[Degree_8] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_8]*Contact_Rate[Degree_8])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_8]))
Adoption[Degree_9] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_9]*Contact_Rate[Degree_9])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_9]))
Adoption[Degree_10] = ROUND((Potential[Degree_10]*Contact_Rate[Degree_10])*(1-(1(Adoption_i*ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])/Total_Population))^Degree_n[Degree_10]))
CONVERTERS:
Adopter_Popu = ARRAYSUM(Adopter[*])
Adoption_i = (Compensation_Plan+Distribuitor'sResources+Product's_Characteristics)/5
Compensation_Plan = 4.61*0.52
Contact_Rate[Degree_1] = 1
Contact_Rate[Degree_2] = 2
Contact_Rate[Degree_3] = 3
Contact_Rate[Degree_4] = 4
Contact_Rate[Degree_5] = 5
Contact_Rate[Degree_6] = 6
Contact_Rate[Degree_7] = 7
Contact_Rate[Degree_8] = 8
Contact_Rate[Degree_9] = 9
Contact_Rate[Degree_10] = 10
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_1] = Pn_Network[Degree_1]
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_2] = Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_3] =
Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]+Pn_Network[Degree_3]
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_4] =
Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]+Pn_Network[Degree_3]+Pn_Network[Degree_4]
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_5] =
Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]+Pn_Network[Degree_3]+Pn_Network[Degree_4]+P
n_Network[Degree_5]
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_6] =
Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]+Pn_Network[Degree_3]+Pn_Network[Degree_4]+P
n_Network[Degree_5]+Pn_Network[Degree_6]
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_7] =
Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]+Pn_Network[Degree_3]+Pn_Network[Degree_4]+P
n_Network[Degree_5]+Pn_Network[Degree_6]+Pn_Network[Degree_7]
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_8] =
Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]+Pn_Network[Degree_3]+Pn_Network[Degree_4]+P
n_Network[Degree_5]+Pn_Network[Degree_6]+Pn_Network[Degree_7]+Pn_Network[Degree_8]
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Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_9] =
Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]+Pn_Network[Degree_3]+Pn_Network[Degree_4]+P
n_Network[Degree_5]+Pn_Network[Degree_6]+Pn_Network[Degree_7]+Pn_Network[Degree_8]+Pn
_Network[Degree_9]
Cumulative_Pn_Network[Degree_10] =
Pn_Network[Degree_1]+Pn_Network[Degree_2]+Pn_Network[Degree_3]+Pn_Network[Degree_4]+P
n_Network[Degree_5]+Pn_Network[Degree_6]+Pn_Network[Degree_7]+Pn_Network[Degree_8]+Pn
_Network[Degree_9]+Pn_Network[Degree_10]
Degree_n[Degree_1] = 1
Degree_n[Degree_2] = 2
Degree_n[Degree_3] = 3
Degree_n[Degree_4] = 4
Degree_n[Degree_5] = 5
Degree_n[Degree_6] = 6
Degree_n[Degree_7] = 7
Degree_n[Degree_8] = 8
Degree_n[Degree_9] = 9
Degree_n[Degree_10] = 10
Deserter_Popu = ARRAYSUM(Deserter[*])
Distribuitor'sResources = 3.78*0.19
Network[Degree_1] = Potential[Degree_1]+Adopter[Degree_1]+Deserter[Degree_1]
Network[Degree_2] = Potential[Degree_2]+Adopter[Degree_2]+Deserter[Degree_2]
Network[Degree_3] = Potential[Degree_3]+Adopter[Degree_3]+Deserter[Degree_3]
Network[Degree_4] = Potential[Degree_4]+Adopter[Degree_4]+Deserter[Degree_4]
Network[Degree_5] = Potential[Degree_5]+Adopter[Degree_5]+Deserter[Degree_5]
Network[Degree_6] = Potential[Degree_6]+Adopter[Degree_6]+Deserter[Degree_6]
Network[Degree_7] = Potential[Degree_7]+Adopter[Degree_7]+Deserter[Degree_7]
Network[Degree_8] = Potential[Degree_8]+Adopter[Degree_8]+Deserter[Degree_8]
Network[Degree_9] = Potential[Degree_9]+Adopter[Degree_9]+Deserter[Degree_9]
Network[Degree_10] = Potential[Degree_10]+Adopter[Degree_10]+Deserter[Degree_10]
Pn_Network[Degree_1] = Network[Degree_1]/Total_Membership_Network
Pn_Network[Degree_2] = (2*Network[Degree_2])/Total_Membership_Network
Pn_Network[Degree_3] = (3*Network[Degree_3])/Total_Membership_Network
Pn_Network[Degree_4] = (4*Network[Degree_4])/Total_Membership_Network
Pn_Network[Degree_5] = (5*Network[Degree_5])/Total_Membership_Network
Pn_Network[Degree_6] = (6*Network[Degree_6])/Total_Membership_Network
Pn_Network[Degree_7] = (7*Network[Degree_7])/Total_Membership_Network
Pn_Network[Degree_8] = (8*Network[Degree_8])/Total_Membership_Network
Pn_Network[Degree_9] = (9*Network[Degree_9])/Total_Membership_Network
Pn_Network[Degree_10] = (10*Network[Degree_10])/Total_Membership_Network
Potential_Popu = ARRAYSUM(Potential[*])
Product's_Characteristics = 5*0.29
rand_P = RANDOM(0,1)
Time_Desertion_d[Degree_1] = 90
Time_Desertion_d[Degree_2] = 120
Time_Desertion_d[Degree_3] = 160
Time_Desertion_d[Degree_4] = 210
Time_Desertion_d[Degree_5] = 270
Time_Desertion_d[Degree_6] = 340
Time_Desertion_d[Degree_7] = 430
Time_Desertion_d[Degree_8] = 530
Time_Desertion_d[Degree_9] = 640
Time_Desertion_d[Degree_10] = 760
Total_Membership_Network = ARRAYSUM(Weighted_Membership_Network[*])
Total_Population = ARRAYSUM(Network[*])
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_1] = Network[Degree_1]
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Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_2] = Network[Degree_2]*2
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_3] = Network[Degree_3]*3
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_4] = Network[Degree_4]*4
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_5] = Network[Degree_5]*5
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_6] = Network[Degree_6]*6
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_7] = Network[Degree_7]*7
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_8] = Network[Degree_8]*8
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_9] = Network[Degree_9]*9
Weighted_Membership_Network[Degree_10] = Network[Degree_10]*10
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APPENDIX 3
Tests Results
Boundary Adequacy
This test assesses “the appropriateness of the model boundary for the purpose at hand”
(Sterman, 2000, p. 861). A boundary chart is a diagram that “summarizes the scope of the
model by listing which key variables are included endogenously, which are exogenous, and
which are excluded from the model” (Sterman, 2000, p. 97).
BOUNDARY CHART
PA MODEL
Endogenous
Exogenous
Probability attachment
Contact rate
Potential
Degree
Adopter
Adoption i
Population (promote)
Compensation plan
Adoption (flow)
Distributor resources
Product characteristics
PAD MODEL
Deserter
Desertion time
Desertion (flow)

Excluded
Product volume
Income
Training system
Support team

Time in network

Boundary chart for the constructed models

Structure Assessment
This test asks “whether the model is consistent with knowledge of the real system relevant to
the purpose” (Sterman, 2000, p. 863). In general, it looks for inconsistencies on the level of
aggregation, violations of physical laws and inappropriate assumptions about the decision
rules of the agents according to the knowledge about the real system (Sterman, 2000).
Test for finding violations of physical laws
Potentials[Degree 1]

3.0

Adopters[Degree 1]

669.0

Network[Degree 1]

672.0

PA Model. Length of simulation: 1000 days
Adoption value: 0.2

Potentials[Degree 1]

4.0

Adopters[Degree 1]

125.0

Deserters[Degree 1]

1.197.0

Network[Degree 1]

1.326.0

PAD Model. Length of simulation: 2000 days
Adoption value: 0.5
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PA Model

Examples of resulting PA and PAD model networks examined using the power-law degree
distribution graph
Network[Degree 1]

640.0

Network[Degree 2]

174.0

Network[Degree 3]

70.0

Network[Degree 4]

40.0
27.0

Network[Degree 6]

17.0

Network[Degree 7]

6.0

Network[Degree 8]

5.0

Network[Degree 9]

3.0

Network[Degree 10]

19.0

Network[Degree 1]

648.0

Network[Degree 2]

186.0

Network[Degree 3]

57.0

Network[Degree 4]

30.0

PAD Model

Network[Degree 5]

Network[Degree 5]

21.0

Network[Degree 6]

15.0

Network[Degree 7]

10.0

Network[Degree 8]

8.0

Network[Degree 9]

7.0

Network[Degree 10]

19.0

Extreme Conditions and Integration Error
These tests assess whether the models are robust in extreme conditions and that their results
are not sensitive to the choice of time step or integration method (Sterman, 2000).
Test for length of simulations
When running the model for extreme lengths of simulation, the diffusion processes must take
place consistently. Below are shown the results after running the PA model for 10 days. The total
and per degree number of potential distributors (stock) plus the adopter (stock) are equal to the
total in the network. The diffusion takes place as there is more than one adopter.
Potentials[Degree 1]

4.0

Adopters[Degree 1]

1.0

Network[Degree 1]

5.0

Potentials[Degree 2]

2.0

Adopters[Degree 2]

2.0

Network[Degree 2]

4.0

Potentials[Degree 3]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 3]

1.0

Network[Degree 3]

1.0

Potentials[Degree 4]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 4]

1.0

Network[Degree 4]

1.0

PA Model. Length of simulation: 10 days
Initial number of potentials: 1 – Initial number of adopters: 1
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Test for adoption values
When running the models for extreme adoption values, the results must be consistent with the
diffusion theory. For low adoption values, diffusion processes do not take place and for higher
adoption values, the growth rates increase as expected. The results after running the PA and PAD
models for different adoption values are shown below. For more details concerning the diffusion
process for extremely low values, see the tipping point analysis in section 4.3.4.

PA Model. Adopter population for five different
adoption values from 0 to 0.25. No diffusion
process for extremely low values of 0.0 and 0.0625

PAD Model. Adopter population for five different
adoption values from 0 to 0.25. No diffusion
process for low values 0.0, 0.0625 and 0.125

Adopter Popu:1 - 2 -

Adopter Popu:1 - 2 800

3000
2

1

1
1

2
1

1527

1

401

2

2

2

2
1

2

1

2
54

1
1.00

ge 1

1

750.75

1500.50
Days

2250.25

1.00

3000.00

PA Model. Adopter population for two different
adoption values: 0.75 and 1.0

ge 1

750.75

1500.50

2250.25

3000.00

Days

PA Model. Adopter population for two different
adoption values: 0.75 and 1.0
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Test for different initial conditions
Below are shown the results after running the PA and PAD models for different initial
conditions. For more adopter distributors, the growth rate increases, as can be seen in the first
two rows. In general, as can be seen in the subsequent two rows, for the PA model, a similar
number of distributors end as adopters in the final simulation time step; in contrast, for the PAD
model, a smaller number of distributors end as adopters in the final simulation time step but the
difference is not significant.

1: Adopter Popu
1000

2: Potential Popu

1: Adopter Popu
1000

2: Potential Popu

2

1

2

1

501

501

2

1

2
1 1
1.00

1
1
250.75

1
500.50
Days

1
750.25

1000.

Adopter vs. Potential
PA Model. Adoption value: 0.02
Number of initial potentials: 1
Number of initial adopters: 1
1: Adopter population – 2: Potential population

1: Adopter Popu
1000
1000

2: Potential Popu

1

2

2

1.00

250.75

2
500.50
Days

2
750.25

1000.

Adopter vs. Potential
PA Model. Adoption value: 0.02
Number of initial potentials: 1
Number of initial adopters: 53—any number >> 1
1: Adopter population – 2: Potential population

1: Adopter Popu
1000
200

2: Potential Popu

2

2

2

501
500

2

501
100
2

2
2
1

1
0 1
1.00

2
1
250.75

1
500.50
Days

1
750.25

1000

Adopter vs. Potential
PAD Model. Adoption value: 0.02
Number of initial potentials: 1
Number of initial adopters: 1
1: Adopter population – 2: Potential population

1
0

1

1

1
1.00

250.75

500.50

750.25

1000

Days

Adopter vs. Potential
PAD Model. Adoption value: 0.02
Number of initial potentials: 1
Number of initial adopters: 53—any number >> 1
1: Adopter population – 2: Potential population
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Adopters[Degree 1]

665.0

Adopters[Degree 1]

694.0

Adopters[Degree 2]

163.0

Adopters[Degree 2]

179.0

Adopters[Degree 3]

63.0

Adopters[Degree 3]

58.0

Adopters[Degree 4]

27.0

Adopters[Degree 4]

36.0

Adopters[Degree 5]

26.0

Adopters[Degree 5]

24.0

Adopters[Degree 6]

14.0

Adopters[Degree 6]

16.0

Adopters[Degree 7]

8.0

Adopters[Degree 7]

12.0

Adopters[Degree 8]

4.0

Adopters[Degree 8]

10.0

Adopters[Degree 9]

3.0

Adopters[Degree 9]

1.0

Adopters[Degree 10]

27.0

Adopters[Degree 10]

21.0

Total number of final adopters: 1000
Total number of adopters minus the initials: 999
PA Model. Adoption value: 1.0
Number of initial potentials: 1
Number of initial adopters: 1
Length of simulation: 1000 days

Total number of final adopters: 1051
Total number of adopters minus the initials: 998
PA Model. Adoption value: 1.0
Number of initial potentials: 1
Number of initial adopters: 53—any number >> 1
Length of simulation: 1000 days

Adopters[Degree 1]

45.0

Adopters[Degree 1]

45.0

Adopters[Degree 2]

58.0

Adopters[Degree 2]

58.0

Adopters[Degree 3]

79.0

Adopters[Degree 3]

79.0

Adopters[Degree 4]

43.0

Adopters[Degree 4]

35.0

Adopters[Degree 5]

15.0

Adopters[Degree 5]

14.0

Adopters[Degree 6]

14.0

Adopters[Degree 6]

10.0

Adopters[Degree 7]

6.0

Adopters[Degree 7]

9.0

Adopters[Degree 8]

8.0

Adopters[Degree 8]

4.0

Adopters[Degree 9]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 9]

9.0

Adopters[Degree 10]

22.0

Adopters[Degree 10]

23.0

Total number of final adopters: 290
Total number of final adopters: 286
Total number of adopters minus the initials: 289
Total number of adopters minus the initials: 233
PAD Model. Adoption value: 1.0
PAD Model. Adoption value: 1.0
Number of initial potentials: 1
Number of initial potentials: 1
Number of initial adopters: 1
Number of initial adopters: 53—any number >> 1
Length of simulation: 1000 days
Length of simulation: 1000 days
Difference: 56 nodes that correspond approximately to 5% of the total nodes in the network
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Test for desertion time values
Below are shown the results for the adopter population (stock) after running the PAD model for
the same length of simulation introducing different desertion time values, some of them shown in
the table in the second row. As expected, if the desertion time values increase, then more adopter
distributors end at the final simulation time step, as shown in the first row.
Adopters[Degree 1]

4.0

Adopters[Degree 1]

500.0

Adopters[Degree 2]

10.0

Adopters[Degree 2]

996.0

Adopters[Degree 3]

13.0

Adopters[Degree 3]

702.0

Adopters[Degree 4]

18.0

Adopters[Degree 4]

372.0

Adopters[Degree 5]

21.0

Adopters[Degree 5]

200.0

Adopters[Degree 6]

29.0

Adopters[Degree 6]

114.0

Adopters[Degree 7]

32.0

Adopters[Degree 7]

101.0

Adopters[Degree 8]

35.0

Adopters[Degree 8]

71.0

Adopters[Degree 9]

40.0

Adopters[Degree 9]

36.0

Adopters[Degree 10]

49.0

Adopters[Degree 10]

215.0

Total number of final adopters: 251
PAD Model. Desertion time: C2
Adoption value: 0.7
Length of simulation: 10000 days
Node
Degree
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

C1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

C2
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

C3
30
60
90
120
150
180
210
240
270
300

Total number of final adopters: 3307
PAD Model. Desertion time: C10
Adoption value: 0.7
Length of simulation: 10000 days

Desertion Time Values
d (days)
C4
C5
C6
1
70
90
30
100
120
70
140
160
120
190
210
170
250
270
250
320
340
340
410
430
440
510
530
550
620
640
670
740
760

C7
140
200
280
380
500
640
820
1020
1240
1480

C8
170
230
310
410
530
670
830
1050
1270
1510

C9
340
460
620
820
1060
1340
1660
2100
2540
3020

C10
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000
10000
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Test for DT and integration error variations
When running the models for DT = 1 and running them again by cutting it in half, i.e. DT = 0.5,
the models should perform in the same fashion. The figures in the first row show the results for
the PAD model for these DT values. Similarly, when running the models for different integration
methods, the models should perform in the same fashion. The figures in the second row show the
results for the PAD model using Euler’s Method and the Runge-Kutta 2 method.

1: Adopter Popu

2: Deserter Popu

1: Adopter Popu

650

2: Deserter Popu

650

1
326

2

1
326

1

1

2
1

2

2

1.00

2

1

2
1

1

1

1
250.75

500.50

ge 1

750.25

1000.00

Days

2

1.00

250.75

500.50

ge 1

: Adopter Popu

2: Deserter Popu

750.25

1000.00

Days

Adopter vs. Deserter
PAD Model. DT value: 0.5. Adoption value: 0.4
1. Adopter population – 2. Deserter population

Adopter vs. Deserter
PAD Model. DT value: 1. Adoption value: 0.4
1. Adopter population – 2. Deserter population

1: Adopter Popu

2

650

2: Deserter Popu

650

1
1

2

2

1
326

326

1

2

2

1

1

2

2
1

1
1.00

ge 1

2

1
250.75

500.50
Days

750.25

1000.00

Adopter vs. Deserter
PAD Model. Integration Method: Euler’s Method
Adoption value: 0.4

1
1.00

e1

2
250.75

500.50

750.25

1000.00

Days

Adopter vs. Deserter
PAD Model. Integration Method: Runge-Kutta 2
Adoption value: 0.4
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Sensitivity Analysis

Test for Numerical Sensitivity
“Numerical sensitivity exists when a change in assumptions changes the numerical values of the
results” (Sterman, 2000, p. 883). As shown in the extreme conditions tests, the models are highly
numerically sensitive to changes in the adoption and desertion time parameters. The figure below
shows the results for the adopter population (stock) after running the PAD model for 10000 days
of simulation, introducing the desertion time values shown in the table next to the figure. It can
be seen that if the desertion time values increase then the adopter population growth increases
too.
Adopter Popu:
1 -2 3500
2
2

1751

2

2
1
1
1.00

1

1

1

2500.75

5000.50
Days

7500.25

PAD Model. 1: C1. 2: C2.
Adoption value: 0.7

10000

Desertion Time Values
Node
d (days)
Degree
C1
C2
1
10
1000
2
20
2000
3
30
3000
4
40
4000
5
50
5000
6
60
6000
7
70
7000
8
80
8000
9
90
9000
10
100
10000

Test for Behavior Mode Sensitivity
“Behavior mode sensitivity exists when a change in assumptions changes the patterns of
behavior generated by the model” (Sterman, 2000, p. 883). The figures in the first row show that
the models do not present significant behavior mode sensitivity when the contact rate increases
by ten times. This variable is relevant within the assumptions of the model because it affects the
adoption flow directly, then a high impact of the results could be expected when introducing
variations to it. Nevertheless, in the graphs, it can be seen that there are variations when the
simulation is starting. These changes are expected because, after increasing the contact rate, the
adoption rate increases and so the adoption population should increase within fewer time steps—
approximately 20 days. However, the behavior patterns are the same, especially for the PAD
model, whose offsetting curves are almost the same.
Also, as can be seen in the numerical sensitivity results presented earlier, after introducing
changes to the desertion time values, the patterns of the behavior generated by the PAD model
change too. This sensitivity is more relevant in a numerical than in a behavior mode term.
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Adopter Popu: 1 - 2 -

Adopter Popu:1 - 2 150

100

2
1
2

1
76

51

2

1

2

2

1

2
1

2
1

1
1.00

2

1
25.75

50.50
Days

75.25

100.00

PA Model. 1: standard contact rate. 2: contact rate
increased by ten times.
Adoption value: 0.15

1

1
1.00

38.25

75.50
Days

112.75

150

PAD Model. 1: standard contact rate. 2: contact
rate increased by ten times.
Adoption value: 0.15

Test for Policy Type Sensitivity
“Policy sensitivity exists when a change in assumptions reverses the impacts of desirability of a
proposed policy” (Sterman, 2000, p. 883). Assumption changes do not reverse significantly the
impacts of proposed policies—see section four. Below are shown the results after running the
models for 1000 days and incrementing the contact rate by ten times. At the end of the
simulation, the difference between the number of nodes ending as adopters for the standard
contact rate and the number of nodes ending as adopters for the contact rate increased by ten
times is 0.3% for the PA and 2% for the PAD model.
Adopters[Degree 1]

654.0

Adopters[Degree 1]

642.0

Adopters[Degree 1]

44.0

Adopters[Degree 1]

45.0

Adopters[Degree 2]

162.0

Adopters[Degree 2]

178.0

Adopters[Degree 2]

59.0

Adopters[Degree 2]

56.0

Adopters[Degree 3]

67.0

Adopters[Degree 3]

82.0

Adopters[Degree 3]

57.0

Adopters[Degree 3]

69.0

Adopters[Degree 4]

40.0

Adopters[Degree 4]

26.0

Adopters[Degree 4]

31.0

Adopters[Degree 4]

45.0

Adopters[Degree 5]

23.0

Adopters[Degree 5]

21.0

Adopters[Degree 5]

22.0

Adopters[Degree 5]

29.0

Adopters[Degree 6]

9.0

Adopters[Degree 6]

9.0

Adopters[Degree 6]

15.0

Adopters[Degree 6]

9.0

Adopters[Degree 7]

12.0

Adopters[Degree 7]

14.0

Adopters[Degree 7]

11.0

Adopters[Degree 7]

6.0

Adopters[Degree 8]

7.0

Adopters[Degree 8]

5.0

Adopters[Degree 8]

7.0

Adopters[Degree 8]

4.0

Adopters[Degree 9]

4.0

Adopters[Degree 9]

3.0

Adopters[Degree 9]

7.0

Adopters[Degree 9]

2.0

Adopters[Degree 10]

19.0

Adopters[Degree 10]

20.0

Adopters[Degree 10]

18.0

Adopters[Degree 10]

25.0

Standard contact rate
Total adopters: 997

Contact rate increased
Total adopters: 1000

PA Model. Difference: +3 nodes (adopter) that
correspond approximately to 0.3% of the total
nodes in the network

Standard contact rate
Total adopters: 271

Contact rate increased
Total adopters: 290

PAD Model. Difference: +19 nodes (adopter) that
correspond approximately to 2% of the total nodes
in the network
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APPENDIX 4
Interview Study
Interview Format

INTERVIEW SHEET
Date of study
October 11 to 20, 2008
Number of interviews
65
Interview method
Phone calls
- Distributors belonging to the distributor’s
network of study and achieving high results or
Selection criteria
generating utilities from the business
- Uplines from the network of study and
succeeding in the NM business model
- Compensation plan (CP)
Variables of study
- Products’ characteristics (PC)
- Distributors’ resources (DR)
INFORMATION REQUESTED
Weight per variable according to the influence
First part of the interview
importance when a distributor, once recruited,
decides to start buying products
Value per variable according to the current
Second part of the interview
state in the NMO
-Weight expressed in percentage terms; must
total 100% for the three variables
Answer criteria
-Value assigned according to a scale from 1 to 5,
where 1 is poor and 5 excellent
-Question 1: What is the weight you assign to
each variable according to the importance they
represent when, once recruited, the distributor
starts buying and selling the NMO’s products?
Possible answer: 80% to CP, 10% to PC and 10%
to DR; really, the most important variable is the
commission system because it is the incentive to
buy and sell the NMO’s products.
-Question 2: What is the value you assign to each
Examples of the questions
variable according to its current performance in the
asked
NMO you belong to?
Possible answer: 3 to CP, the NMO could pay me
more when I buy more products; 5 to PC, the
NMO’s products are excellent, I love them; and 1
to DR, really, distributors in my network need to
improve their skills on sales and distributor
recruiting, and they also need to learn more about
the products’ attributes.
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Consolidated Results
CONSOLIDATED RESULTS
Variable
Weight
Compensation Plan
39%
Products’ Characteristics
37%
Distributors’ Resources
24%

Value
4.62
5.00
3.78

Some distributors’ answers
DISTRIBUTOR 1
Variable
Weight
Compensation Plan
40%
Products’ Characteristics
30%
Distributors’ Resources
30%

Value
5
5
4.5

DISTRIBUTOR 2
Variable
Weight
Compensation Plan
25%
Products’ Characteristics
40%
Distributors’ Resources
35%

Value
4
5
4

DISTRIBUTOR 3
Variable
Weight
Compensation Plan
10%
Products’ Characteristics
10%
Distributors’ Resources
80%

Value
4
5
5
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APPENDIX 5
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Table for Testing Power-Law Distributions
Derived from the Maximum Likelihood Estimator

Source: Goldstein, Morris and Yen (2004, p. 257).
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APPENDIX 6
Models’ Results

RESULTS FOR PA AND PAD MODELS
These are the results after running the PA and PAD models for 3000 time steps, with an adoption value of
0.91 and with 1 initial potential, 1 initial adopter and 0 initial deserter distributors, for a total of 2
distributors in the network. Each table shows the degree distribution for the distributors in each population
e.g. Potential[Degree 1] denotes the number of potential distributors with node degree 1, which is 1,
Adopter[Degree 1] denotes the number of adopter distributors with node degree 1, which is 1969, and
Network[Degree 1] denotes the total number of distributors within the network with node degree 1, which
is 1970; that is, the sum of Potential[Degree 1] plus Adopter[Degree 1].
After running the PA model, 99% of the total distributors end as adopters, while after running the PAD
model, only 16% end as adopters. According to the difference between the final number of adopters after
running the PA and PAD models, it is calculated that the desertion rate can reduce the effectiveness of the
diffusion process by approximately 80% in comparison with the assumption of no desertion phenomena.

PA Model

Potential Distributors Adopter Distributors
1.0

Adopters[Degree 1]

1.969.0

Network[Degree 1]

1.970.0

Potentials[Degree 2]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 2]

482.0

Network[Degree 2]

482.0

Potentials[Degree 3]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 3]

210.0

Network[Degree 3]

210.0

Potentials[Degree 4]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 4]

116.0

Network[Degree 4]

116.0

Potentials[Degree 5]

1.0

Adopters[Degree 5]

62.0

Network[Degree 5]

63.0

Potentials[Degree 6]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 6]

39.0

Network[Degree 6]

39.0

Potentials[Degree 7]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 7]

21.0

Network[Degree 7]

21.0

Potentials[Degree 8]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 8]

21.0

Network[Degree 8]

21.0

Potentials[Degree 9]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 9]

8.0

Network[Degree 9]

8.0

Potentials[Degree 10]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 10]

71.0

Network[Degree 10]

71.0

Total: 2

Potential Distributors

PAD Model

Total Distributors

Potentials[Degree 1]

Total: 2999

Adopter Distributors

Total: 3001

Deserter Distributors

Total Distributors

Potentials[Degree 1]

4.0

Adopters[Degree 1]

44.0

Deserters[Degree 1]

1.909.0

Network[Degree 1]

1.957.0

Potentials[Degree 2]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 2]

60.0

Deserters[Degree 2]

428.0

Network[Degree 2]

488.0

Potentials[Degree 3]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 3]

77.0

Deserters[Degree 3]

138.0

Network[Degree 3]

215.0

Potentials[Degree 4]

1.0

Adopters[Degree 4]

102.0

Deserters[Degree 4]

17.0

Network[Degree 4]

120.0

Potentials[Degree 5]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 5]

63.0

Deserters[Degree 5]

0.0

Network[Degree 5]

63.0

Potentials[Degree 6]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 6]

43.0

Deserters[Degree 6]

0.0

Network[Degree 6]

43.0

Potentials[Degree 7]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 7]

24.0

Deserters[Degree 7]

0.0

Network[Degree 7]

24.0

Potentials[Degree 8]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 8]

11.0

Deserters[Degree 8]

0.0

Network[Degree 8]

11.0

Potentials[Degree 9]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 9]

12.0

Deserters[Degree 9]

0.0

Network[Degree 9]

12.0

Potentials[Degree 10]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 10]

68.0

Deserters[Degree 10]

0.0

Network[Degree 10]

68.0

Total: 5

Total: 504

Total: 2492

Total: 3001

Note that, as the distributors increase their number of connections, i.e. node degree, then the number
of distributors deserting reduces; this explains the high impact of the NM structure and the rapid
growth and development of NMOs in the world during the last years.
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OTHER RESULTS FOR THE PAD MODEL USING THE PARAMETERS ESTIMATED
Potential Distributors
Adopter Distributors
Deserter Distributors
Total Distributors
Potentials[Degree 1]

2.0

Adopters[Degree 1]

45.0

Deserters[Degree 1]

278.0

Network[Degree 1]

325.0

Potentials[Degree 2]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 2]

55.0

Deserters[Degree 2]

34.0

Network[Degree 2]

89.0

Potentials[Degree 3]

1.0

Adopters[Degree 3]

32.0

Deserters[Degree 3]

0.0

Network[Degree 3]

33.0

Potentials[Degree 4]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 4]

18.0

Deserters[Degree 4]

0.0

Network[Degree 4]

18.0

Potentials[Degree 5]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 5]

13.0

Deserters[Degree 5]

0.0

Network[Degree 5]

13.0

Potentials[Degree 6]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 6]

5.0

Deserters[Degree 6]

0.0

Network[Degree 6]

5.0

Potentials[Degree 7]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 7]

2.0

Deserters[Degree 7]

0.0

Network[Degree 7]

2.0

Potentials[Degree 8]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 8]

2.0

Deserters[Degree 8]

0.0

Network[Degree 8]

2.0

Potentials[Degree 9]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 9]

4.0

Deserters[Degree 9]

0.0

Network[Degree 9]

4.0

Potentials[Degree 10]

0.0

Adopters[Degree 10]

10.0

Deserters[Degree 10]

0.0

Network[Degree 10]

10.0

Total: 3

Total: 186

Total: 312

Total: 501

These are the results after running the PAD model for 500 time steps, with an adoption value of 0.79, the
desertion time distribution estimated and with the same initial conditions established for the distributors in
the network. Each table shows the degree distribution for the distributors in each population. The diffusion
process is taking place.
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RESULTS FOR THE VARIABLES OF INFLUENCE ANALYSIS
These are some of the results after running the PAD model for 1000 time steps and varying the values and
weights of the variables of influence established in order to observe the changes in the adoption parameter.
These variables are the factors that influence the distributors’ decision to start buying the NMOs’ products.
They are: compensation plan, products’ characteristics and distributors’ resources. Specifically, we are
presenting additional uses for the SD models, like exploring questions such as the following:
(1) What is the impact on the adoption process if the importance of the compensation plan increases
by 75%, reducing the impact of the products’ characteristics?
Assuming the initial conditions shown in the first column in the table below, an increase of 75% on
the weight of the compensation plan variable does not generate significant variance to the final
number of adopters, as shown in the second column of the table. This test could prevent the NMO
from implementing a strategy with minimum impact that could cost high amounts of effort, money
and time.

Variable
CP
PC
DR

Value
5
1
2

BEFORE
Weight
0.2
0.7
0.1

i

Adopter

0.38

270

Variable
CP
PC
DR

Value
5
1
2

AFTER
Weight
0.35
0.55
0.1

i

Adopter

0.5

267

(1) What is the effect on the adoption process if the products’ quality increases by 10% but the
commission in the compensation plan decreases by 5%?
Assuming the initial conditions shown below, after the changes in the values of the variables, the final
number of adopters increases by 5%. This test may increase confidence before implementing a
particular strategy.

Variable
CP
PC
DR

Value
3
4
2

BEFORE
Weight
0.2
0.7
0.1

i

Adopter

0.72

270

Variable
CP
PC
DR

Value
2.85
4.4
2

AFTER
Weight
0.2
0.7
0.1

i

Adopter

0.77

285

Chapter 5
Synthesis Results
This thesis introduced the NM business model as product distribution channels that
can be characterized as scale-free networks that grow through time with the
preferential attachment mechanism. This characterization was made underlining the
way the NMOs are formed over time and with the purpose of studying how this
structure allows or obstructs the diffusion of products. The generation of such an NM
structure was based on the work of McCutchan and Campos-Náñez (2007) and
represents a straightforward application of their model in order to proceed with the
development of a model to study different aspects related to diffusion processes
through NM channels. This first resulting model developed using SD allows the
understanding of the way NMOs are formed.
In addition, product diffusion processes through those NM structures were
explored using two SD models. These models were developed by expanding the first
resulting model with the characteristics of infectious disease models. It was found
that the NM structure influences the diffusion process by introducing benefits to the
growth strength: for low adoption values, the products spread as epidemics and, in
comparison with random structures, the growth rates are higher and more effective,
especially when starting the diffusion process, which may explain the high popularity
of the NM business model.
Additionally, in order to improve the growth speed, NMOs must maintain
their adoption parameter as high as possible and simultaneously increase the
desertion time parameter of the diffusion process. Consequently, they can design and
implement strategies focused on the variables of influence of the distributors, such as
the compensation plan, products’ characteristics and distributors’ resources. As a
result, these strategies can maintain the motivation of their distributors, and thus
reduce their desertion rate and enhance their product volume, which improve the
diffusion process.
The NMOs perform in risky conditions. However, the findings of this study
can help them to design their strategies in order to counteract the controversial
context in which the NM business model is immersed and to overcome the challenges
generated especially by the increasing number of people failing to succeed.
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To reduce the effect of the desertion phenomenon, the NMOs have two facts
in their favor. First, the diffusion rates are higher when the diffusion process starts;
this is the high impact of the NM business model. This might be beneficial when they
are opening new markets, for example in new countries; afterwards, they could focus
their efforts on the new distributors’ dynamics in order to enhance the product
diffusion process and to avoid them deserting too soon. These efforts would be
directed to the low-connected distributors.
Second, the NM structure allows a faster diffusion process in comparison with
random structures. This might be beneficial when the market has increased; at this
point, they could focus their efforts on the well-connected distributors—the hubs—in
order to enhance the product diffusion process by taking advantage of the particular
properties concerning the scale-free network structure. In both cases, the efforts may
well be applied in terms of the distributors’ variables of influence and could benefit
both the NMO, because it can increase its sales, and the distributors, because they can
receive a higher commission and the desertion rate might not be astounding.
Next, the specific contributions of this thesis and its limitations are stated;
finally, some directions for future research are exposed.

5.1 Contributions
Resuming, the particular contributions of this thesis to the SD, NMOs and social
networks and diffusion theories are the following.
-

The introduction of the NM business model as a direct-selling channel
characterized by some of the structure properties of the scale-free networks
formed with the preferential attachment mechanism. Recent research on
complex networks and their structural properties has found that this network
form is present in various real systems performing in biological, social and
technological fields (Barabási & Oltvai, 2004; Zoltán & Barabási, 2002;
Barabási, Albert & Jeong, 2000); the presentation of this real case is a
contribution to that research, in this instance within the business domain.

-

The analysis of essential characteristics of the way network marketing
organizations are formed using an SD model developed with that sense and
based on a previous work (McCutchan & Campos-Náñez, 2007). The binary
network structure, a multilevel marketing business model equivalent to NM,
was previously modeled using agent-based modeling (Legara, Monterola,
Litong-Palima & Saloma, 2006). However, NM dynamics was never modeled
using SD techniques that allow computer simulation based on a dynamic
hypothesis that can be updated as the understanding of the relation between
the structure and behavior of these NMOs improves. This is a contribution to
SD that shows another field of action of this simulation modeling method.
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-

The exploration of product diffusion processes through NM structures.
Usually, diffusion phenomena have been studied assuming homogeneous or
random structures (Newman, Watts & Strogatz, 2002); current studies are
focusing on diffusion processes through heterogeneous structures like scalefree networks (Hein, Schwind & König, 2006; McCutchan & Campos-Náñez,
2007; Lopez-Pintado, 2008). This is a contribution to those studies as it
extends the knowledge and findings concerning social diffusion theories.

-

The study of the performance dynamics of the NM business model. Despite
the NM’s rapid growth during the last years, many people have failed to
succeed; therefore, the NM model has been challenged in terms of its capacity
to spread a product or service through a population (Taylor, 2002, 2004;
Martinez, 2007). Therefore, this study is a contribution to the understanding
of the NM business dynamics including its high impact and controversial
desertion rate; as a consequence, it is a contribution to the NMOs and the
people involved with them.
Concerning the Colombian context, this study is relevant to the NMOs in this
country. Recently, Colombia has been experiencing the collapse of existing,
illegal, so-called “pyramids”, a type of organizations that exhibit a business
model usually identified erroneously with the NM business model; it consists
of the exchange of money for recruiting people into a growing pyramidal
structure with neither product nor service distribution. This business model is
not sustainable through time because it does not involve an economic activity
that generates profitability, e.g. selling a product; consequently, the money
invested by the recruited nodes, travels up the “pyramid” and only few at the
top make profits. For this reason, pyramids tend to collapse leaving a huge
quantity of people recruited with neither profits nor return on their
investment. This study can help the NMOs to differentiate their NM business
model from these “pyramidal” schemes in order to counteract this
controversial context so as to develop trust. It helps to explain that NMOs are
sustainable through time as their distributors’ networks—unlike the
“pyramids”—continuously grow while the diffusion of products takes place.
Therefore, it is not relevant whether a new distributor is recruited into the top
or the bottom of the network since he/she can develop his/her own business
network which will grow and not collapse due to the continuous distribution
of the NMOs’ products.

The study of this business model using network theory and SD is rather new.
In sum, this project contributes to the understanding of the NM business dynamics.
Moreover, it enlarges the knowledge concerning diffusion processes and social
networks.
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5.2 Limitations
Assumptions and decisions made by the modeler through the development of
this thesis limit the scope of the project. Various aspects of interest concerning the
diffusion process are included within this study and some of them are relaxed,
although they can be further expanded or incorporated. These are:
-

The effectiveness of different NMOs’ compensation plans: including different
values for the products’ volume commission and for the markup profit ranges
within the commission systems. This issue can extend the scope of the project
by allowing the inference of specific strategies to achieve better results for
both NMOs and distributors.

-

The influence of particular characteristics of the NMOs’ products within the
products’ attributes variable of influence. Some of them are: accessibility,
sales facilities or difficulties, social stratum, gender, likes and acquisitive
capacity. This issue can extend the scope of the project by broadening the
analysis concerning the NM failure factors and the adoption parameter.

-

Two additional factors of influence to the three initially established, i.e.
compensation plan, products’ characteristics and distributors’ resources, were
identified through the interviews performed with existing distributors. (1)
Training system: training material designed for teaching the distributors about
the development of their businesses, usually comprising books, audio,
eBooks, conferences, webinars, printed flyers, etc. (2) Support team: guidance
and help provided by the uplines to their downline distributors, especially
when they are starting their businesses. The NM experts interviewed
considered that the three variables selected for the estimation are sufficient
and appropriate. These additional variables could be considered as relevant as
they extend the analysis concerning the adoption rates and the NM failure
factors, making it more accurate. More in-depth study must be carried out in
order to determine its real impact on NMOs and the business model.

-

For the study, it was assumed that the distributor is never removed; they cease
buying the products but they remain in the network. Usually, they remain in
the network and in the medium term the NMO removes them and reassigns
their network, if there is one, to their corresponding uplines. This assumption
limits the project because it could represent changes in the models’
performance when taking it into account. Nonetheless, this assumption is
reasonable and can be accepted within the purpose of this study for three
reasons. First, the first step in the study of diffusion through NM structures is
to develop a model with this assumption in a way that it can be considered for
further research. Second, a decision maker or policy designer from a
particular NMO might be interested first in how to raise and preserve the
network structure developed—add more distributors; and then, having
established the structure he/she might be interested in how to enhance the
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diffusion of products through that structure. Both of these occur before being
interested in studying the structure after modifying it or removing distributors
from the networks. Third, there is no certainty about the removing rate: it is
up to the NMO and can differ significantly between different NMOs. Further
research could be routed into the changing structure that arises because of
distributor or node eliminations from the business network.

5.3 Directions for Future Research
Finally, taking into account the results, contributions and limitations of this study, the
directions for future research are the following.
-

It was assumed that the distributors cease buying the products but remain in
the network. It is relevant to verify whether this assumption has an influence
on the performance of the model and the results obtained and to what extent.
Specifically, a further study could include the changing structure that arises
because of distributor or node eliminations from the business network. For
this, a time in the network parameter can be included, i.e. the time that a node
remains as an effective part of the network.

-

The recovery rate was modeled as a first-order material delay, which means
that people do not all recover after the same amount of time and infectious
nodes will decline exponentially (Sterman, 2000). However, it would be
pertinent to explore the desertion rate as a high-order process and verify the
kind of desertion the NMOs’ distributors follow, preferably using a real case.

-

The SD models developed do not include product volume or the quantity of
products each distributor is buying when he/she becomes an adopter and,
therefore, do not include income; the diffusion process is performed
independently of the number of products the distributors are buying. This
assumption could be included as an extension to the models. It would be
relevant in order to calculate income per distributor and explore model
financial dynamics in their networks and the NMOs.

-

For the study, two of the three social diffusion models were used—the SI and
SIR models. Using the SIS model allows the study of the product diffusion
process assuming that, once an adopter, the distributor can cease buying the
products, return to the potential state and start buying them again.

-

The variables training system and support team were identified through the
interviews with NM experts as factors that can also influence the decision to
start buying products or becoming infected. These variables could be
considered in additional analyses of the NM failure factors, especially
concerning the distributors. However, more in-depth study must be performed
in order to determine their real impact on the NMOs and the NM business
model.
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-

As an extension to the characterization of NM channels as scale-free
networks, additional studies could be carried out using more real and existing
distributors’ networks, especially with a larger size and from different NMOs.

-

Last, it would be interesting to studying knowledge diffusion through this type
of network structure. According to Canals (2005), this diffusion process is not
equivalent to that modeled as epidemics or the spread of rumors because it
includes an unintended diffusion due to the social relationships between
people. The NM business model is also characterized by this component
because distributors duplicate the behavior and success practices of their
uplines as a result of the continuous interaction between them—this is related
to the support team variable mentioned earlier. This can be considered as a
tacit knowledge manifestation learned in an unintended way.
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